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Christian Science services are held at J
Fernald’s, No. 67 Cedar street, ever;
Sunday morning at 11 o'clock, and Wednes
day evenings at 7.30, to which ai! are cordi

“ORGUSTY.”

Sermon.
Solo, “Life over Death is King,”
Miss Marion Wells.

Prayer.
Hymn, 333, "Ceronation,”
Benediction.

Lomi
0. Holden

Postlude, “Fantasia/’
Tonrs
Miss Helen M. Dunton, organist.
At the Unitarian church

next

Sunday

morning at 10.45 o’clock there will be a
special Easter service with sermon by the
pastor, Rev. Harry Lutz, on “The Endless
Communion service will be held immediately after the regular morning service.
All are welcome. The musical program for
the morning service is as follows:

Services at the North church : Junior C. E

Organ Voluntary, “Spring Song,”
Mendelssohn

Thursday at 3.30 p. m.; prayer meetim
Thursday at 7.30 p. m.; C. F: prayer meet
ing Sunday at 7.15 a. m : morning worshi]
at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday
school at 12 m.
Easter concert at ti 30 p.

H. Hoffman
J. B. Calkin

Life.”

ally welcome.

The U. of

Special.
-earsport locals...Belfast Price Curi.t
Births...Marriages.. Deaths.
VER

Services at the Unitarian Church nex ,
Sunday morning at 10:45 o’clock with ser
mon by the pastor, Kev. Harry Lutz. Sun
day school at 12 o’clock. All are welcome
F.

With South Jackson Pioneers..Transin Real Estate..Northport News..
* sh Facts.
,.'vernor
M. Farm

The C. E. Society at the North churc 1
will hold an early morning prayer meetin
next Sunday at 7.15.
Visitors will be coi
dially welcomed.

Response.
Offertory, “Barcarolle”
Hymn, 289, “Walthana”

Miss Faunce.

MAINE, THURSDAY,
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THE NEWS W BELFAST.
S. G. Norton shipped a spring lamb
Boston yesterday that weighed 28 pounds.
Swift & Paul had the first strawberries of

to

the season last Saturday. They were large,
fine colored and rich flavored and were in
perfect condition. They retailed at 40 cents.
Since the Islesboro itemd on the 3d page
were printed we have learned that Capt.
Veazie’s horse was not killed, but that Dr.
Darling was called from Belfast and fixed
the leg and it is hoped to save the horse.
The members of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will meet Monday afternoon, April
16th, with Mrs. E. P. Frost, No. 42 High
street. The lesson will be a study of Greek
Art, chapter eight, page 199 to 214, and
from Greek Literature, chapter nine. Roll

Cantata,
Stewart
“Victory,”
Soprano and Bass Solos and Quartette.
Solo, “The Return to Heaven,”
select quotations.
Blumenschein call,
Mrs. Pitcher.
In our advertising columns will be found
Postlude, “Gloria from Twelfth Mass,”
the announcement of a new firm, The BelMozart fast
Paint & Paper Co., 119 High street
Miss Blanche Sullivan,
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher,
painters and paper hangers, dealers in room
Mr. C. E. White, Mr. E. S. Pitcher,
paper, window shades, window glass, etc.

m.

lay morning the writer boarded
“Ladies’ Night” at the Congregationa
It was raining club will be observed next Wednesday
am for Augusta.
1 and the landscape with its treevening. The Hon. A. F! Savage, Justici
nches of snow had the mottled ap- of the Supreme Court, will be the chie:
The ice in the guest and an interesting
of Castile soap.
Choir.
program is beinj
M. W. Welch is at the head of the new comMiss Mary E. Faunce, Organist.
.twaukeag was breaking up and prepared by the committee in charge.
nanv. which is a guarantee of good workcakes
of
the
a
boating
iuite jam
Easter services at the Gospel Mission wil
mansbip and prompt service.
The streams
he upper bridge.
ai
with
an
begin
all-day meeting Sunday
I F. W. Pote, Belfast agent of the Eastern
freed from their icy fetters, and
10.30 a. in.; afternoon and evening at 2.30am
be long before Messrs. Colburn,
Steamship Co., met with quite a serious
7 o'clock. Morning subject, “Waiting upoi
Everett S. Carter died April 7th at his
ih, and other ardent fishermen, the
accident, last Thursday afternoon. The
afternoon subject, “Sin and lie
75
Lord;
37
Cedar
and
6
street,
aged
home,
years
boat in making her landing had jarred the
ringing in strings of speckled
pravity
evening subject, “The prepara months. He had been in failing health for
rum haunts known only to themso that it stopped the clock in the
tion required to meet God in peace. Meet- some time but his last sickness was only of wharf
v hen the train reached Brooks it
room, and Mr. Pote got on a revolvwaiting
7.3t
at
m
the
week
ings every evening
Miss Inez Carter, a
a week’s duration.
.ng fast, and the ground was
to start it. One caster was
o’clock. Evangelist W. W. Laite will sing granddaughter, arrived from Hallowell on ing office chair
■ii the train backed into the Burnthe chair and it tipped forward,
from
gone
and preach. Everybody is welcome.
the Saturday evening train and was recogon.
Hart’s new hotel looms up
Mr. Pote falling heavily between the stove
nized by her grandfather, who not long
the track, a haven of rest to the
and a desk, and striking on his left hip1. He
ivengious services win oe neiu 111 rut
a few hours
after
became
and
unconscious
iveller wlio arrives at Burnham chapei at East Xorthport Sunday, April 15
had to be helped up and was taken home,
ill hours of the morning, or who at 10.30 a. in., with an Easter sermon by tin later passed away. The deceased was born where he was confined to his bed for three
in
the
son
of
Josiah
and
Penobscot,
Dolly days. Though still very lame and suffering
April pastor, Rev. G. G. Winslow. At 11.30a.m.
::g wait at this junction.
Roberts Carter. Later the family moved to
proverbially capricious and be- Sunday school and rehearsal, at 7 p. in. an
from the fall Mr. Pote was at the wharf
Montville. The deceased came to Belfast
t began to clear and in the afterEaster concert. There will be services at
attending to his duties.
in 1847 and went to sea a uumber of winters. Monday
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in the Woods schoolhouse.

At 3

p.

m.

About i860 he went to work in the ship
yard, and that was his occupation for the
remainder of his life. He was a member of
the shipbuilding firm of C. P. Carter & Co.,
whose vessels were known in every port on
the globe, and which were noted for their
schoolhouse.
sailing qualities and thorough construction.
inimitable way. As the meeting
An Raster service will be held at the After the death of the other members of
in the afternoon there was time
church next Sunday forenoon at the firm Mr. Carter worked on vessels built
alls, and at the office of the New baptist
10:45. The music, in charge of Mrs. E. F. in the old Carter yard by the Pendleton
: Plaisted was found in consultaMrs. W. H. Fletcher asorganist, Brothers, lie was a skillful workman, farhe new chief of the fire depart- Frost with
will be appropriate to the day and occasion. miliar with every detail of a vessel’s con! it
was evident that the “new I
The discourse by the pastor, Rev. E. S. struction, and popular with all who worked
,as, or soon would be, in active
be upon the topic, “The for or with him. Strictly honest in all his
His Honor is naturally feeling Philbrook, will
Redeemer as Known by Job and the dealings, cheerful in disposition and kind
his election and has taken up the Living
modern Man of God.’’ In the evening at hearted he made many friends. There are
.lie office w ith characteristic en7:30 o'clock a “Peoples' Service’' will be but a few now left of the men who worked
The city clerk’s office, now held
held consisting of responses and hymns, in our shipyards when that industry was at
hie” Williamson, is in the same
“Old Favorites," with biographical sketch- its height iu Belfast. Mr. Carter married
ng merely been transferred from
are:
Other appointments
es.
Sunday- Mary Jane Walton of this city, who died a
in the senior member of the law
school at noon; men's meeting at 3:30 p. in.
few years ago. He is survived by a son,
iiamson ifr Burleigh,
...I
cortrion «♦ R.Qfl
All aim
: Fred U. Carter, who is employed in a dredgate House the Assistant Necreinvited.
ing steamer at Savannah, Ga.,; two brothArthur 1 Brown of this city,
Rev. A. li. Ilanscom, pastor of the Union ers, John X. Carter, who lives in Kansas,
it his desk, and ai usual up to
business, but he always has a church at Vinalhaven, has about complet- ! and ( apt. George R. Carter of this city, and
i.ir visitors from Waldo county. ed the local arrangements for the East ; two granddaughters, Misses Mary and Inez
Mrs. Brown are very pleasantly Maine Methodist Conference, which will Carter, who have the sympathy of a large
meet in his church on Tuesday, April 24th, circle of friends in their bereavement. Durear the capitol, but Mrs. Brown
and continue one week, closing the follow- ing his illness he was tenderly cared for by
w recovering from a severe illing Monday. About the only matter yet in his sou’s w ife and daughter, Mary, most of
*ii weeks duration, making her
She is abeyance is the special boat service, which whose life has been spent w ith his family.
ue out of doors last w eek.
will be announced later. This session of
Mr. ( al ter was a Mason and Knights Temeg rapidly and expects to return
the Conference will he of unusual interest.
uue iii this city about the first of
plar and Palestine Commander}' attended
Two bishops will be present— Bishop I). II.
the funeral, which was held at 3.30 p. m.
who will preside, and Bishop IV. F.
id some talk about a spelling Moore,
Tuesday, iu a body, Revs. Harry Lutz and
will
three
addresses
who
make
Mallalieu,
eh had taken place the evening
A. A. Smith, brother Masons, officiating.
Other
tlte
week.
distinguished
did not know that it had a local luring
Fannie Hussey Baker, who died in Itorand
from
outside
the
jlergymen
laymen
i;I we read this item in the BosConference limits who will be present are: chester, Mass., April 2nd, was born in
.Hamsun and Mrs. F.
L. Web- Dr. T. C. lliff, Dr. J. T. McFarland, Dr. E. Albion, Maine, June 27, 1824, the daughter
"d all the other contestants at
M. Taylor, Dr. T. S. Henderson, Prof. F. E. of Benjaminand I’ameliaf Crosby) Reed,and
match at the Congregational
Bragdon, Rev. E. II. Chapin, Rev. F. II. was the widow of George Baker, proprietor
"iay evening, and were given
Morgan, Mr. T. A. Hildreth, Mrs. N. W. of the American House in this city in the
tiouks by Maine authors.
Mrs. Baker retained her residence
50's.
■f topic of conversation every- Bafss, Mrs. C. D. Woods, Mrs. 8. A. Patterhere until about 10 years ago, when she
the Cooper trial. People have ton, Mrs. charlotte Atwood.
moved to Massachusetts with her daughter,
miles around to attend it and
The Fluster Sunday services at the MethoMrs. Anne B. Knight, and her grandson,
liow Knnn ornuiluil ilnil v
iist church will be as follows: Epworth
C. Aug. Knight, ami had since made her
ias been too wearied with the
League Easter morning service at 7; sub- home with them. While
living here Mrs.
it in the newspapers to care to
ject, The Resurrected Life, led by Miss Baker was a very active member of the
It is said that this Lillian
>art room.
in
the
at
league room;
Spinney,
She was a kindUniversalist church.
>st Kennebec county $15,000 to
[0:45 in the auditorium.
hearted, generous woman, and no one was
Hie of the strange features is
Voluntary,
ever turned hungry from her door.
Many
Raticte
Communion in G,
luty is to pay Mrs. Cooper's
of our older people hold her in kind rememAsford
Easter
Morn,
Anthem,
Bright
ie theory in circulation is that
brance and sympathise with the bereaved
scripture,
lid the shooting; but the geuHymn,
daughter and grandson. The remains were
is of opinion is that Mrs. C’oopApostle's Creed,
brought here for interment in the family
'liity one, but that she will be Prayer,
Come Unto Me,
Kippin lot in Grove cemetery, accompanied by Mrs.
there will be disagreement of Response,
Responsive reading, Psalm 4ti,
Knight and her son, and funeral services
he matter of admitting Mrs. Ilona Patri,
were held in the Universalist church ThursNotices,
and
.1, leaving her free to go
Chopin morning, April 5th, Rev. A A. Smith
Offetory, Nocturne,
pleasure while witnesses are
i'utive point in Augusta was the
use, where the annual meeting of
Weekly Publishers’ Association
held. Here we had the pleasure
Pay, and it was
ng Holman F.
ie trip to hear one of his stories,
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Thursday quarterly meeting in the Woods
schoolhouse, with sermon by the presiding
elder, Rev. F. L. Hayward, followed by the
conference. The bad travelling will prevent
holding an evening service at the Hrainard
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•lishers’ Association in the
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All seats free.

The

Taps.
The Pastor
Benediction,
Postlude, March in C, Calkin Op. 80.
Mrs. Herbert F. Drinkwater.

Following is the order for the Easter service (at the North church next Sunday
morning. The quartette will be assisted by
Mr. Mark Crockett, cornetist:
Th. Dubois
Voluntary, Grand Chorus,
Carol, “Hail Him Lord and Leader,” Nevin
Doxology.

fie Frankfort Library.

Library, built of Mount
,,u if, will be an ornament to the Invocation.
uiterport. It is getting to be a Gloria.
,winch doesn't see a half dozen Responsive Reading,
‘-rected in Maine towns, and

||u,,ii(Jr."uHwill

W>,
Hr

nui.

Sei mon, The Easter of Eternal Hope,
Sir Knight Rev. Ashley A. Smith
Anthem, Prophecy and Fulfillment, Greene
Universalist Church Choir.
In Mentoriam,
Prelate Sir Knight Harry Lutz

act
connection with the coming
at Portland June 27. Govwas present.
It was voted to
"
ilour of the convention from 1.30
a. in., and to fix the basis of
“bun on the vote for Governor in
u
"as one delegate for each 78
1,11 city, town and
plantation, and
"bal delegate for each fraction of
‘'

i,

10.

State Committee

llallowell House tonight

mis.

uiV/ca.

Congregation

State Convention

Me., April

■‘publican

v

There will b e a special Kaster service at
the Universalist church Sunday, April 15th,
at 2.30 o’clock, with Palestine C'ommandery,
Kuights Templar, in attendance. The order of service is as follows:
Mendelsshon
Organ Voluntary, Adagio,
Mrs. Herbert F. Drink water.
Anthem, Hallelujah! Christ Is Risen,
Forbes
Universalist Church Choir.
Palestine
Service,
C'ommandery
Responsive
Baritone solo, Resurrection Morn,
Paul Rodney
Mr. Clarence C. Brooks.
Rev. E. S. Philbrook
Scripture Lesson,
Soprano solo, O Light That Breaks From
Dressier
Vender Tomb,
Miss Marion Wells.
Responsive Reading, Minister and People.
Rev. J. W. Hatch
Easter Carol, Hail Thou Glorious Easter
Sehuecker
Morning,
Universalist Church Choir
D.
Rev.
L. Wilson
Prayer,
Response, To a Mind Worn and Weary,
Tosti
Mr. Clarence C. Brooks.
Easter Hymn. No. 312 Church Harmonies

tlie pocket inhaler that comes
lit, is absolutely necessary to
hal germs and prevent their
rmation.
-\g air of Ilyomei heals the
raw membrane of the air pas>e, throat and lungs, kills off
-ermsand rids the system of
of catarrh,
Ilyomei outfit consists of a
mhaler which can be carried
vest-pocket, a medicine dropHe- of Ilyomei, and costs only
iiiie extra bottles can be ob-

\

JvitlaLri

will render a solo.
public invited.

Home!

*ight of folly to dose the stomternal medicines to cure nasal
an not be cured except the ca.s that are present in the nose,
ung8 have first been killed,

j

West

Mendelssohn
Miss Amy E. Stoddard, organist
with
noon
at
school
special Easter
Sunday
opening exercises. At 7.15 in the evening
the morning order of service will be observed. The pastor w ill preach an Easter
The choir will render the anthem,
sermon.
UliiU

to
Cure Catarrh by
tiiout Stomach Dosing.

members,

Anthem, He is Risen,
Benediction,
Postlude,

MOODY.

■}

officiating.

of

Psalms 97-98.

Hymn, 298, “Worgau”

receive congratulations
number of others.-Waterville

J

Lyra Davidica

Lesson.
Anthem, “Now is Christ Risen,”
Prayer.

NichOl

_

Mrs. Estelle S. Wentworth died at her
home on Waldo Avenue Monday morning,
April 9th, after a long illness which she
bore with unusual fortitude. She was born
in Belfast November 5, 1858, a daughter of
Luther M. and the late Sarah N. Smith.
She had seven brothers and sisters, two of
whom died in youth. Being the youngest
surviving daughter of the family she remained at home after the others had
married and faithfully cared for her invalid mother until the latter's death in 1892.
April 29, 1894, she was married to Noyes K.
Wentworth of Belfast, who survives her.
She was an earnest and devoted Christian
and was never lacking in kindness toothers
and denying of self. Besides her husband
she leaves her father, Luther M. Smith of
South Hope, and three sisters and two
brothers, Mrs. Elizabeth V. Mason, Mrs.
Mary F. Davidson, Mrs. EmmaS. Hill, and
Edgar L. Smith of Belfast, and Clarence 11.
Funeral services were
Smith of Waldo.
held at her late home Wednesday at 1 p. m.
Mrs. Sarah Cunningham, an old and lifelong resident of Waldo, died Tuesday, Apri
3d, at the residence of Mr. Oscar Staples
after a short attack of pneumonia. She had
been attending an only daughter, Mrs.
Bertha E. Nickerson, in an illness which
caused her death but a few hours before
her own. A woman of sterling worth, she
was loved and highly respected by all who
knew her. Their funeral was held Thursday, April 5th, at the Johnson sehoolhou.se
and was attended by a host of relatives and
friends, who brought many beautiful floral
emblems as tokens of their esteem. She
was (14 years of age and leaves a mother,
two sisters and three brothers to moarn
their loss.

Wrong Transfer Alleged.
Portland, Me., April 5. A bill in equity
has been bled by the Georges national bank
of Thomaston through its solicitor, Joseph
E. Moore, against Sheriff Adelbert J. Tolman of Knox county and Isaac E. Archibald. The bill alleges that the sheriff at the
request of Archibald’s attorney, Allan L.
Bird, signed a wrong return of a sale, conveying the interests of the Port Clyde
development company in certain property
to Archibald.
Judge Whiteliouse has ordered a hearing
for April 24th upon the question of granting
a temporary injunction restraining Archibald from disposing of the property in question.
[Capt. Archibald held a note for money
advanced and his attorney bid in the
property when it was sold at sheriff’s sale.]

A Surprise Party. Col. and Mrs. H.
E. McDonald, entertained at their beautiful home on Church street last Friday evening twenty young ladies and gentlemen, the
occasion being the fifteenth birthday of
their niece, Miss Sarah Mae Preston, who
was taken completely by surprise.
Bridge
was enjoyed by the girls, who played with
Miss
as much skill as some of their elders.
Crawford and Miss McTaggart took the
prizes. The boys also indulged in cards
and various games, and to all appearances
At 10
were having the time of their lives.
p. m. ice cream and cake were served, and
soon after all departed.leaving many tokens
of their regard with best wishes for many

happy

returns

of Sarah’s birthday.

Our Cri bbing Offers. Owing to the
crowded condition of our columns we have
had to discontinue the advertisements of
clubbing offers, and will present them

briefly here. They apply only to subscriptions in advance; and when payment is
made it should be stated what premium, if
any, is desired. It is also necessary to say
that none of these publications are mailed
with The Journal or from this office. We
have to pay for these publications one year
in advance, and they are then sent from
their respective offices to out subscribers.
Our clubbing offers are as follows for one
year’s subscription paid in advance:
The
The
The
The

Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal

and
and
and
and

Farm & Home.$2 00
Tribune Farmer. 2.25
McCall’s Magazine... 2.10
Tri-Weekly Tribune.. 2.50

Steamer Notes. The Tremont, Capt.
(S. \V. Arey, which had been thoroughly
overhauled at this port and put in fine order
for the season’s business, went over to
Brooksville Sunday and started Monday
morning on her route between that place
and Bangor_The Golden Rod made her
first trip on the Castine and Belfast route
Monday. She made the run from Castine,
landing at the Lime Kiln, to Belfast in one
hour and five minutes—A Bangor paper
says that the steamer Castine as soon
as she can be put in readiness will go on
the Belfast, Islesboro and Castine route,
but that is not credited here. It is thought
however, that the Castine may go on the
route temporarily while the Silver Star receives an overhauling.The Penobscot,
which left here Monday for Boston,put into
Portland and her passengers went on byrail. The City of Bangor, which left Boston for Bangor Monday, made a harbor at
Gloucester. The storm at Boston was very

1906._•

Hand Concert and Ball. The Belfast

Band, one of the most prosperous musica]
organizations in the State, will give a conand ball at the Belfast Opera House
Thursday evening, April 19th. This will be
something out of the usual line of concert!
given in our city during the past few years
A number of the soloists of the band have
volunteered their services and with the full
band will render the following program:
Blue Jackets,
C. W. Bennett
March,
Band.

cert

Overture,

Pique Dame,

Suppc

Band.
Cornet Solo, Columbia Fantasia, Rollinson
Mr. Mark Crockett.
Loftis
Yankiaua,
Intermezzo,
Hand.
Clarinet and Saxaphone Duet,
Sur la Sonambula de Bellini,
Klose
Messrs. Charles A. Harmon and J.
Lee Patterson.
Yradier
Spanish Serenade, La Paloma,
Band.
Concertino for Trombone,
Brooks
Mr. H. A. Drinkwater.
Selected
Saxaphone Quartette,
Veteran’s Return,
Sherman
March,
Band.
The enthusiasm of the band's members is
at a high pitch as a large number of new
members have recently been taken in. The
object of the combination of a concert and
dance is that it may appeal to every one,
both lovers of music and the dancing public. It is needless to say that the band wish
to make this a success, both socially and
financially, as new uniforms are needed and
various other things for the summer season.
It is thought that the public ought to appreciate the fact that the band is in a very progressive state and should help the boys out.
See advertisement in another column.
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Essay, “Wimminat the Polls,”

PERSONAL.

Somnambulus Snorer Phi I brook

Music, Solo,

Adelina Lavira Perpeta llopkin:

Essay, “Fishing Expedition,”
Crystalline Snowflake Frosi
(Mi3s F. has caused her teachers mucl
anxiety the past year.)
Class Prophecy,
Country Cross Rhoadei
(Audience will please retrain from conver
sation during the reading of this part.)
Presentation of Gifts,
J. A. Fitsoodle Bralej
I

Mrs. Cyrus J. Hall is in town for a brief
visit with friends.
W. J. Creamer of Stockton Springs was la
town on business Monday.
Mrs. J. G. Brooks bas returned from Boston, where she spent the winter.
Mrs. Alice

Hezekiah Ezekial Colson

I Matilda Sophia Patterson
{ Tryphena Mary Ann Raleigt
l Velzora Esmon Flood
Gracious Abagall Ilayei
Valedictory,
(There was some objection to giving nei
this honor.)
Conferring of Diplomas,
_

Singing

The

Plitp tttmos

far

teen

anS

Mr. Herbert Ketlar of Lincolnville has.
gone to Camden, where he has employment.
Misses Alice P. Poor, Elizabeth A. Quimby
and CoraS. Morison returned to Wellesley'

•Excused.

Monday.

NEWS OP THE GRANGES.

Mr. John Holmes, a student at Tuft’s
Medical College, spent part of his spring
vacation at home.

Sebasticook Grange No. 90 gave a box sociable Wednesday evening, April 4th. A
goodly number were in attendance. An ex
cellent program was carried out and the receipts from the sale of the boxes was very
satisfactory. At the regular meeting of the
grange

Saturday evening, April 7th,

Mrs. Charles Flye of Island Falls is in
this city visiting her daughter, Mrs. J. W.
Hatch and family.
Miss Alice Pitcher of Lincolnville left

Saturday for North Haven, Me., where she
has a position as a teacher.

live

candidates were instructed in the 3d and
4th degrees.

more

Mrs. Samuel W. Johnson returned last
week from a several weeks’ visit with her
daughter in Hanover, N. H.
Mrs. Marion E. lirown and daughter
Katherine left last Saturday for a few
weeks'visit in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Griflin, who have
been spending the winter in Pasadena, California, expect to arrive home about the
mmaie ot tne montn.

Sir. and Sirs. George E. Brackett are in
Waterrille attending the annual meeting of
the Slaine Grand Lodge of Good Templars,
which closes this evening.
Sirs. Slary Cook Noble of Pittsfield is
planning to come to East Belfast to be
present at the 102d anniversary of the birfh
her uncle, Eli Cook, Slay 6th.
Sir. and Sirs. Fred Ferguson are spending a week in Boston. Mr. Ferguson recently sold his drug business in Cliftondale,
Mass., and is taking a needed rest.
William Farrow, of Bath formerly of Belfast, received the second honor at the
Morse High school, Bath, and will deliver
the salutatory at the graduation exercises.
Sir. and Sirs. Daniel H. Clark of Freedom announce the engagement of their
daughter, Lena Slay Clark, Colby College,
’08, to Ralph Slaurice Richardson of East
Baldwin, an undergraduate at Bowdoin.
Mr. and Sirs. A. B. Stautial returned last
a pleasant sojourn of
a week in Boston.
They stopped over a
day in Augusta and attended the Cooper
trial.
Sir. Stantial savs it was his first real
vacation for 22 years and he thoroughly en-

Friday evening from

joyed it.
The many friends of Mr. F. J. Rigby, for
many years leader of the llelfast Rand,
will be pleased to learn that he is havinggreat success in Rumford Falls. He has a
large class of pupils on both the clarinet
and piano, is leader of the local band, a director of the choral society, and has just
organized a band composed of boys.

young

men

in the State «»f Maine

are

—

—

—

j

Messrs. Girin J. Dickey, of last season’s
editorial stall' of the Palm Reach Daily
News, Roy Hiscoek, bookkeeper jt, the
same office,
and John Wei he, returned
yesterday afternoon from Key West on the
steamer Shitinecoek, where they went Monday for a few days’ visit. The young men
are spending the day in the city, but will return to West Palm
Reach tonight, from
which place Mr. Dickey leaves Monday for

coming up drunkards than ever before. I I
Me.—Miami, Fla.,
Metropolis,
wish to speak for Waldo county and say this Relfast,
is false—absolutely false, as far as our grand j March 29th.
old county is concerned. I have traveled as
An Appleton boy has just received honors
many miles, attended as many grange meetin the far west. A. G. Keene, who is enings in the past 30 years I have belonged to
the order as any member in Waldo county
gaged in the drug and collateral loan busiand have yet to see a drunken young man ness at Seattle,
Washington, has been electat any of our meetings.
We also have a
Veteran Association that has met nearly ed councilman of that city on the municipal
every month for the last 12 years and we ownership ticket. Mr. Keene was formerly
have never had a drunken man with us. a resident of Appleton and his father,
State Master Gardner does not know Waldo
William A. Keene, was a prominent Knox
county as well as I do or he would have excepted it in his remarks. Had any member county Democrat. All the other members
made such a statement before the State of the Keene family of Appleton were ReGrange in Bangor his doom would have publicans.
been sealed there and then. I stand up for
Mr. and Mrs? Daniel Ratchelder of North
my town, county and State.
A Patron.
Palermo, who passed the 20th milestone of
North Searsport, April 9, 1906.
their wedded life March 27th

the Patrician shoe for women. Other lines
E. I). Ladd, Seal Harcarried in stock
bor, Me., offers a new gasolene launch for
sale—Tenement of 5 rooms to rent. ApProposals wanted
ply to Alfred A. Small
for labor and materials for new cement
sidewalk, repairs, painting, etc., at the customhouse-Henry Staples, 12 Main street,
has just received on consignment, to be
sold in the next 30 days, 30 men’s suits, in
Call and see
prices from $10 to $13.50.
James II. Howes, Odd Fellows’
them
Block, advertises an Easter sale of fancy
severe.
waists, w ith special prices for Saturday,
Also gloves for Easter and
A Fair, Supper ani» Entertainment April 14th.
LETTER TO S. V. PHILBROOK,
Carle tfc
will be given at the M. E. church vestry models in tailor-made garments
BELFAST, MAINE.
will have an Easter opening of new
Friday, April 13, 11KHJ. The fair will be held Jones
Hear Sir: If our agent charges you 10
both afternoon and evening and all are goods next Saturday, April 14th, afternoon
cents more for a gallon of paint than somecordially invited. Supper will be served at and evening, at 17 and 19 Main street— body else, don’t think he is making more
The program for the evening’s Salesman wanted-10,000 rolls of wall pa- protit; we charge him more; it costs us
6 o’clock.
per at Carle & Jones, at 5* 6, 7, and 9 cents. j more. It is all paint, true paint, and fullentertainment is as follows:
! measure.
Mis.-es Tuttle and Braddock ....The Kuppenheimer watershed is the i
Piano Duet,
No other paint is all paint, true paint, and
Speaking, Mother’s Girl, Lillian Braddock correct thing at this season. Harry W. full-measure, so far as we know. That is
Dialogue, Blessed are the Peacemakers,
Clark & Co. have them.
We know some that are pure and
wrong.
Seven Girls
full-measure, but weak, thin, too much oil
An Educational Event. The graduMusic, Selected.
and too little lead-and-zinc; an honest sort
Speaking, Music, Stars and Flowers,
ating exercises of the YViggletown Academy, of weakness; don’t know any better, may
Francis W’yllie Class of
1900, were held in Memorial hall be.
Eight Misses
Japanese Fan Drill,
It amounts to this: so far as we know ;
Friday evening of last week. It was easily and we think we know the whole American
Song, Don’t Let Mamma Know,
Lillian Braddock the educational event of the Lenten season
trade; there is no other name but Devoe
Dialogue, The Village w ith Due Gentleman, and well worth the price of admission. The that stands for all paint, full-measure, and
and
One
Mail
Ladies
Eight
That’s why it takes less
graduation program in this instance differed right proportion.
Book Charades.
gallons and wears longer.
Leverne Whitten greatly from the usual solemnity that marks
Yours truly,
Lullaby Song,
Eight Girls such occasions. Then, too, this graduating
Good Night Song,
F.‘\V. Devoe & Co.
97
Mason & Hall sell our paint.
Admission to supper and entertainment’ class had a keen eye to the future by charg25 cents.
ing admissions that netted some $50. The
Mayor Dunton in Portland.
The storm which only growls were from a few persons who
An April Storm.
broke over New England last Monday allowed they had always attended graduaMayor Dunton attended the 6th annual
and
banquet of the Maine
night developed unusual intensity for an tions, funerals, and such like, without pay- meeting
Democratic Club in Portland last Monday
|
line
other
caused
But
with
a
and
and
disturbance
wide-spread
ing.
supper
April
| evening, and spoke briefly. He reviewed
damage to telephone, telegraph and electric pleasing features the discontented were | the work of the Democrats in the spring
in
this
for
with
a
soon
the
class
and
were
campaigns, and said that now the confidence
city
whooping’er up
light wires. Beginning
of the people had been entrusted to them
snowfall which covered the ground to a real glad they were present and didn’t care j it behooved
the Democrats elected to perdepth of two or three inches it changed to whether Populists or Advents ruled. The ! form their duties in such a way as to
rain Tuesday afternoon, and in the night class exercises were particularly interest- further commend themselves to the people.
Now that tlie Democrats hold public office
began snowing again, continuing until ing, as wasthepronounciation of the names let them act wisely, honestly and for the inWednesday noon, when there were signs of of the members. The class motto, “Keep I terest of the people, and live up to the
clearing. Sleigh bells were heard once your eyes open wider than your mouth,” principle of the party.
more, but it was poor sleighing and worse w as misconstrued during the happy hour of
Maine Railroad Taxes.
wheeling, and hard travelling for pedes- supper. The First Baptist Y. P. 8. C. E.
trians. The wind was east to southeast, patronized the occasion most happily. The
The board of State assessors April 3rd
and Monday night blew a gale.
assessed the taxes against the railroads.
Many
The aggregate taxes of the steam and trolmarine disasters are reported and coast- Following was the
ley roads, based upon last year’s business,
ORDER OF EXERCISES.
wise steamers remained in port or made
is $491,830, an increase of $30,379. The tax
A total of $12,on steam roads is $475,952
Grand Entrance March,
the nearest harbor.
Tryphosa Amanda Burgess 400, in addition to the above, was assessed
Served their Sentences. Messrs. L Music, “America,”
to pay salaries and expenses of the railroad
L. Gentner, Fred M. Staples and John (Please do not look around during the rendering commissioners. The tax against the insurol this selection.)
ance companies, 154 in all, was also assessWard, who have been serving sentences in Salutatory,
Arietta Melissa Knowlton
ed, amounting to $110,682, an increase
the county jail for violations of the pro- Essay,
of $5,784.
“Keep your eyes open wider than your
hibitory law, were released last Monday
mouth,
Evangeline Jerushy Morris
Past Day April 26th.
morning, the terms for which they were Class
Stubby Can Hall
History,
sentenced having expired. The fines paid Musics “Duett”
Gov. Cobb has issued his annual Fast
1 Hezekiah Ezekial Colson
by Fred M. Staples and L. L. Gentner,
Day proclamation, which names the
I Tryphena Mary Ann Raleigh
April 9th, amounted to #877.17. This clears
day but doesn’t undertake to give people
the court docket of all cases standing Oration, “Midnight Attack”
advice as to how to observe it:
Kuro Patkin Brier any
against them. Mr. Gentner had several
“With the advice and consent of the exesentences during the past year, amounting Essay, “Poppy”
1 hereby designate ThursMoses M. Bull Rush Colson cutive council,
to six and one-lialf months in jail, and has
the twenty-sixth day of April, instant,
Tryphosa Amanda Burgess day,
paid over #1,100 into the county treasury in Piano Solo,
as Fast Day.”
fines. This amouut alone w ill pay the en- Essay, “September Gale,”
Mehitable Jinks Grotton
tire board of all prisoners iu jail for the
This is the season of listlessness, headyear, including his own; so that no tax Duette, (Honor in Musick)
spring disorders. Hollister’s
payer of Waldo county need feel that he is
j Moses M. Bull Rush Colson aches and
being taxed extra to pay for the board of
Rocky Mountain Tea is a sure preventive.
j Joshua Simpkins Grotton
for
violation Poem, “Actions Speak Louder than Words,” Makes you strong and vigorous. 35 cents,
prisoners who are sent to jail
of the liquor laws.
Spider Wind Webber Tea or Tablets. R. H. Moody.
—

of Thomaston is visfew days.

Mr. Walter Shaw and son Richard returned Monday from a business trip to Boston.

—

Main ati-eal

a

Miss Florence E. Dunton, Mt. Holyoke,
’06, returned to South Hadley yesterday.

Peater Bald Webbei
(Chairman of School Com.)
of Class Ode,
Members of Clas# onlj

Comet
entertained
Grange
Morning
Light Grange, by invitation, last Tuesday
night. The traveling was so bad that the
attendance was not as large as had been
hoped for. Several brothers and sisters
were present from Granite Grange.
The
i'EW ADVERTISEMENTS.
A. U. L Rase it program consisted of a drama, recitations
Son are making a fine display of seasonable and music. A good supper was served and
goods in all their departments. Mrs. K. P. the brothers and sisters went home feeling
Chase invites attention of the ladies to the that they were well paid for going so long a
latest fabrics and designs in Eton suits, distance in the mud.
North Waldo Pomona Grange met with
pony suits, covert jackets, long coats, rain
ooats, shirt waists, etc., and Mr. R. P. Morning Light Grange, Monroe, Wednesday,
Chase is prepared to show you floor cover- April 4th. The meeting was called to order
ings in great variety. Carpets made and by Overseer W. S. Parker in the absence of
laid promptly.R. A. French & Co., Worthy Master Littlefield. Seven Granges
A class of twenty was
Howes block, will have their 8th anniver- reported present.
instructed in the fifth degree. Dinner was
sary sale on Thursday, Friday and Satur- served by the ladies of Morning Light
day of this week, when a liberal discount Grange. After dinner the Grange was
will be made on each purchase. They have again called to order in the 5th degree and
when the business had been completed was
just received a choice lot of the Sawyer closed in the fifth degree and opened in the
pictures.The Whitten Bros.’ have the fourth, when Worthy Master Parker anopen Grange for the afternoon
Superba brand of canned corn, and a full" nounced an The
exercises.
High school was invited
line of the Superba canned goods. Every and the
teacher, Mr. Penney, aud his pupils
can is guaranteed to be the best of its kind.
the
invitation.
The program for
accepted
the afternoon opened with singing by the
Try them and be convinced of their excel" choir
of Morning Light Grange. A tine adlence—Fred A. Johnson, Masonic Temple, dress of welcome was then given by Miss
is offering some April bargains which shop- Lizzie Moore, who spoke extemporaneously
on the Grange, past, present and future.
pers would do well to make a note of. See
The address was given in an easy conversaon
rain
prices quoted
jackets,
coats, skirts, tional way and was listened to with markshirt waists, shirt waist suits, etc_Have ed attention. The response was by Herbert
followed a song by Freeman
ou ever used Jap-aLac?
If not go to Ritchie. Then
Ritchie; recitations by Miss Katie Gilbert
Mitchell & Trussell for a sample can, free and Miss S. A. Mansur; song by Miss Fvie
to ladies while they last. They also carry Nye; recitation by Mrs. H. A. Cooper. Then
“Resolved, That
question:
the Monarch paints and a full line of paint- came the
money spent for education is of more beneers supplies... .The Dinsmore store makes a
fit than money spent for charity.” AffirmaThe kind tive, Jl. R. Dawson; negative, 1). A. Kimspecialty of children’s shoes.
The question was then given to the
ball.
sell
are
made
of
the
best of leathers
they
Grange for discussion and Bros. CKcar Dow,
with the strongest fastenings, and they look N.
Littlefield, H. Ritchie and Mr. Penney
well and wear well_A gold bond is a spoke. The question was decided in the
The comgood thing to have, and so is a Gold Bond negative by vote of the Grange.
mittee on time and place of next meeting
hat, sold by William A. Clark, manufac- reported as follows: place, Hillside Grange,
turing clothier_I). 1’. Palmer, Masonic Thorndike; time, Wednesday, May 2d. ProTemple, has the 1900 spring styles of Lam- gram: address of welcome, A. .J. Webb;
response, \V. S. Parker; question, Resolved,
son & Hubbard hats; also gloves, shirts,
that farmers should cooperate in shipping
hosiery, neckwear and everything you need their produce to the commercial centres of
for spring and summer wear
Farm build- New England; affirmative, I). W. Kimball.
will furnish remainder of
Hillside
ings and early crop land for sale in the program. Grange
A rising vote of thanks was
mi.
T
r*t.
»-!,».I
town of Prospect.
Address J. E. Sprague,
Frankfort, Me.Watch found. Apply at hospitality.
1C Bayview street_Up-to-date millinery,
A FALSE STATEMENT REFUTED.
dry goods, a full line of ladies’ riding caps,
pianos and sheet music at The Fashion,
To the Editor of The Journal: State
High street.. .Wanted, a good man between Master Gardner makes the statement that

the ages of 21 and 45 for salesman and collector in Belfast—New spring shoes-for
Easter at the store of N.
Matthews, 94

Whitney

iting in Belfast for

Music,

were

very

pleasantly and agreeably surprised Tuesday evening,April :>d,by a visit from friends
and neighbors who came to celebrate the
A poem was read by Mrs. Alice
event.
Rowler.
Refreshments prepared by the
guests for the occasion were partaken of
and much enjoyed. All present had a good
time socially and on their departure wished
the worthy couple many years of continued
prosperity and happiness.
Mrs. Clara N. Sawyer, Dept. President of
the Maine Ladies’ of the G. A. R., has ap
pointed Mary R. Tarbox of Fryeburg, Me.,
The
Department* Patriotic Instructor.
membership in Maine has increased this
year from 24<» to 1016, and the number of
circles from 6 to 18—Special to Roston Herald April 8th.
Mrs. Tarbox is a native of Bel fast,having:
taught here several years. Her father was
iu the 4th Maine Regiment and was killed
at Gettysburg. Mrs. Tarbox has always
from childhood been greatly interested in
everything pertaining to the G. A R. ami
her many friends will be pleased to learn
that she still retains that interest and is
about to enter a w ider field,as she is well
aua^icu

me

umir.

Karl McDonald, '07, was one of three
pitchers to start on the University of Maine
baseball team trip, Tuesday. Other men to
make the trip who are known in Belfast
are
Captain “Jack” Frost, '06, of Kockand, pitcher; Caleb K. »S. Burns, '07, of
Fort Fairfield, second base; James G.
Scales,'00, of Guilford, Short stop; Daniel
Chase, '08, of Baring, field. The team is
practically all new men and will be greatly
handicapped by the fact that they have not
been able to get out on the diamond for
practice. They played Harvard at Cambridge yesterday, will play Amherst tomorrow, Exeter the 14th, Norwich the 16th,
and the University of Vermont at Burlington the 17th and 18th.
WEDDING BELLS.
Mrs. E. C. Merriam at
Holm-Ladd.
Head of the Tide has received notice that
her daughter, Miss Edith May Ladd, was
married in Cooperstown, North Dakota,
March 24th, to Mr. C. J. Holm of llannaford, Dakota. Mr. Holm is a wheat buyer.
Miss Ladd is principal of the Hannafordl
school. She taught for some years in the*
public schools of this city, and her many
friends in this vicinity wish her and liev
husband a happy and prosperous future.

/

times the argument is put up in what
appears to be the spirit of fairness,
sometimes it is used as if it were a club
with which the proponents of this
change hope to sandbag the opponents

Prohibition=Resubmission.
Opinions

A £ ummary of
on

a

Vital Issue.

particular line of argument we
clipped from our exchanges from
time to time editorials and correspondence relating to prohibition, the Sturgis
law and resubmission, and now present
any
have

summary of them for the consideration of our readers:
The Presque Isle Star Herald ata

The Ellsworth Enterprise favors the |

instructing delegates to the
convention, as advocated by the
Bangor Daily News and by Hon. Naplan

to

policy

party

interests.

will be

prejudicial

And in conclusion

Of course it is an awkward and embarrassing tix to be in because it is im-

go ahead without disaster
possible
and to back up and extricate the good
old party with ail its political paraphernalia has all the difficulties of an army
abandoning an untenable position and
conducting a retreat in the face of the
enemy, There will doubtless be something' of party strength and prestige
sacrificed in so doing, but there will he
defeat experienced, and Reno
to

it

...

as

heretofore.

watrdiword of

Maine.

of

resubmission, looking

to

lie legalizing of the sale of intoxicatis to
ing liquors in the State of Maine,
P, the cl ief issue in our next state
The News says further:
aini aign.”
] >;,I we believe that those who are
strenuous':.' c lampiohing the cause of
ssii u e ioing it with no less a
ea
purpose than to find a more practical
method of tiealiuc with the liquor quesliou in Maine: eeiild we lead no less a
motive in their strenuotisness than to
le sale ot intoxicating liquor as
sei
a beverage i; this state, we would raise
hand and v, :ce in their support: but
can we read such a motive, or can we
foresee such a result'/
V>'e leai that we cannot. The fight
to legalize the saloon not only has the
support of political leaders who claim
that they ha'e the temperance cause at
heart, but it has the united support of
the enemies of temperance everywhere.
Something is the matter when oil and
water "ill mix, and something is the
matter when the friends of temperance
and the enemies of temperance will
unite their forces to bring about a temperance law.

In a later issue The Bethel News has
vigorous editorial in behalf of prohibition. and calls upon Republicans to

a

•stand fast in the faith, acquit ourselves like men, and if we meet our
Waterloo let it be with colors in band
and facing the enemy.” It does not

believe, however, that its Waterloo will
be met on such a platform, and says
that the Republican party “could do no
hazardous tiling than to adopt a
submission plank for the next cam-

more
it

And, in conclusion:
Republican losses, because

paign

of ennot from its best
forcement,
blood but rather from a class who have
been willing to have prohibition as long
.as it did not prohibit, but who have no
use for tiie leal tiling and will hasten
to he counted for license if the real
thing is to lie insisted upon. Are these
the citizens that the Republican party
Will it declare for rewould cater to?
submission to keep siicli a following, or
will it stand like men on this great
moral issue and take the consequences?
It will, we believe, do the latter in
tones of no uncertain sound, and by so
doing it will not only have the support
of its best blood, but it will add much
of the best blood of the Democratic
party, while, if it were to give heed to
tlie clamoring of the enemies of temperance (for they are nothing else) multitudes of such men as the party can ill
afford to lose will sue for diyorce.
come

The Brunswick Record says:
The Democratic newspapers seem disposed to beiieve that their party victories are due to revolt against the Sturgis
law, which they declare is obnoxious.
If this is true the revolt is against the
prohibitory law, for the Sturgis act is
meiely a means of enforcing prohi
bition’. Everything that can be said
against the Sturgis law applies with
No
even greater force to prohibition.
doubt the Republican party lias lost
ground politically in several of the
larger cities by the policy of strict enforcement, but that doesn’t account for
the burial of Beal in Bangor, the upheaval in Augusta, the overturn in Belfast, the defeat of Baxter in Portland,
or, in fact, any single election. The revolt, if that is the proper word, means
that the people are dissatisfied and demand a change.
The Bath

ground in
it rightly
mean

Independent

takes decided

favor of resubmission, which
says “does not necessarily

license: it means that the

people

shall have the question resubmitted to
them and that they shall determine the
result.” Therefore:
A logical conclusion seems to be that

alter giving a period of enforcement
the party will see that there is a great
division of sentiment and being the
party of tire majority a lesuhmission
plank will be inserted in the platform.
Gov. Cobb will be renominated on that
platform and Maine will go just as
strongly Republican as ever. This done,
the people can say whether or not they’ll
have license or continue with prohibition. That it would be the latter
districts
many claim because the rural
would support it, and they would also
outvote the cities, but there seems to
be a question and it appears to develop
into this: does the Republican party
feel strong enough and does it feel that
it would be wisdom to come out for resubmission and leave it to the voters to
or lisay which it shall be, prohibition

cense?

Evening Express takes
no less decided ground against resubmission and protests against the methThe Portland

ods of its advocates. It says:
Opponents of the proposed change
are charged with cowardice, and we are
told they do not dare to trust the peo
pie, else they would be willing to agree
readily to this “resubmission.” Some

Rockland

re-

grocery store.
“1 believe that our drug stores should
have the privilege of selling liquors for
medicinal purposes and these public
called agencies should be
rum

seen

I Famous Everywhere I
I For Its Baking

1 can prove that it is better enforced
than the license law in any State or city
or even in

Washington.
Some claim ttiat the failure of prohibition is because it is in politics, but it

|

is not as much in

c*

j
I

_

meeting in Rockland of prohibition and that he voted for the
lie has
the Knox county Republican county constitutional amendment.
|
committee nearly every town was rep-' now come to the conclusion that the
resented by its members, a proxy, or law, taking its general results and the
by letter. Various constructions were whole scope of its history, has been a
placed upon the recent election results failure so far as the eradication of the
in this State and it is said to have been evils of drinking are concerned; but admits that the moral effect of it may
the general opinion of the committee
men that something ought to be done have been good, and that it “may be
with the Sturgis law. The majority of : true that in small towns and villages
tlie members are reported as favoring a the law has resulted in soberer comprohibition plank in the State platform, munities and fewer examples of weakbut with the understanding that it ness on the part of humanity. But:
Set off against these good traits are
should be done by home rule.
the facts that private drinking habits
have become more
Some personal expressions of opinion and “speak easies”
numerous, and, in consequence of the
interof
be
found
will
on this subject
j
stringency of the law, cheap and imest. Hon. X. M. Jones of the Govern-1
pure liquors and poisonous drugs passor's council, in an interview published ing as medicines, have come into the
have been imbibed. The iniii Boston, said:
j State and the
latter have been startling,
crease of
I firmly believe that if it were put to
and fatalities from using them more
a referendum just now it would be denumerous and striking.
Of course, in some of the
feated.
Mr. Brookings remedy is local option
smaller towns where the feeling is that
and high license. He says:
a man should be allowed to make a dollar, and where they do not look upon
Taking things as we find them, with
the question clearly from two sides, no present prospect of stamping out
tlie vote might go against prohibition. the manufacture of the supposed or
But any sane man, no matter vvliat his j acknowledged evil, what is the next
principles tnav be, realizes that the j best proposition? Only three measures
more rum there is sold in a community seem to remain, viz: Common license,
tlie worse off is the community. Per- local option and high license; or two, if
sonally 1 would have had it resubmitted local option and high license are combefore now. Had there been a resub-, bined. Living as I have in Washingmission, I think that it would have j ton nearly forty years, and seeing all
been settled and decided upon forever, phases of this alleged evil and various
j
one way or the other, by this present measures for suppressing or correcting
generation.
it, I candidly believe that local option,
At a recent

1

ntttwliprl

is t.hp. hast

license

4*N£akes Cooking Easy”

I
I

MITCHELL & TRUSSELL,

■

The temperance people of Maine do
not want resubmission and the present
law repealed any more than the temperance people of Washington want a license system.
The temperance people
in Maine and in every other State want
what we know to be best, prohibition.

J

liftatico

a

_Votirold

range taken in

BELFAST.

exchange__

the other States.

j

i.irrE

as

politics

system, and when you come to add
local option it is still worse. There is
no system in the world that helps the
rum power to get a control of politics
like the license system, as is clearly
shown by the place the saloon holds in
all license States.
1 have lived in Maine long enough to
know that the prohibitory law has placed
thefState in a position in every respeci,
financially and morally, to be envied by

favor of the prohibitory law. There
was no <1 nibbling with reference to this
matter: it was square and straight, and
the temperance people of Maine, the
li. 1.. Grindle of Mt. Desert, in a letpeople who are responsible for whatever enforcement the State lias ever
ter to the Ellsworth American, takes
the'
after
had had reason to expect
decided ground against the caucus plan
adoption of this plank, that Governor
his
in
would
do
power
proposed by certain newspapers, and
Cobb
everything
to enforce the prohibitory law.
says, this movement did not originate
And in conclusion the Maine Woods- among the people of the small places
man says:
but was started by resubmissionists in
We believe trlat the result of the elec- the cities, and is really a move to have i
tions in several of the Maine cities this
agents from the cities invade the small!
spring was due to the fact that Gover- towns,
equipped with rum and money
nor Co I ib Inis been doing precisely what
he said he would do. i. e., everything in with which to “carry the caucuses.” He
his power for “enforcement.” We be- believes that the effect of the recent
lieve, further, that a majority of the
city elections on Republicans in the
people in Maine cities want open sa- small towns is simply “to intensify
of
the
a
that
and
big
loons
majority
for prohipeople who are located in counties their determination to light
where there are no cities, favor strict bition, maintained and enforced.” And
The temperance people,
: enforcement.
further:
and those who expect honesty from
If the Republican party were to prom! their Governor in all his acts, will
ise resubmission, hoping on account of
; stand
by Governor Cobb, and we besuch promise to make gains, it would
! litre they will stand by him to the end
be simply paying an enormous price for
imu-icu
UC
11 U ilf V* 111
pwuv.
uj
an uncertain quantity of a very unvote next fall.
trustworthy article. 1 say paying an
For 1 believe that for
enormous price.
>ept. S, 1334, the constitutional proevery vote saved or gained on account
to
submitted
was
amendment
hibitory
of this promise we would lo6e twice or
!
the people and hy a vote of 70,030 for thrice that number. And 1 believe that
The the only safe, self-respecting and comand 33,053 against was adopted
mon-sense course for our party to take
majority was 40,973. The Lisbon En- is to make a square, honest and aggresterprise prints this amendment, which sive tight for what it always has been
became a part of the constitution 33 advocating.
years ago, and then says:
The following is from a letter signed
Now without entering into the question as to whether the prohibitory law Sidney Stevens in the Bangor Commerlias been a benefit or not, or whether cial:
there are better methods of regulating
\\ hen the law snail oe uiorouguiy enthe liquor traffic, we. can see no reason
forced—as it will be if its friends now I
subhe
not
should
why tlie question
stand tirm—then, and not till then, will ;
mitted to the people to again vote
come the proper time for resubimssion. j
let
of
33
After
experience
years
upon.
To retreat now would mean that the
the majority of the people decide the
in Maine would ac-!
matter by giving them a chance to vote Republican party
itself’to be a failure and it j
There is no den.v- ; knowledge
upon the question.
would deservedly become a laughing
ing the fact that the sentiment in favor stock for its opponents.
of resnbmission is growing rapidly, and
The people who made our laws are
there are those who favor resnbmission !
not disgusted with them. This cry of
that would vote for the continuance of
discontentment generally comes from
the prohibitory law. As often asonce m
the the rumsellers or their friends.
of
the
four
people
years
every
It is a false alarm.
whole United States have an oppor- j
I
tunity to vote upon the great question ;
!
E. J. Brookings writes from Washof tariff, why not let the people of one ]
State have a" voice in saying whether or ington, It. C'., to the Gardiner Reporternot they wish to continue laws made
Journal that as a youngster, and even j
nearly ;i quarter of a century ago?
later on, he was an ardent advocate of

F. O. Beal of Bangor, defeated candi- known means extant.
date for Mayor of Bangor at the last
It. N. Joscelyn, in a letter to the Reelection, and a would-be candidate for
Governor on a resubmission platform, porter-Journal, takes exceptions to the
in mu- statements and conclusions of Mr.
says that the general overturn
a rebuke Brookings.
“is
He says:
in
Maine
nicipal politics
For three years it has been my privito the leaders of the Republican party
the workings of the profor the way in which they have dictated lege to study
hibition law in Maine, as I have studto the rank and file of the party as to
ied the high license law in Minnesota
what they were to do, and to compel and western States, and the low license
law in Delaware. I know full well the
obedience.”
State and the
“Platforms and resolutions were con- conditions in New York
of Columbia and in many of
tinually being adopted, laws upon laws District
other States. In the last year I
placed upon the statute books to satis- the
spent evenings gathering matefy the few, until they were as far above have
this subject in Portland
all reason as Mt. Pisga is above a mole- rial to use on
Lewis,
hill. The climax came upon the pas- Biddeford, Bangor, Waterville,
seemed ton,| Skowhegan, Augusta, and many
sage of the Sturgis law. That
I
have
towns.
kept a list
to be the last straw, and when the con- other small
of intoxicated people
servative people awoke to the fact that of the number
in these cities and I have
the citizens of this State were being that I have met
they seen more in one hour under the input into prison simply because
in Washington
stood upon the soil of Maine and sold fluence of strong drink
of these cities comtheir neighbor a glass of liquor, while than I have in all
more
seen
people drunk
the man who stood only two feet from bined. I have
in Maryland in one day than I
him on the soil of New Hampshire in a city
in three years. I
could sell the same neighbor all that he have seen in Maine drank In the
connmen
wished and receive the protection of have seen more

IfeiCfenwDod

ter, that the Maine law is not

such as has never been carried on in our State. I do not doubt
that the constitution would be kept as
it is, but enforcement would be held up
for two vears, and the .State would be
Hooded with rum and corruption money,
and all to gain nothing but serious harm.
Should the Republican party declare
for resubmission at its next State convention. I believe it would be a case of
the blind trying to lead a multitude who
have eyes, and can see, and the result |
would surely be that, the blind would-1
be leader would fall into the ditch.

made before his election:
Governor Cobb was elected upon a
conplatform adopted at the Bangor
vention which contained a plank in

earnest in advocating the
principles of temperance and the most
were

nestkm

I have

corruption,

forced as it is being enforced today;”
and that Governor Cobb is simply doing
his duty and fulfilling the pledges he

speakers

of them were equally as earnest in opposing resubmission. The News takes
a like stand and says it is “to the shame
of our two leading parties that the

Gardner of

in one evening than I
in Maine in three years, and
more people drunk on the sidewalk in
front of one building in New York than
lthave seen in Maine in three years.

si-1 try in Delaware

shops

The Maine Woodsman says: “At no
time has the prohibitory law been en-

The Uetlvel News ot March 21st reports that at a temperance meeting
held at the court house in South Paris
from various parts of the
cite

county

Obadiah

a

manner.

done away with. They are a standing
to our State.
thaniel Jones of the Governor’s Coun- disgrace
“If I had to choose between bringing
two
sets
that
or in an Aricil, the latter suggesting
up a boy in Maine today
of delegates be placed before the cau- zona town I would choose the latter.
more young men coming up
cus, one favoring tire adoption of a re- There are
as drunkards in this State today than
submission plank in the Republican
This is a
ever before in its history.
platform and the other opposed. In hard thing to say, but it is a sad fact.
conclusion the Enterprise says:
Politicians who are well acquainted
Writing on enforcement at Gar Harwith the conditions existing over the
to refute statements that that rebor,
State sav that the next Republican
suffered and was in danger of
had
sort
the
for
will
declare
proState platform
hibitory law, but will also contain a being ruined financially because of shutplank declaring the belief of the party
ting down the lid on the liquor traffic,
that it is for the goud of the State to
Rev. S. L. Hanscom says:
resubmit the question to the voters and
It cannot be that temperance people
then ascertain what is the present will
favor resubmission realize what it
of the voters of the State in regard to who
would mean to open that question again.
the vexed and many-sided question.
It would surely mean a campaign of

it says:

general
hereafter
publicanism
,..;n
tii.-.
unit t
Mini

of

State

tributes the recent Republican reverses
to the Sturgis bill and says that it is
clear that the Republican party blundered in adopting it, and that persistin that

j!

public

gards the wild land tax matter as the
There is no more private drinking
into docility.
biggest issue before the people of here nor as much as there is where
“to
examThe Express then proceeds
Maine today; but says:
they have license. There are no more
ine in perfect candor the proposition,
and prohibition illicit drinking places; there is not so
‘•■The temperance
the
and see whether there be ground for question is also forging to the front and much of the hiding from the public
have disgrace of drunkenness in Maine, beWe
be
some
to
is
change.
there
it
who
deems
any abuse of the citizen
of drunkhad prohibition for more than half a : cause there is not a tenth part
No
his duty to stand for and by that which
century and today it is almost impossi-, enness there is in licensed places. than
he honestly deems to be for the best in- ; hie to enter a smoking car or cross a more vile drugs are used in Maine
can
terests of the people of the State as a city street without being insulted by in other States, as Mr. Brooking
This is some- readily see if he will look up the records
some drunken bummer.
it
reaches
the
conclusion
and
whole,”
and it is
thing entirely unknown in the far in his own city Some claim,
letwill be readily inferred.
West where liquor is sold in every at least hinted at in Mr. Brookiug’s
enforced.

and Comments

The most vital question before the
people of Maine today is that concerning the prohibitory law and its enforcement. 'Without attempting to sustain

ence

the law, they resolved to register
lent protest in

A

Than

worse

A

CARD

We, the undersigned, do hereby agree D
it
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
We also guarto cure your cough or cold.
antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
or money refunded.
A. A. Howes A Co.
Door & Son.
<

What Great
Standard

endorsed by experieiK
cooks for they depend ur
sure results and sure res
are obtained from these ra
es.
The dampers and adi
able tlue arrangements i
KINEO make cooking e

than discovering it
wrinkle in the face of one's sweetheart
one's trousers.
in
Joax—A wrinkle
Clothes tire very hard to get.

jiggS_\Vhat is

JOHN B.
_

ment.

Senate Bill 529, framed by the President’s Merchant Marine Commission,
and passed February 14 by the Senate,

■

k

\

STICKNIV,

AGENT. BELFAST.

“I’m surprised to hear of Gruet’s engage1 didn’t think he was a marry ing
man.”
“He wasn't until he met a marrying
woman.”

Oil

Ranges

are

You’ll agree with her if you try these
painless purifiers that infuse new life.
Guaranteed by K. H. Moody, druggist

THE SHIPPING BILL IN A NUTSHELL.

Fays.

Kineo

der.

Cured Hemorrhages of the Lungs.
“Several years since my lungs were so
badly affected that 1 had many hemorrhages,” writes A. M. Ake of Wood, Ind.
“1 took treatment with several physicians
without any benefit. 1 then started to take
Foley’s Honey and Tar, and my lungs are
I recommend it
now as sound as a bullet.
in advanced stages of lung trouble.” Foley’s
Honey and Tar stops the cough and heals
the lungs, and prevents serious results from
a cold.
Refuse substitutes. R. II. Moody

The Subvention Less
Britain or France
Ships Eliminated.

Lucky Postmistress

isIJMrs.*Alexander of Cary, Me., who has
found Dr. King’s New Life Dills to be the
best remedy she ever tried fen- keeping tl e
Stomach, Liver and Dowels in perfect or-

_MAMTACTl KE!»

—

I5\

NOYES &. MEIER MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

MAINE.
H ,Y IS G O li
tale of horror was told by marks of
il.1.
W.
\\
of
human blood in the home
provides
1. A volunteer naval reserve of 10,- I liams, a well known merchant of line, Ky.
He writes: “Twenty years ago 1 hud severe
the
merchant
of
000 officers and men
of the lungs, and was near
marine and fisheries, trained in gun- hemorrhages
death when I began taking Dr. King’s New
the
of
the
call
to
nery, etc., subject
Discovery. It completely cured me and 1 |
President in war, and receiving retain- have remained well ever since.” It cures
er bounties as 33,500 British naval reHemorrhages, Chronic Coughs, Nettled
Colds and Bronchitis, and is the only
Hall.
Situated at
serve men do.
Lvery botcure for Weak Lungs.
known
2. Subventions at the rate of live
B.
II.
Druggist.
tle
Moody,
by
guaranteed
dollars a gross ton a year to all cargo
In connection with my lumber yard l have added a line of
Trial bottle free.
50c and $1.00.
vessels in the foreign trade of the Unia
of
the
to
craft
eaten
and
ted States,
deep-sea
Mother—Oh, John! Baby has just
BUILDERS’ i Consisting of NAILS, SHEATHING PAPER, PAINTS mg
fisheries, and $0.50 a ton to vessels en- piece of the dog’s biscuit!
Serves the dog
Father—That’s
right.
commerce—the
in
our
Philippine
gaged
oils, carpenters’ tools,
steals some of the
He ofte
HARDWARE
Philippine coastwise law being post- just right.
food.
poned till 1009. But these cargo vessels baby's
In fact, a general line of hardware used for building purposes.
My st
Is the Moon Inhabited?
in order to receive subventions must be
held at the disposal of the government
Science has proven that the moon has an
I
in and look us over.
HIGH
Call
and
PRICES
and
CLEAN
NEW
in war, must convey the mails free of atmosphere, which makes life in some form
on that satellite; but not for huYours for business,
14
charge, be seaworthy and efficient, car- possible
man beings, who have a hard enough time
ry a certain proportion of Americans ou this earth of
who
those
especially
and naval reserve men in their crews, don’t know that ours;
Electric Bitterscure Headand make all ordinary repairs in the
ache, Biliousness, Malaria, Chills and^ FeUnited States. Ships lose their subven- ver, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Dizziness, Tortions if they leave our trade for that of pid Liver, Kidney complaints, General Deforeign countries, or if, like the Stand- bility and Female weaknesses. Unequalled
for weak
ard Oil craft, they are not engaged ex- as a general Tonic and Appetizer
persons and especially for the aged. It inclusively as common carriers.
by
guaranteed
duces sound sleep. Fully
Subventions to new mail lines
3.
R. H. Moody, Druggist. Price only 50c.
from the Atlantic coast to Brazil, Ar“I wonder why it is that all the grafters
gentina and Soutli Africa; from the
“Well, you know
South Atlantic coast to Cuba; from the seem so prosperous.”
that God helps those who help themselves.”
Gulf coast to Cuba, Brazil, Mexico, —Life.
Central America and the Isthmus of
To Cure a Cold in One Day
Panama; from the Pacific coast via
TabHawaii to Japan, China and the Philip- Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
lets. Druggists refund money if it fails to
on Bos.
pines, and to Mexico, Central America cure.
ou
each
is
W.
GROVE’S
E.
signature
and the Isthmus of Panama, and from
box 25c.
the North Pacific coast direct to Japan,
3000
China and the Philippines, with increased compensation to one existing
Del
m
Farms For Sale
b
contract line from the Pacific coast via
f
■:*
d< i..
-lihi' hundred'
Strout’s List No. 15
1i' i-t
e stock uni
rtiHk many h
one to MOO acres. $WH) to
Hawaii and Samoa to Australasia.
win
book
of
real
farm
dtis
ev.
Osiied
bare
must
subventions
complete
All ships receiving
ce c >j-v to m: i: est
reach property. Send ; jda\ for
lie already American by register or
American built—thus excluding the
E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY. “Largest in the World
53 Broad Street. BOS
150 Nassau Str:. •. N. Y.
foreign-built Meet of the Atlantic
335 Water Street, Augusta, Me.
steamship combination. Not one dolS. ST I I 1>. brooks, Main.-.
(HI.
l.o«-aI Manager*.
lar is given to fast passenger and mail
) I 1 >\\ \ 1:1> I I ANS, Within. Maine.
lines to Europe. Ships constructed for
subforeign commerce to receive these
ventions can under the Dingley tariff
be built, equipped, and repaired of materials imported free of duty.
If you are contemplating puntTho nuivin.um
•iTii.ntll P.ivt nf HlP
ing a visit here will convince
proposed mail subventions will be about
-«•' 11IThe
offer- for sale a
than
you that we can more
$3,000,000; of the other subventions and
iorUiport vcime. called by many vi
leal -IIIIIIM'-I home," and occupied
retainers to the naval reserve, from
please you, not only in our asears as an all-tie*-}ear residence.
Th
$1,550,000 in 1907 to $5,750,000 in 1910.
ne and on. -half stories and convei
sortment, but in our prices.
If tonnage taxes are increased, as origiwith plenty of closet room,
auged,
our
about
There is no question
lirce rooms lr. -ides the kitchen on tie
Do not purchase any Timothy Seed that has
nally proposed, the legislation will cost
itliH handsome fireplace and hard
ability to save you money.
not got the analysis of the Maine State Exnothing the first year, but turn $616,000
the sitting room; steel ceding in th
into the treasury, and the annual averml city water in the kitchen ; close
Station.
periment
econd floor are three bed room- an
age net cost for ten years, with the
Low grade Timothy can be purchased for
ttiiage room. There is a 7-foot verai
building of new ships, will be $4,625,000
READY MIXED PAINTS,
shade at all times of
thirty cents per bushel less than good ides,affording
Great Britain next year will pay $6,It is on the teiej
ne view of the bay.
VARNISHES,
ml electric lighting may be had if de-.
I quality.
000,000 or $7,000,000 In shipping subsirounds
contain
fruit
and shade tiv
dies, France $8,000,000, Italy $3,000,000,
WHITE LEAD,
Do not take any that will test less than 99
ines and flowers, with ample room
and Japan about $4,000,000.
able garden, fall on or address
cent.
pure.
PURE LINSEED OIL,
| per
< HAKI.ES a. pilsi
We are now taking into store a car load of
The Richest Man in the World.
SHELLAC,
Belfast.
Also
cent.
tests
99
that
pure.
per
Timothy
The richest man in the world can not
[
DRY COLORS IN OIL.
best quality liml Clover, Alsyke Red Top
have his kidneys replaced nor live without
them, so it is important not to neglect these
aud Hungarian.
MURESCC in COLORS and WHITE
If Foley’s Kidney Cure is taken at
organs.
We have choice Seed Oats. Also 2-Row Seed
.
the first sign of danger, the symptoms will
d isappear and your health will be restored,
Harley and nice clean Harley for feed.
as it strengthens and builds up these organs
Oscar tiowman, Lebaas nothing else will.
“I have used Foley’s
non, Ky., writes:
take
Cure
and
great pleasure in
Kidney
stating it cured me permanently of kidney
disease, which certainly would have cost
Belfast, Feb. 20, 1909.—tf8
me my life.”
R. II. Moody.
ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY,
This discussion was overheard on the
*oi the removal of superfluous ha.
It not only rein
Hartford, Conn.
Labrador mail boat last summer between a
hit, neck or arms.
erfect;v clean in five minutes, but
couple of the sailors:
ASSETS DECEMBER 31,1 905.
make a pel in u
third
day
ilied
and
every
was
house
if
ye
afire,
yer
“Jim,
and
Kealestato.S 134,807 55
ha
] I,.pends upon th.- strength <>t tie-d«--i
couldn’t only save yer mudder or yer wife,
Stocks and bonds..
1,703,100 35
tmi*• it wil! take to entirely
if
and had to leave de udder to burn, which
372,410 •.».»
Cash in office aud bank.
a i.-<- has be. ii ... lo tuo dol1
188,100 30 j oiuph ie outfit.
would ye?”
MEDICINES.
Agents balances.
By sending mol
39 i3 I
Hills receivable.
“I’d save me wife, in course.”
( hat amount and writing youi name
43
880
20
and
Interest
rents
to you in |>la
be
sent
would.
will
Ye
t’inks
j la inly it
ye
“No. ye wouldn't.
All other ass. ts.
3,310 73 J « turn express.
Now, I loves me wife, but I wouldn’t save
t! '.
All
correspondence eouli
her before me mudder, an’ I’ll tell ye de
Gross assets.
§2,428,733 94
MRS. B F. Wf
reason eoz fer why; I couldn’t get anoder
11,754 83
Deduct items not admitted.
mudder.”
15 Main St.. Belt
..§2,410,979 11
j Admitted assets
l'-'ti
Telephone l.'Jf>-lLIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1905.
STOMACH AND LIVER TROUBLE CURED.
Net unpaid losses..§ 80,052 41
Orinn Laxative Fruit Syrup cures stomach
and
09
The Fidelity
Casualty
Unearned premiums...
990,152
AND
and liver trouble as it aids digestion, and
All other liabilities.
12,210 44
of New York
stimulates the liver and bowels'without irri('ash capital
00,000 00
821,958 1 7
tating these organs like pills and ordinary
Surplus over all liabilities.
m; t.rani.iu'1,
AMS El a
cathartics. It cures indigestion and sick
I Total liabilities and surplus.§2.410,979 11 j 1 Leal estate..
headache and chronic constipation. Orino
tocus and bonds.
Field & Ouiinby, .Agents, Beliast, Maine.
j 1 'ash
Laxative Fruit Syrup does not nauseate or
in office and bank.
I
awi 4*
pleasant to take.
gripe and is mild and
kgents’ balances aud s.undry
Refuse substitutes. R. H. Moody.
Ledger assets
Human

Blood Marks.

A

for:

NEW HARDWARE STORE
IN

Mechanic’s

SEARSPORT,

A^E.

_

Always

meiADer

I

TRUNDY

the

| .axative Rromo

name

t*uu

Quinine

Cures a Cold in Cue Day, Grip in Two.

f

25c.

^

Money-making
**

d f

■

•'

.PaintS.

■

I

Beware of Imperfect Seed!

j

1

THE HARMLES:

r»

THE SWAN & SIBLEY CO.

GROCERIES,
DRUGS,

E

...

...

~

i

v

MELVIN CLARK,

All smart up-to-date women of to-day,
Know how to bake, wash, sing and to play;
Without these talents a wife is N. G.
Unless she takes Rocky Mountain Tea. R.
H. Moody.

The well known MAGNETIC HEALER,

->SWIFT & PAUL-:-

will be in Belfast and open his offi e at 66
Cedar street, October 2d. Office days Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays. Mr. Clark
givps no medicine, out simply takes away the
trouble with his hands. He will diagnose any
disease on receipt of lock of hair and age and
sex. and will send his magnetic flannels,
He can give
which hardly ever fail to cure.
you names of hundreds that he lias cured of
tumors, cancel's, lumbago and rheumatic
trouble. His prices are very small—one dollar for treatment, one dollar for a diagnosis
and treatment with flannels. Call and see this
MELVIN CLARK,
wonderful healer.
135 High Street, Belfast.
t;m49

__

HAVElOU

tried

RUGS

the new Quick Desserts that grocers arflf;

selling? They are justly termed
“Easy to Make" as all ingredients are in
the package. Three complete products-*

Old

now

D-Zerta

!
_

i

Quick Pudding and D-Zerta Perfect Jelly
Dessert at 10c. per package, and D-Zerta
Ice Cream Powder, 2 packages for 28
cents. Five choice flavors of each. A
trial will convince you how easy it is tty
have the finest desserts with no labotj
and little expense. Order to-day.
t

Made from

Carpets!

If your Carpets are worn, faded and
“about through” call on our agents
J. L. SLEEPEIl & CO.,

4

Uptaolsetry Goods,
Belfast, Maine
LEWIS

EGGS FOR hatching

BATTING CO.,

Walpole,
Mass.

|

From Rhode Island Reds, Barred and White
Plymouth Rocks, White Wyandottes and Light
Brahmas. Bred from prize winning stock and
Eggs 75c.
are great layers of large, brown eggs.
per 13; *4.50 per 1(0. Also pedigreed English setters, 7 months old. Males $15.00: females, *10 00
H. D. AMES,
each.
4wl2*
Bay View House, Camden.

tills receivable..

i Ill otherand
assets..
nterest

rents.

Gross assets...
1 )educt items not admitted
Admitted assets.—
LIABILITIES PEOEMBKK

31. IP'

let unearned losses and expenses^
of settlement..'
Unearned premiums
kll other liabilities.
< lash capital..
s urplus over all liabilities.

S.

....

'otal liabilities and surplus-S"
Hines Pattee & Son, Agents, ltellM-

(

]o to Swift &

Pauli

Crass See*

READ AND YOU WILL LEARN

Correspondence.
r FERRY.

,

Harding visited friends in
Mrs. G.
n*l Brewer last week
has gone to Massachusetts to
Mrs. Alfred Frye for several
'ii" Emma Luke returned home
last week-Mrs. \V.
--ii hu.-etts
has been stopping the past
with her daughter, Mrs. M. R.
•"and}point—I.. 11. Harriman’s
nil*been sick with the mumps..
;ett Berry visited his parents,
Mis. L. 1). Berry, last week, restoningtou Friday .L. I>. Berry
.lined to the house. His many
!n*pe when the warm weather
A. E. Itayner
Inn out again
fast last week on business.
—

—

>

i.I.F CENTER.

Maddoeks is at home.Ed.
quite well again—Ed. Patterved his family to Massachusetts.
Mood} and wife visited her
A.
Robertson, Thursday
in Brooks last v\eek visiting
rill—Mrs. James Murphy
•t M<
•k.
Harry Clements and Miss
"of Monroe were guests of
\ ■".’ll. P. White Friday... Raywent to Boston Monday\ibert Moody visited at the
M:
ami Mis. E. A. Robertson SunClements was in Monroe Sunr I Mrs. Seeley have just relsli ."boro.... Bert Maddocks is
—

was

|

I

1

apt. Thomas Nickerson.

j
■

I
i

j

|

I
ting of the school board held
Mrs. (
M. Ayer of this village
'iiperintendent. Mrs. Ayer is

I

■

John Boynton was quite badly injured
ou the cutting-off saw' in Ira D. Gram’s
mill April 4th. Doctors Hoyt and Millett
attended him. He lost a part of the thumb
and index finger, and the whole of the
second finger on his right hand... Y>. A.
Poland has bought Allen Bailey s farm.
We are glad Mr. Poland and his family are
Albert Gray is very ill.
not to leave town..

I

1

j
i
I

|
j

j

■

■
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1

|
I

j
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I

|
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j
1
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stolkton springs.
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lr&JFOlC, SAZ.JS'

Irving Harris and his mother visited his
sister, Mrs. Leroy Nickerson, recently.
Stanley Partridge is gaining now and is
able to be out of doors on pleasant days.

m

jrAZ,JS~

Henry Staples [Henry Staples Henry Staples
Prices $2 50

The most dura
able and.nobby
and
the < nly

and $3.00

self-conforming
hat in the city
Every hat guar

Men’s and

«~FINE LINE OFs*-

nonarch Shirts

H. & P. GLOVES

The best fitting Shirt and the be>t made sold in
the city trom the largest factory in the U. S.

Boys’ Soft Hats and.Caps.

FROM

CUSTO.Vl

All

Direct trom the

RUBBER

to order from

New York’s Greatest
I guarantee the titTailoring
can save you from

Five hundred

CUFFS,

OVERALLS, FROCKS

MEN'S and BOYS’ HDKFS., all prices.

samples to select from.

BANDS ar.d GARTERS, all grades

ARM

SHOP COATS.

and

Dress Suit Cases and Belts. Bathing Suits,
and if there is anything 1 have not in stock
will order for you anytime.

and BOYS' PANTS.

MEN'S, YOUTHS
WHITE COATS AND APRONS.

shapes and patterns.

Direct from the ^factory, all grades. Extra
sizes and shorts and stouts for fat men.
I make
UNION SUITS for men and boys.
a specialty m extra sizes in ail grades.

Boys’.

Men's and

new

Hosiery and Underwear

factory.

UMBRELLAS for Men and Beys, all prices.

Suit.-

a

In all the

CELLULOID COLLARS and

and

Co.

-$3.00 to $5.00

grades and prices.

MEN'S AND BOYS' BRACES

SUITS

s

JOHNSTOWN, N. Y.

Altmen Neckwear, New York,

MEN’S AND BOYS’ SWEATERS
»♦»♦♦♦»»

HENRY STAPLES,

12 Main Street, Belfast.

SANDY POISE T.
Two severe accidents occurred at Ira D. I
L. K. Perkins has joined tug Ralph Ross.
Cram's saw mill last week. The first was
to John Boynton «»f Liberty and the second
Ralph Curtis left April 1st to join tug
Mr. Cram re- Delta.
was to Mr. Cram himself.
A. W. Shute left Saturday to join stm. J.
cently put in a new cutting-up saw and
carriage and in some way the latter got off T. Morse.
from the track and the men were endeavor- (
J. \V. Grant is very busy at his mill sawing to get the carriage back, and in so doing
Mr. Boynton got his left hand on the saw ing shingles.
The first
and received two severe cuts.
F. F. Perkins went to Boston Thursday
took the middle linger and up through the for a few
days.
cut
took the
second
The
of
the
hand.
palm
end of the fore finger and cut to the bone of
Messrs. Charles and George Death arc
called
iloit
was
Dr.
the thumb.
quickly
by employed in Belfast.
telephone, but at once saw that a surgical
Miss Florence Nickerson is here from
operation must be performed, so he only
staunched the flow oi blood and dressed the Old Town for a visit.
The next day a room
wound* temp, rarily.
Miss Cousins from Stockton Springs visitwhich had been used previously for surgical
ed relatives here last week.
or
at
K.
B.
was
cai
ully prepared
operation*
Mrs. Fannie Richards was in Belfast the
LunC* and Dr*. Iloit of Liberty and MiJlett
tirst of the w eek for a brief stay.
Mis* Davis, a
of .s'ear*mont, assisted by
tiained nurse, removed the mangled porForest Berry of stmr. City of Bangor was
tioiis and elo.-ed up the hand. The patient
at home recently for a few days.
i* under the care of Dr. iloit of Liberty.
The day following the operation upon Mr.
Mr. Webster and family have opened their
Boynton Dr. iloit was again called to at- cottage at the Point for the summer.
tend Mr. Ira D. Cram, who received a
Frank Erskine has been in Brooksville
severe cut on hi* forehead and down on his
the past week at work on stmr. Tremont.
no»e from a chip thrown by the heading
rounder. .Several *titches were required to
Mrs. Ernest Blanchard and little daughclose Die wound. Hi* lace also received ter were in Belfast last week with friends.
quite severe bruises. Mr. Cram refused to
t»e etherized but w ith great nerve remained
Fred Grant has been painting his house
motionless while Dr. Iloit stitched the cut. during the pleasant days the past two
was
about
the
mill
Mr.
Cram
next
The
weeks.
day
attending to his businessas usual.
Sch. Mentor, Capt. Converse Grant, arrived Monday from Boston, en route feu
MONROE.
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gun. •_ ijuile f.iM now.
>■*epu l’uiin-T
ci i> >ii.; in v^r\
v
1. /.;•■
f *,*ble 11ea:i i.1 Cm v\ colds have be. n'
v
lor tli«- past two weeks
-r\ i-sevuiei.L her*
i1

.:

went

Kupoirr.

|

M0NUriENT5

MARBLE

&

large assortment now on hand for
spring delivery. Why not call and see just
a

what you want rather than bu\ •*! agents. It’
you want duplicate work we gum ante e to suit
you on price and quality of work. Samples of
those beautiful

METAL WREARTHS, also IRON VASES,

COAL

BOUQUET HOLDERS, ETC.,

for

always

Please give

hand.

an

us a

is one of our specialties. M'ewil clad
ly ti 11 your order for any quantity "of
Coal of any size, and feel sure that you

Hills’ Building, Phoenix Row', Belfast, Me

FRED

will find our Coal, our Prices, and our
service very satisfactory at all.times

ATWOOD/'K081, Insurance and Rid Estate

REPRESENTING OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Holier
Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam
33, 35, 37 Front St.,

Insurance and Inspection.
and Trustees.
Security Bonds for Cashiers, contractors. Administrators
Correspondence solicited. Keai estate bouplit and sold.

The steam shovel which arrived last week
work Monday. Jt is tended by engine No. lb.

National Fire Ins. Co. of Hartford.

jI

The Hotel de Italian has lately been repaired and opened and has a large numbei
of boarders.

j

Mortgage
.John Brewer arrived last Saturday from £ Stocks
5,125,573 38
and bonds
two months visit with his family in New
351,39390
Cash in Office and bank
535,809 10
i Agents’ balances..
Brunswick.
1
303,200 02
All other assets..
Miss Blanche Hutchings lias gone to liei
7,342,163 28
Gross assets
home in Bucksport, after spending severa
37,204,32
Deduct items not admitted.
months here.

ASSETS DEC.

Ileal estate.. $ 370,77010
055,;-5(iuo
Loans.

Unscrupulous parties

ing

..

Admitted assets... 7,3(4.958 96
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1905.
357.018 70
Net unpaid Losses...
Unearned premiums. 3,483.034 7S

Capt. .John Small recently bought sch
Harriet Rogers, giving in part pay men
; sch. C. M. Gray.

|

We were given a large bouquet of hya
cinths picked from a neighbor’s garden the
last days of March.
Rev. T. H. Derrick preached in Searspoi
last Sunday morning and Rev. T. P. Wil
li-ims preached here.
E. D. Uickmore lias torn the Max fie" <
house dow n and hauiod ino>t of tin-* mate
< onsiderabie debris has to lu
rial away.
C: eared a w ay.

|
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all
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Ail other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.
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William*’ Fink Fills
an invaii I ami 11a
v«v

150.<0»»0(>
l.oou.uno(u
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hi why

i*
LA

ililHU

i,,..;;..

Since.

“1 siillVivd ill* the tin!--, pio--;;ca!!y, non
11 zzi ties* nr s W III
1 lie
tom:
sickness
tiling in my liead and p.nn in my back. No
I am entirely tree fr«- a disco.liiort of n,a

«

nh
.1

,.

i Iei t• a s, t lie co
l-ic.keii. now th'-i
mb d

d si

r 1m
fir*

1

!
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LI.1,

KVA.
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Moon

A
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it.

puge _*>5,

estate situate m Brooks in said C uin:> ><i Wa 'do,
and bi’Uideil as follows, on tin* N> ith by tie
road leading from Brooks v Huge t<> Mmuoe «-i
-u
the
an:
the East by land then of T. v. 1
bind
Stuith by Marsh Ri\«*i. and mi tin*
occupied by Ansil IVttinga1'-: em t..:n.:._ three
acres more or less, witii tin* bunding Th 'ion
And w liereas, the'aid I'd n w I’agg u t. '•> b.deed of assignment, dated the iwt-niy third day
W ..
n d u;
..f October A 1>. ls'.itj, ,ii it
county registry of do s, in bn I; -J' *»:.*••
'.>li| and assigned tin* vial tumigag-. and tin
note thereby s'-eured. to me-Jam- B. Melaggart
id' Bmoks, aforesaid.
M.- i'agg
by
And whereas, tic said J m.
rill
in- ! v
o 1
(let d Id assi-_l.li! 'll

i

PEO
i:.

in book

of d**<d-.

-,r.

■m't! I'i

i

■■

in

;

1 V:

substitute for

Get the gem ine of the
authorized agents,

Nuggets

Bnsy P-jpIe.

i

County‘registry

B'-'fn-t in
conveyed to one John Me'ib.ggait
said County of Waiilo, a on tain par*-: ad r.-il

Railroad
Paints.

2,314,30548

HOLLSST~P. 5

i

a

TTTHEREAS, .JAMES O'BRIEN, of Brooks, in
tile County ot Waldo and Sta*-* d Maine,
by bis mortgage deed, dab-d th clew-tth day or
:be Waldo
January, A. 1>. lsnu, and i.»r0 *<i

offer-

are

Masury’s

T 'tal liabilities and surplus
7,304,958 90
Field A Ouimby, agunts, lielfa-t, Maine.
at 13

b«*

WOman

...
....

Notice of Foreclosure of Mortgage

WARNING

31, 1905.

Beliast,(Maine

TEI.El’HONE 8-3.

! began

|

Use

Family

call.

SON,

MARK WOOD &

| Bangor.
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DEALERS IN-

AND

We have

|

Charles Johnson has sold his house. It
will he occupied this summer by Dr. IV. L.
Watson.The friends and neighbors of
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Xealley, who have
lived in Brooks for the past three years, are
pleased to learn that they will move back to
their old home in May.Ed. Averiil and
wife have moved to the village. They have
rented the house owned b> Mrs. Will Low.
.Frank Bowden has gone to Hartford,
Conn., where lie has employment..Mrs.
Charles Johnson visited relatives in Bangor
last week... Miss Maud Kicker is attending
the spring term at the f astine Normal school
.Mrs. Ethel Twombly has been very ill.
Her mother, Mrs. Lamsou of Freedom, lias
been caring for her... Loren Kobinson, who
is m poor health, has had a bad ill turn regently.Miss Ethel Chase, who has been
very ill with fever, is improving. Her sister,
Miss Linda, who was called home from Fariningtoii, will retu;to her school this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hamm will goto
Oiouo about tin- midd.e of April. They w ill
be employed there dining the summer.
The buildings occupied by t has. Knowlton,
who lived .1 m;. from Hie village, were destroyed by lire Monda\ afternoon. A lew
things were saved Horn the Loiise and the
and c«-w Horn the burn. There
h-n.s, p
i>
i. I".
was
.'liie last \* »
iii<-f-ti;:w u.' w t!i Mis. Lizzie Haskell April
bTi.
1 be next meeting wjd be held April
rs. f
E. Hui hair.

ED

Tablets, Headstones, Mailers,

to keep on my fe
T he drama enticed \ aliey Fa: in w ill be sort. 1 am not only
but to do iny v
eaclier, and to en
pies(:,;t? d Ma\ is: f.*r ilie puip'-t-of pay- i joy the pleasures that »• me through t
ia1 hi ahu expenses ot the
ing the UsUa
j p (ssession ol goon lii-a ii.”
1 hat is the statement oi Mr>. F. Ik Ford
High school, i u ts luive been assigned as
oi
l’lishmalalia, Mi'-., who continues a
follows:
t-il otlie- s that nn
“1 am glad
fallow.: Valedictory,
Kichard McGe<
troubles were all remedied by I >r. \\ dii.uns
Bertb.i Koyington
I’ink Fills, which are indeed a woman’;
S;iiuiato:y,
Eieiia A t wood friend, i heaidol them irom an acquaint
! l’.ophecy,
Stella Fainter ance in Arkansas wi.o had lotimi out ilmi
I History,
1
What she suit
Oration to V < ergraduutes,
merits by actual Use.
Ku\ mond T oung
prompted' me in try then: in September o
\
KN
1904, and within three weeks 1 experience
Marion Morgan, Alv:e Colson, Grace such relief that i knew that they must be
Albert Hailey lias sold lii.s farm in MontThompson, Hilda Williams and Blanche adapted to the needs ol my case. After us
ville and will move back to the old home
Young.
iug them for a short while longer I wa:
farm in the Bailey neighborhood—B. A.
Following are the class officers: Presl- thoroughly convinced of their helpfulness
vice president, Elena
Richard
a
fine
of
1
ceased to be an invalid, l became and hav<
McGee;
sold
dent,
matched
|
recenti
y
pair
.Spencer
Atwood; secretary, Stella 'fainter; treas- since remained a well woman, and the rea
horses, receiving a good pi ice for them
Treat
Mrs.
A.
E.
Williams....
Hilda
son why is simply that 1 took Dr. Williams
urer,
Business is rushing in Mr. Spencer’s mill and daughter, who have been in Boston Pink Pills."
have
remillinery,
The pills which Mrs. Ford so justly
yard, and it looks as though Bert would buying their spring
turned_Charles Eaton is in Millinocket praises cure the chief ailments of women b:
have to step lively. Quite a quantity ol
The:
lumber has been hauled in to be sawed aud for a short time.Ernest Biaisdell of thoroughly renovating the blood.
Rockland is visiting his old home....Miss make functional action regular and painless
hired help is very scarce in this vicinity
B. I). McGray is at work in the mill of F. S. Marie Ward well has given up teaching for banish headaches, languor, nervousness
Holmes, Belfast.Frank Braddock of the present ant. will attend the Commercial create appetite, promote digestion, pit
Philadelphia, Pa., son of Henry Braddock. College in Bangor... Mrs. F. C. Atwood color in the complexion, build up strengtl
who underwent an operation for appendici- Visited her brother, Dr. T. 11. ^jDonough, and in a word enable women to reach aui
Wm. Hill was maintain full physical perfection.
tis about 3 years ago, is again in very pool in Brownville last week
at home from the U. of M. to spend .Sunday
health_The friends of Mr. and Mrs. \V
Dr. Williams’ Pink Piila hot dally makt
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Hill. new blood and give strength and*tone t<
P. Wentworth sympathize with them in the
Boston to
»»». Ralph Lanabee has gone to
loss of their infant son. The child passed
every part of the body. In this way the:
have cured serious disorders of the bioot
away April 4th, after a short illness of the Join the yacht on which he is employed as
W. B. Rich of Bangor and nerVes, such as rheumatism, sciatica »
assistant engineer
dread disease cerebro spinal meningitis*
was the guest of his sister, Mrs. C. M.
The follow ing list of appointments inade In
amemitt, nervousness, headaches, partia 1
the selectmen of this town for the ensuing Chase, over Sunday— Mrs. I). M. Belches paralysis, locomotor ataxia, St. Vitus’ danc
is visiting her sister in Chelsea, Mass..-.. and all forms of weakness in either sex.
year was received a fe*v days ago from tin
chairman, with *i id-quest that the same be Mr. Levi Bowden, who has been feeble For
Every woman should send to the Dr
a
sent to yoUf paper for publication:
surlong time, is very low and not expected to Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y. *
recover. ...Miss Lena M. Sprowl has been
for a valuable booklet,entitled “Plain Talk >
veyors of lumber, wood and bark, A. M
obliged to give up her school on account of to Women." It w ill be mailed free in seal
SoiblfcS, B. A. Spencer and E. J. Yose
the illness of her mother, Mrs. T. H.
fence viewers, F. A. Kenney, J. V. Gil
ed envelope to the address of any' applicant
chrest and F. W. Elkins; pound keeper, W
Sprowl. Mrs. W. II. Lord has taken her Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by al I!
to
Bangor druggists or sent, postpaid, on receipt o
P. Wentworth ; board of health for 3 years
place....R. T. Rundett has gone
to have his eyes treated... The W. C. T. U
E. K. Leonard; truant officer, Harry S
price, 50 cents per box, six boxes for $2 of
by the Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenec
Higgins—Again the Angel Messenget met with M :s. C. M. Chase last week....
work
at
are
still
lineman
The
telephone
Death has visited our community and takei
tady, N. Y.
setting new poles and making repairs.
another of earth’s fairest flowers. Perch
Agnes Walker, aged 4 years, 10 months anc
the original.
NORTH SEARSl’ORT.
25 days, daughter of Daniel F. and the late
&
Chicago, originated Hone;
a
valuable
cov
•Susan Walker passed away after an illness
lost
Co.,
\V.
Foley
Partridge
George
of a few weeks of acute nephritis caused bj
and Tar as a throat and lung remedy, am
1 ast week.
chile
of
the
The
six
weeks
on account
an injury received
great merit and popular
ago.
Capt. George A: Flowers and Will George ity of Foley’s Honey and Tar many units
while in the barn at play was attacked by
;
are
ill.
quite
tions are offered for the genuine. Thes
a buck, the animal striking her in the back
worthless imitations have similar soundim
At the time there did not appear to be any
Dr. Watson of Monroe is attending Capt
Beware of them. The genuiu
names.
serious injury, but after a few weeks alarm
Geo. A. Flowers.
ing symptoms began to develop and a phy
Foley’s Honey and Tar is in a yellow pack :
Ask for it and refuse any substitute
The little sufferei
sician was sent for.
Our schools in the rural districts will be
age.
It is the best remedy for coughs and colds
grew rapidly worse and at noon Marcl
gin Monday, April 16tb.
Funeral services weri
R. H. Moody.
29th passed away.
held at the house Saturday afternoon. H
5
M. Howard of Montville, an old friend o
For Over Sixty Years.
the family, read a few passages of Scripture
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy
and in a very feeling and sympathetic man
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has bee j
ner spoke words of consolation to the be
used for over sixty years by millions o 1f
reaved family. The father, seven sister
mothers for their children while teethinf »
and
Infants
For
.Children.
and three brothers are left in the honn
with perfect success. It soothes the chile
circle to miss the little one. Two sisters
the gums, allays all pain, cure s
softens
Mrs. Hattie Bancroft of Vermont, aud Mrs
wind colic, and is the best remedy for Dial
Lillian Hodges of Waterville, were unabl
rheea. Is pleasant to the taste. Sold b Y
Of the two brothers awa;
to be present.
Bears the
Sip
druggists in every part of the work
V/y/1^—4from home Bert Walker of Benton wa
Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is ii
of
Signature
his
sister
present. Herbert, who lives with
calculable.
Mrs. Bancroft, was not present.
1

..

north

Mrs. Emma Partridge is quite ill.

....

<

■

the 3d and 4th de rees on two candidates a
bountiful repast was in readiness in the
hall below. There were visiting members
present from Comet Grange, Swanville. A
very fine program was listened to.

MONTVILLE.

■

[

Mr. James Marden’s family was called to
Waldo last week to attend the funeral of
the wife of Mrs. Marden’s brother Edwin,
Mrs. Bertha Nickerson.
Over 60 were in attendance at the grange
last Saturday night, and after conferring

Mr. Fred Eames has been at Herman ParJust as soon as the ice goes out of Pierce's
tridge’s and Wilbur Staples’ with liis sawPond a large drive of logs will come iuto it ing machine this week.
by way of Blaisdell Brook. This will be
Miss Bertha Partridge had a large box
something new for Frankfort. No drives from Boston recently w ith the latest mounts
have been sent down to the north branch of and
photographic supplies for her summer
the Marsh river since the days of the early work.
settlers. A. A. Snow will be the owner of
Mark Ward had his graphoplione at the
this drive. We are anxiously waiting to
schoolhouse last Sunday and gave several
see a
real drive, like or similar to those
sacred song selection s—“Nearer My God to
which our forefathers saw iu their dayThee” and others—by a quartette.
A verv peculiar signal was seen flying from
the top of the scdioolhouse flag-pole the
Mr. McCullom, wife and family of Knox
other day, a black pennant above a dirty
Manzoni Lanplier
white one. Investigation proved it to be have moved into the
house
bought some time ago by Mr. James
cloths
used
in
j
the
dirty
nothing more than
will
be employed by
Haley. Mr. McCullom
cleaning the school rooms the day before. the
water works company.
The janitor, John Carr,was asked the meaning of the signal and said that it was the
Miss Beulah Nickerson, nine years of
flag of the National Dishwashers Union. ! age, has artistic talent remarkable in so
.John Maxwell wears the smile that young a girl. Her copies of pictures and
wont come off.
A ten pound baby boy arfree hand work are excellent. Comic picrived at bis home Wednesday morning. tures, animals and flower studies, are all
April 4th, ...Miss F.dwina McCambridge well done. Among the young people in this
lias an elaborate lot of new spring styles in vicinity who have taieut in that direction
the millinery line—F. N. Mad docks has are Simon Littlefield, Jr., whose ability to
been laid up for a few days with a lame leg. draw pictures of individuals that are in_l lie Wald
Pierce Reading Room has stantly recognized is well known.
Miss
received a new lot of books from the .State Jessie Marden has good success in drawing
are
and
greatly
appreciated
they
Library
animals, especially horses, and she has also
done some good work in oil painting. Mr.
by the lovers of good literature.
James Marden is also interested in drawing.

■

,<
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Miss Irene Black has returned from a
very pleasant visit to her cousin, Mrs. Fred
Lowe, in West \\ interport.

FRANKFORT.

-%

\

SPRING^***

W. L. Carter and wife of Frankfort were
in town Sunday to see \V ill George, who is
reported ill.

..

—

1

MguyerHm
1906

Nickerson’s.

_H. B. Whitman of the Palermo creamery was in town last week looking for new
patrons, lie met with very good success.
_Miss Neva Poland has returned to
Coburn Classical Institute, Waterville....
The soap club met with Mrs. Volney
has
Thompson April 3d... E. E. Tasker
been quite sick with influenza —...Mrs.
confined
to
being
is
ill,
Leonard Carter
very
her bed most of the time.Charles E.
last
horse
Saturday.
Thompson lost his best
The horse got hurt a few days before and
died of lockjaw.. Miss Ruby Oxton spent
last week with her sister Pearl...-Charles
B. Ring sold his best carriage horse last
week to Ed. Lunt. It was sent to Massachusetts. .Charles Oxton returned home
from Lawrence, Mass., last Saturday and
has gone to keeping house...- Addie Kane
visited her mother, Mrs. hubie Jackson,
last Sunday.

—

unusual ability and a teacher
Her many friends
xpeiionce.
pu-ased over her election. Mrs.
anie Maiden of Palermo. She i
hoi
work when only fourteen |
.glit in this town for eight years. I
Morse went to Portland last week
...Samuel Maiden of Palermo
'ii ';i't week....The tannery reU April 4th, after a shut-down of
! .1. Walker returned from
.week, accompanied by his
a ho spent the winter in Europe.
>antoid went to Boston last MORRILL.
About eleven p. ni., April t»th, notice was
> spring goods.
given by steam whistles and church bell
that the tire fiend was at his work.
It
•nts of Freedom Academy gave a
proved to be a large cooper shop near
1 hursday evening at the G. A. Merriam's mill, which was well ablaze be•i
the benefit of the Athletic As- fore it was seen. A strong wind carried
It was largely attended—Hert the blaze and sparks away from the mill
and other buildings. The shop was burned
is to open a tish market in town
with the sti ck and tools. Loss S300. Cause
ner_Several visitors were in of lire unknown.Chas. Merriam is at
Friday to witness the mock home again after several weeks work, in
>.g given
by the stud suits and Belfast. Miss Altha Wood went to BelIn the course of the meeting fast last
Monday, where she will be employanton and Fred Kankin were ed for awhile—At a recent
Conference of
:er arrest for election frauds and
the Baptist church it was voted to ask Rev.
n a mock trial Friday afternoon.
K. V.
Morse of North An.-on, Me., to be;11ent has been set on foot by Mr.
come the pastor of the church for the ensui-aint and otherwise improve the ing year.
I>r. and Mis. A.
the ehuivli
ntrrtainod the .1 unior Class from '■‘Mil'llTON Freedom
at
;lihome one evening
11>
Miss Kate Byrne, who was formerly of
Mr. Frank Thurston of- Hates’
the gHost of his aunt, Mrs New York but who had made her home for
a >1 oi t
t me last week-Gus- the
past year and a half with I)r. and Mrs.
a
has .'O.d the Giidden farm ti»
Lee, committed suicide last Saturday mornMilan
ing. When found she was unconscious, but
a glass ami an empty bottle that had held
o\T
carboiic acid were toumi near her side. She
A
m»h left Monday for a three
had suffered for years from a spinal tumble
-.id home friends in
w i;ii lit
and had been in the habit of taking morNathan Wentworth has bought phine to; pain. A tew weeks ago she was
found unconscious from taking too much of
Mr. Wood will
; Wood farm.
the drug and was revived with much diffiissailxiro.... Miss Ora Robbins culty. .“since that time she had seemed to
!•'. 1 o»: * I n 11 > are m I iost <. n select- want t" say very little about the matter, but
Miss liob- her friends had hoped it might have been
‘d ii,; “linen goodshm *'t 111; open a store in I). I>. accidental,
.'"be was a lady of intelligence
ui's bunding, and will have a and refinement, and during her short stay
iiu at an
early date-Mrs. among us had made many friends who will
stroke of
is had
a
severe
regret her sad death.
t-t week.... Mrs. R. F. Dunton
iielfast Monday—The term of F»I KN H A M.
closed Friday, with an exliibi(>. A. Dodge, who lias been on the sick li t
••veiling. Mr. Tibbetts is doing
imw
k in our school, and has been for the past three weeks, is somewhat
"•'tlo'spi ngterm... A. It. Ripley proved at this writing.Mrs. William 11.
xteiir-ive repairs on his new
Kimball and Mrs. Belle Reynolds visited
! u i.
aa■ ve into it in May.... Mrs.
Andrew Lease one day last week.
is imp: oving the looks of her Mrs
b\ painting.There was an
Mrs. IVase is in very poor health.Joseph
concert at the M. K.
llathorn has his lumber on the spot to put
-n;p :nm
d t\ **venhm under the direction
a 50-foot extension on his barn, which w hen
1
T 1
Miss Kmiiy F. Miller completed will be 100x50 feet-Will Getclieil, w ho broke one of bis legs recently, has
so lar recovered from the injury as to be
1.11 l.o.
Dr. M. T.
about by the use of crutches
7th on
morning, Aprii •'>«], the home of Dodge of Troy was in town Apiil
business.... Mr. and Mrs. Win.
profe.-sional
Imbinson burned to the ground, Reynolds were in Littsfield Auril 7th on
aught lire from the chimney and business,
anii!> were aware ut it the lire
\ good part of the j A ( KSON
iU control.
out below
was gotten
; ropertj
'J lie many friends of Mrs. Julia T. Hatch
ibmit ail in the chambers, even
which
mis le-r.
It is understood there will be pained to learn of her death,
uMiranc'. if an\...Kev. Harry
occurred March JOlh. rIlie deceased was
1 his t.tiewei! >enmm Sunday. the daughter of the late Samuel S. and
-i imi with the I Pi xels of
a p
Jul a .\. (Twitched) Higgins of Thorn<1 leave* this week to join
a a
llei age was 05 years, 2 nn nths, 28
-a (I
that Mr. Hi* x»*l is about dike.
>
>he 1 naves twh sons to mourn their
da\
; g \ ariit mg ci ui>e and that
< i.
Hatch of Livermore Fails and
m-w
wink wiii take him along io.s— I..
M. > ilalch of Jackson : al.-o two step soi;>
: be p easalit ,'iiri oundings
who remember lie; as a iovami
daughter,
cei'gi a' mate Mr. 1 i ail u bile re\outh—d. <
eai i\
n mu*- :<'>e
in
univer- i!t_ moti.or in their
J
i! Teh of
K.
:;
if
11a:.
Melrose, Mas
11* 11
a
i.iau as iiim*-,li and one
Mis
ind
Heo.-gf
fold'. Maine,
*«
.*• Ilrce.-..»{'Ui
i li all his \\,
1)
’•
oi Livermore ha, s. (>: a I .un ,L
■:i' 1 Mr-. Fob* Seeley
V
t
survive
wo
brothers
seven
her,
e
.a a feu *;:»\
with Mrs. F.
an* i 1 "i;! y M. 1 liggins, l-ntl, «»l ihoi .-ii-.e,
IHua'nsdi
and a half brother, Frank J
\i
a ••!•..* \ a cation.
!'
unShe was a member
Li, o ;iivii
I
II’ as rh d
e,.ne--i a-n-o-r
and
:■ mi:.
ureli
gre_at irT r'lttage for the
w
'ho
;i_
v,
Inch
in
in tho Sunday sciiool,
nil m-i ;• i-iiMMi.... Another bad
waT h« Hm
ears,
foi man}
.ha
!us‘. u *... boy u as tei.de
i
>.
Ha- lb
1
w.d In no-, „tt
Ire auilija! got his nt iia:k v. ]j« n
"•
a.a ;v .o n
I
li *rai U
]o
mi o. a ati broke it
i.11..
:!i
1
F
! v-a V he! V. -•• II ! .'a- knee ami vet;
ed 1 o
i
rave retui
ionge-! ill < apt. Mar;.L»
Ma
wi h : ieads i n
1
!lt-. Mr.
Juda Morton l< Vi-v l,llJ
aud ii.a. shot a nie>t at once....
! •;< •a pupils
r>.
and
IT h. Mo, on
of ilangor is vmiting at
i''j.ea:
Jacks*'
an'--Mi-..* (ieorglc i'eiid.eym;
o\
tie.rooks
lecture and socle 1
e,.una> for A i:* vie, where she !!
<.a\
-voning and ail had
school last i
-e||00.
j
l!g
COTl.es
slowly a line time.
“S|)J
hut o!ie of our little girls is
inonc llowi
.*, so the real thing
:

Dr. T. E. Dorr is attending Mr. Coomb!
in South Monroe, who is quite ill.
Dr. Darling of Belfast was in town Sunday at Geo. VV. Partridge’s and at J. S,

CENTER MONTVIIXK,

That the leading medical writers and
teachers of all the several schools of
practice endorse and recommend, in the
strongest terms possible, each and every
ingredient entering into the composition
of Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery
for the cure, of weak stomach, dyspepsia,
catarrh of stomach, "liver complaint,”
torpid liver, or biliousness, chronic bowel
affections, and all catarrhal diseases of
whatever region, name or nature. It is
also a specific remedy for all such chronic
or long standing cases of catarrhal affections and their resultants, as bronchial,
throat and lung diseases (except consumption) accompanied with severe coughs. It
is not so good for acute colds and coughs,
but for lingering, or chronic cases it is
especially efficacious in producing perfect cures. It contains Black Cherrybark,
Golden Seal root. Bloodroot, Stone root.
Mandrake root and Queen’s root—all of
which are highly praised as remedies for
all the above mentioned affections by such
eminent medical writers and teachers as
Prof. Bartholow. of Jefferson Med. College: Prof. Hare, of the Univ. of Pa.;
Prof. Finlev Ellingwood, M. D.. of Bennett Med. College. Chicago; Prof. John
King, M. 1).. late of Cincinnati: Prof.
John M. Scudder. M. D.. late of Cincinnati ; Prof. Edwin M. Hale. M. D.. of
Hahnemann Med. College. Chicago, and
scores of others equally eminent in their
several schools of practice.
..The "Golden Medical Discovery” is the
only medicine put up for sale through
druggists for like purposes, that has any
such professional endorsement
worth
more than any number of ordinary testimonials.
Open publicity of its formula
on the bottle wrapper is the best possible
guaranty of it^ merits. A glance at this
formula will show that "Golden
published
Medical Discovery” contains no poisonous or harmful agents and no alcohol—
chemically pure, triple-refined glycerine
being used instead. Glycerine is entirely
unobjectionable and besides is a most
useful ingredient'in the cure of all stomach as well as bronchial, throat and lung
There is the highest medical
affections.
authority for its use in all such cases.
The "Discovery is a concentrated glyceric extract of native, medicinal roots
and is safe and reliable. *
A booklet of extracts from eminent,
medical authorities, endorsing its ingredients mailed free on request. Address
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
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aiding has sold his nice span of
to E. A. Carpenter of Brooks.
Ward has sold his farm to
A baby girl
John M. Ward
olden the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mother and child
uient recently.
well_Mr. and Mrs. Fred R.
tppy over the birth of a daughter,
mother, Mrs. Leonard of llampih her for a few weeks....Amos
jgins of \\ inthrop, who was called
ii last week to attend the
funeral
Mrs. Julia T. Hatch, has been
f his uncle, V. N. Higgins, for
i>s_F.
Hogan, F. L. PhilBoss C. Higgins passed April 7th
Alfred Hubbard <1 Lowell,
irding with Mr. and Mrs. Blinn
Mr. ai d Mrs. Holph Mvrick have
ilieir home for the summer....
(
n
Higgins was the guest of
levi ns in
Unity April 5th, 6th
M -s Lois Roberts of Brooks is
ii her grandmother, Mrs. J. G.
n f«*vv weeks.Joseph Peabody
oik, who were so badly burned
Hr.
;t>t week, are improving
».‘is them.Fred L. Higgins,
time
foot quite badly a r-iiort
doing well. ])r. Hurd removed
•>
from the wottud Friday.
Higgins and Amos H. Higgins
M»i il (>th with Mr. and Mrs. A. S,
Several students from this town
he lecture at Brooks Friday even
by Rev. J. W. Vaughan of Bel‘■rtha, wife of Arthur Jackson,
itnrday night. Much sympathy is
• 'i for
Mr. Jackson and for her par
and Mrs. Henry Parsons—Mrs
union was stricken with paralysis
There is little hope of her recov
I he Now and Then Club met with
I Mrs. Richard Higgins Friday even
"•latious from Whittier, with music
''"
‘nous, recitations and readings, com
Hie programme. The members an
i <• tsed with their library and iutenc
for another soon..The members o]
1 Moon
Grange who attended th(
f Pomona Grange in Unity las
Our se
port a pleasant session
were busy last week gathering uj
q,
of
the
town.
'entory
T.
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^“dol Dyspepsia Cure
oat.
OigMtt

what you

—

;

putting

u5

Bangs

in

a

w M-'ii
!.'I\ ::•'!!
by 1 w \' ill]it il
o:
-pril
!>•»- I's.sed .1 on lit-' tod u
next, and be pr* paieil (■> si l<-t ii.tu.tr t;
according In law. For tlie pin-pose ot i-m-iving
I said list and making a record ol tiansf«-rs ot n a;
estate, the undersigned will bc-tn session at the
assessors' office during business hours of each
day, from the

Gas

Always Bought

t^vx^rf/' J&Zc&Ai

IS

<

of

J. FRANKLIN HARRIS

April

GRADUATE OPTICIAN,

next (.and no longer), and any personal examination of property by the assessors will not be considered as a waiver for negleet of any person m
bringing in true and perfect lists as required by
law. Blanks on which to make such ists may be
had at the assessors’ office.
♦J. F. SHE DON,
) Assessors
ot
a. p. Mansfield,
GEO. G. PIERCE,
) Belfast.
Belfast, March ;jo, i906.-~3wi3

talk to you.

‘TELEFllNE NUMBER

p. S. Hereafter 1 shall devote all my time to
tiie Belfast business and can be ioui.d in my
office every day during business hours.

62-12,

MORSE,

DUNTON &

Belfast Savings Bank.

Attorneys

The corporators of this bank are hereby n. ti
tied that the annual meeting of the corporation
will be held at their banking room on Wednesday, April 18, 1900. at 10 o’clock A. HI., to act
upon the following business, viz:
ist. To choose a board of trustees for the
ensuing year.
2d. To make such alterations in the by-laws
as may be required, or to adopt a new code of

at

WANTED

Law,

Savings Bank Building, Belfast,

Fat Hogs at r> 1-4 cents per pound.
Veal calves at top market price.

Maine

Office hours 8 to 12 a. in. ; 1 to 4 p. m.
41 tf
Evenings by app intment.
Kai.ph I. Morse.
Robert F. Dr.vrox.
Public.
Notary

profits by sending

Call for Townsend’s

Friday,

other stations

branch

every Saturday morning.

Farmers can save the speculators’
live stock on com-

mission.

by-laws.

To transact such other business as may
come before this meeting.
WiLviek ,J. DORMAN, Clerk.
Belfast, March 23, 1906 —3wl3

3d.

legally

Tele

Dr. E. E. BROWN

Iy6

COMPANY,

WALTER H. COOMBS.
Corner Cross and Federal Sts,. Belfast

Outstanding premiums.
Interest and rents.

All oilier assets.

Eai

Has taken Room No. 2, Odd Fellows’ block, and
wiil be in Belfast every .' onday. Office hours l(
to 6 p. m., and 7 to 9 p. m.
Refers to Dr». C. B. Hoit, Liberty; Adelber
Mfllett, Searsmont; D. P. Flanders, Elmer Smal
nd 8. W. Johnson, Belfast.
33tf

AND

a. m.

ilTPII Polite, smart and active
Ilf
MV 11 M I I* 11 house to house canvassers
llilll 1
Very liberal terms. Apply
to the Portland Flavoring Co., 208 Commercial St
tf!3
Portland, Me.

i

$200 00
non

no

738,660 25
355,477 31
:m 04

165,136 74
4,440 29
2,460 uo

Gross assets.$1,267,232 23
Deduct items not admitted.
71,669 68

bHMil

Nose and Throat,

1

tfT

1-3

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1905.
Beal estate.
loans.
Mortgage
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in Office and bank.
Agents balances.

OF BANGOR,

Specialist in Diseases of the Eye,

plume Burn lain

of Hartford, Conn.

ture, bedding,
pets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.

31116*

at Belfast every
on
Belfast

THE /tTNA INDEMNITY

car-

Temple, Eelfast, Me.

car

Burnham, Maine.

Photographs
Second- n a ml
goods of every description. Furni-

DENTIST,

Load

Cars leave Burnham junction every
F. L. LIBBY,
Monday.

POSTALS
Direct

Masonic

13KI.FAST, MK

P7 High Street,

J

;

The Kind You Have

arc

Day

—

CASTOR IA

a>

First to the Fourteenth

—

■

Mil'll

they

<•

tor the summer.

Let us pipe your house
during your spring
house-cleaning. Drop
us a postal or call us
by telephone and let us

—

..

-I

I.

NASTURTIUM
IN

MUI.K

I SWIFT & PAUL.

J
J
I

Admitted assets.$1,195,563 15
LIABILITIES.DECEMBER 31, 1905.
Net unpaid' losses.
$58,828 70
Unearned premiums.....
271,31186

All other liabilities...

Contingent fund.
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

35,097 01
loo.ouooo

5<K),ooooo
230,325 58

Total liabilities and surplus.
$195,563 IB
Prank F. Wilson, agent, Belfast.
4
3wl3

Hie Republican Journal.

|

prohibitory law,

the

j ablest

was

one

Tbc roads were 1n such a condition last

of th(

delivered in Portland,”

Sunday, rendering travelling by night

ant

so

unsafe and treacherous, that service at the
be resumed next
! that the reception given him was on< : church was omifted, to at
the usual hour.
KKl.KAST. TUI'RSDAV, APRIL 12. 1900.
Sunday evening, Easter,
ani
of
of which the chief executive
It is desired to decorate the church and all
lb
tm.i shed livery Thursday Morning by
having potted plants are requested to bring
State might well be proud. Editorially
Sunday. Let
j them to the church at 10 a. 111. as
Co. it said of the speech:
Journal
us make the display of plants
pleasing as
all
who
have
Will
plants please
It is a trumpet call to the Republi ; possible.
and
and
in
mind
accordingly?
Kditor
this
bear
*
respond
color:
their
cans of Maine to rally to
1 II. FI RA
CBAKI.1S A ...ruRi-uv
( RUsiness Manager
and stand by their guns. AVe believi I
if. L. Hopkins is having lumber hauled
daily for use in constructing his block. He
The State debt has been reduced the response will be instant and hearty
and
steadfast
it piled on liis own land and also on the
has
admire
The
grit
people
$100,000 since January 1st.
devotion to principle, and even tliosi ] side of the street opposite, where it will be
Horace Lindsey
who do not agree with Governor Cobl convenient when needed.
will be in charge of the buildIn Providence, II. I., the police have
must coucedi of Prospect
on the liquor question
ing and work on it is to be rushed as fast
declared Avar on corner loafers about bis courage, consistency and honesty.
as possible, that people in need of stores,
inbe
the city, and they are to
brought
The Portland Evening Express say: offices and rooms may be supplied. The
first floor, fronting on Church street, will
to court hereafter and fined $5 each.
of this speech that “it was at once ai contain
two stores, with entrance to second
exhortation, a command, and an in story between the two.
Some of Governor Cobb’s friends
It was creditable alike ti
The steamer Pensacola arrived at Cape
have been explaining that lie is not a spiration.
April 5th with 980 tons of sulphur
prohibitionist, does not believe in the the heart and to the bead of the speak Jellison
in bulk for the Great Northern Paper Co.
prohibitory law. and that in getting the er. It was a broad statesmanlike re at Millinocket and sailed at 1 p. m. Sunday,
Cobb-Sturgis law passed his main ob- view of a subject of vital importance t( the 8th. Messrs F. P. Hangs and A. K.
ject was to render the law so obnoxious
Paradiseof Boston acted as weighers of the
the welfare of the people of the Stat<
as to bring about its repeal.
They were sent here by the owners
cargo.
sulphur as it is necessary to have
Oh, no. If that was said of Governor and as such worthy of their chie: | of the officials
on duty when discharging
these
It was also timely anc
Cobb it Avas said by his enemies, not by magistrate.
such a cargo. It was rather a trying cargo
sagacious as a matter of practical poli to unload, necessitating the use of automohis friends.
to protect the eyes from the
tics, and as such puts Governor Cobl bile glasses
dust.
pungent
AVe feel that no apology is needed for
leader.’
a
into the front ranks as
party
It is hoped arrangements can be made to
devoting so much space this week to In conclusion the Express says:
secure the assistance of Mr. C. C. Brooks of
in
Maine
issue
today.
the paramount
Belfast for au Easter Sunday service next
The people admire a brave and lion
Governor Cobb's speech at Deenng is est man, and when to bravery and bon Sunday evening. If we be so fortunate it
will be announced by bill at the post office
given in full: and Ave also give a sum- esty he adds sagacity and bold leader later. Our people remember with a great
honor
him
to
do
delight
reship
they
and
deal of pleasure listening to the exceedingly
mary of opinions on prohibition
Governor Cobb has at once sagaciousl; tine voice of Mr. Brooks, who favored us
A correspondent takes
submission.
reminded his party that it is its right ti
not long ago by rendering two solos one
•exception to statements made by .State be wise and has as honorably insistei Sunday in generous response to a request
has
He
it
wise
to
be
is
by our p istor, Rev. A. A. Smith. Such opright.
Master Gardner of the Maine Grange, that
bis party one to which good portunities for hearing fine music are rare
and we find like protests in many of our made of
and we hope all music lovers will atcitizens will be proud to belong and ol here
tend the service should we be able to secure
So far as our personal j
exchanges.
bt
will
whom
a
leader
himself
they
I
Mr. Brooks.
knowledge and observation go we be- proud to follow.
lieve Mr. Gardner's statements unThe speech is printed in full in otbei
•
columns and we commend it to the at
ever

I

■

Publishing

Republican

Among the institutions of the protown of Brooks—little in pop-

!

gressive

big in public spirit—is a
semi-monthly newspaper, issued from
the job plant of H. M. Brown, and
edited by F. \Y. Brown, Jr., Esq, To

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

but

ulation

Mrs. Klden Shute
York last Saturday.

returned

from

Xeu

Capt. Horace Staples returned last Saturcolumns Cassius C. Roberts, formerday from a trip to Boston.
'y of Stockton, now ot Chicago, is conMrs. C. S. Rendell'is spending a few day:
tributing some very interesting articles with Mrs. Everett Staples.
of
Waldo
u the early history
county,
A party of Rumford Falls and Lewistor
several of which we have reprinted. capitalists are expected here about April 20
This week, through the courtesy of the
The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet ThursVdvoeate, we are enabled to print, with day, April 19th, with Mrs. Frank L. Mars
ton.
she
accompanying illustrations, an
Sylvester Pendleton, who lias been ai
article on the South Jackson pioneers.
home for a few days, left Monday on a bus
iness trip.
W Idle much ot the hue and cry against
Mr. Adams, for nearly a year one of the
vlie Sturgis law comes from rumsellers railroad office force, recently returned t«
jr would be rumsellers, there is at least his home in Bangor.
me pruhibitioni-t F. W. Gowen of WaMrs. Maurice Patterson and little daughter Florence arrived by train April 4tl
"terville. a prominent Good Templar,
from Brooklyn, where they spent the wints

.■• so i.~

a.so

opposed

to this measure for

enforcing lows which in a large part of
'.tie State had been a dead letter. In a

Sturgis

recent interview he said of the
..til

it was putting the enforcement of
.lie law out of the hands of the sheriffs
and police, to whom it rightfully belonged, and created a State commission. whose business was to go about
file State and pry into other people's

affa.rs, creating

a

powerful prejudice

against the prohibitory law.
It only takes the enforcement

of the

law out of the hands of the sheriffs and
police who fail 10 do their duty. The
Sturgis commissioners have had no occasion to visit Waldo county, because
have

sheriff

a

and

who

Harry Shute left last Saturday to takf
as
his po> tion
quartermaster on the
J. 1 Morse running between Rock
land and Bar Harbor.

steamer

Messrs. .1. P. Bangs and A. K Paradise,
have been in town since last Thursday
returned to their homes in Boston by Monda.'. morning’s train.
who

Hon. William r. Humes of Watervilh
in town Friday, remaining (.ver night
We understand he was Imre on business
connected with the Water Company.
was

Mr. and Mrs. George M. Houghton speiv
Sunday with friends in Bangor. leaving or
the 2.05 train Saturday afternoon and re
turning on the 10.20 a. m. train Monday.

A series of

meetings

is to be held this

month in every county in the State by
State Hoad Commissioner Paul I). Sar-

gent, tor discussing the best
improve the roads in Maine.

means

to

We may

Thompson's although she is still suffering
muscular rheumatism in her lefi
from
shoulder. Friends are glad to see her uul
more.

once

Miss Lillian A. Simmons, who spent the
week o
Faster vacation with her mother.
Mrs. Koxauna .Simmons, returned to Boston
Sat unlay to resume her duties as teacher,
she took her little niece, Miss Frances
Kimball, back with her, for a month's visit,

digress here to say that Mr. Sargent
uis already demonstrated
his eminent
Messrs. James W. Parker and Charles A.
Milliken, officers of the St. John Lumber
•itness tor the position lie holds. 11 is
which has u large mill at Van
Company,
public utterance have been sound and Buret), were in town April 3d looking over
practical and his interest in the work is

-evident.

T he date for the Waldo county meeting is not given in the schedule
we have seen, lint due notice will no

doubt be given.

The lirst

meeting

was

held last week in Portland and was atby the road commissioners and

tended

selectmen of the towns

Cumberland

county.

and,cities

The

of

following

extracts from Commissioner Sargent’s
address are of special interest at this
.time:

Drainage, lie said was the most important consideration, for proper drain-

age will do more to give good roads than
any other one thing. The water must
be taken care of before thinking of
doing any work on the surface of the
road. 'The object is to carry all surface
•water failing on the road away from it
and into some natural water course by
the shortest economical route and in
the quickest possible time.
Water
draining from lulls onto the road should
be turned into ditches before reaching
the road. The best time to study drainage system is after a heavy rain storm.
After a thorough study lias been made
Fix the
apply the following rule:
worst places, the mostdangerous place,
the place that is apt to cause a washout. and the consequent liability of the
town for damage: tix that place first
and the others in order of their im-

portance.
Often more can be saved on a stormy
day by seeing that ditches and culverts
are properly venting water than can be
repaired in a week. Surface drainage
will depend on side ditches, crown of
road and ability of material to shed

water,

cJovernor Cobb lias confounded liis
enemies and justified the confidence

placed in him by his friends. His
speech at Riverton is the theme of
well nigh universal praise. Its logic is
irrefutable. The position he takes is
unassailable,

argument.

A

There is not

special

a

flaw in his

to the Lewiston

Sun characterizes it as “one of the
most frank, honest, brave and forceful
addresses ever made before a Republican gathering in Maine.”
Editorially
•the Sun says:

great speech. We look upon it as
of the most important events in the
history of Maine.
Every voter should read it through.
A great issue must be decided by the
people of Maine. Here is the Chief
Executive of the State boldly facing
the issue, stating unequivocally where
he stands, and ready to take the consequences. It is admirable.
The Portland Press said in its news
A

one

columns that “the governor’s speech,
which was an unanswerable argument
an favor of the course which he has
.•-pursued as regards the enforcement of

the Cape Jellison wharf with a view t<:
shipping the product of their mill from
that point by vessel.

Mr. and Mrs. Fowler and Mr. Wilder of
Bangor were in town last Thursday calling
on Mr. William F. Treat and the HoughMr. Fowler is a druggist in Bangor
tons.
and Mr. Treat was formerly in his employ.
were
delighted with the location and
They
appearance of the village.
The Young Ladies' Guild met Wednesday, April 4th, with Mrs. Grace Lancaster
and Miss Edith Griffin. It met this w'eek,
Wednesday,with the Misses Colcord. Great
interest is manifested in these meeting?
and at their evening socials a goodly sum of
money has been raised each time.
The surveying party for the water systern is still at work in the village.
Another
surveying company is at work on the railroad, preparing for further ballasting.
Surveying seems to be the order of the day
and all sorts of rumors are rife concerning
it. Time will have to determine how true
or false these rumors are.
It is reported that the Par Harbor parties
who recently bought the Henry Clifford
place have sold 10 lots for business blocks
and dwellings. One lot has been sold on
which a large hotel will be erected. This
indicates a building movement in the direction of Kidder's Point. Four large boarding houses are to be built at once on Cape
Jellison.
Sir.
from

11.

nuncan

nas

Deen

transrerren

the railroad office here to the office in
Iloulton, where he is pleasantly situated,
lie had been in the village for nearly a year
and by his gentlemanly demeanor and quiet
attention to business has won the respect
of many friends, who are sorry to have him
leave. We wish him success in his new
field of labor.
Miss Clara Mudgett returned to her
school duties in Presque Isle last Saturday
after spending the Easter vacation of two
weeks with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus Mudgett. She was accompanied a.s
far as Rancor by her mother, who went to
consult Dr. Clough with regard to her eyes,
which are in a bad condition. She returned

Saturday night.
Mr. Leslie Little of Bucksport, who was
with the railroad surveying party last year,
is again in town on similar business. He
arrived last week from Toledo, Ohio, where
he has been employed recently, and is
boarding at Capt. H. M. Griffin’s. Mr. Geo.
Cook of Waterville, engaged on the water
works survey, and Mr. Drake on the railroad work, are also boarding there.
W. F. Treat, our druggist, has greatly imof his store
proved the interior appearance
red, with atby papering it in a dark, richhad
his soda
He also
tractive border.
fountain put in place Monday and this,
Later
a great addition.
is
a
fine
one,
being
Mr. Treat,
on it will be a great attraction.
in
drug
stores,
city
having had experience
understands well how to arrange his stook
in a tasteful manner.
The beautiful weather of Saturday Sunday and Monday was enjoyed by all and it
worked wonders in the way of drying up
the mud in the village, especially, and it
really appeared as if summer time was near
at hand. But this morning (Tuesday) looks
like a return to winter with its most uncomfortable, blustering snow storm. Howthe
ever, it will help to take the frost from
ground when the snow melts, so that is
some

compensation.

|

}

:

have an opening
of

1
•

E
V
I

|

Saturday,
14.

April

p

j

Ladies’ Neckwear===Easter Novelties,

i

n

*

years ago.
“The psoriasis first made its appearance in red spots, generally forming a
circle, leaving in the center aspot about
the size of a silver dollar of sound flesh.
In a short time the affected circle
would form a heavy dry scale of a white

silvery appearance and'would gradually
drop off. To remove the entire scales
by bathing or using oil to soften them
the flesh would be perfectly raw, and a
light discharge of bloody substance
would ooze out. That scaly crust would
form again in twenty-four hours. It
was worse on my arms and limbs, although it was in spots all over my
body, also on my scalp. If I let the
Scales remain too long without removing by bath or otherwise, the skin

I suffered
would crack and bleed.
intense itching, worse at nights after
warm
blood
getting warm in bed, or
by exercise, when it would be almost

unbearable.

N
G

|

P. & L. Paris Made Kid Gloves Our Leader,

l

2-clasp

♦

shades,

over-seam,

self

or

j

pastel
spring and
;
guaranteed. (£1 AA
paii.*

black embroidered, all the popular
52.00 Glove, tit and wear

new

cut and made equal to any

1-clasp pique, hand

Miss MAY L. HALLETT, X
Milliner.

s

IR, A. French & Co, i

*

I

|
|

X

%

l

SATURDAY

|

*
4t
*
*
4>
«.
*
«

THIS

«-OF

There will be

a

a

*

have

a

good assortment'of

*

Infants and Misses' Dresses

X

WHITE AND COLORED.

X

Cuticura Soap, Ointment, and Fills, arp sold throughout
the world. Potter Drug Si Chem. Corp., Sole Props.. Boston.
uar Mailed Free, ** llow to Cure Torturing Humors.

4*

We have just received

The

*

a

a verv

i

economical
are

When soiled can be
glove. ./
7S
iJ

guaranteed

Made

choice lot of

Sawyer Pictures,

Garments

i»
*

*

**

X

£l

X
£

«

spring shades,

pair.I.UV

Tailor

X

Shirt Waist Suits. X
£♦
We

j

Models in

*
»

Wrappers,

4±
t*•

j

$1.50

Easter,

*

Hosiery,

«

pair.

X

Summer Underwear.

X

choicest

and tit, per

soap and w'ater,

j*

J Shirt Waists and

t

2-lasp, color white,
washed with

X*

liberal discount

This will be
each purchase.
good time to buy your

on

j
X

quality

%

WEEK**-

per

j

Ladies’ Washable Kid Gloves,

u

THURSDAY,
FRIDAY and

Glove at,

sewn street

over-seam, in all the

beautiful in

£

*

WILL HAVE THEIR

2-clasp

*

Gloves,*€-

Around

Verlaine Kid Glove,

The Celebrated

♦

“To sum it all up, I would not. go
through such another ordeal of affliction
for thirty-five years for the State of
Kansas, (signed) W. M. Chidester,

Hutchinson, Kan., April 20,1905.”

j

uLOVbS rUK bAMbK! *

I

j flili Anniversary Sale | ||
took the
Resolvent as directed. In thirty
days I was completely cured, and I
think permanently, as it was about five

♦

£

All Over the Body—Skin
and Bleeding—Itching Unbear- ^
able—Cured by Cuticura in Thirty
Days at Cost of $4.75.

day, and

}
{

Hosiery, Underwear, Corsets,
Ribbons, Special for Easter

pf

Best value in Belfast at, per
N All are cordially invited
! -jr Dent's Knock
I_

Cracked

“I was afflicted with psoriasis for
thirty-five years. It was in patches all
over’mv body. I used three cakes

:
{

♦

♦

ANOTHER WONDERFUL
CURE BY CUTICURA

Saturday, April

Prices for

Sppriat

|

—ON—

~

U.»—

| p

and Hats

R

Fancy Waists j

Bolero Jackets, in embroidered linen, batiste and Baby Irish lace.
Liberty Silk Scarfs. 2 vards long in ail the popular shades, hemstitched ends.

|

^onne^s

Easter Sale of

mings and insertion,

X

M

HOWESVj

Princess. Babv Irish and Point Venise Lace Stocks, an assortment of the most charming nieces for the Easter season.
3-Piece Collar and Cuff Sets, in Point Venise and Babv Irish patterns, large assortment
Chemisette Sets, the fad of the season, in lace, also sheer lawn, with Val lace trim-

f

Trimmed

H.

-

I

Ferguson

I

Humor in Patches

Miss Martha Wescott, who has boon wirl
her uncle, Capt. L. M. Partridge, and family
for a few weeks, returned to her home ir
Casting last week.

know their

ure.

J

M Miss L. H.

Lwill

35JEARS
Scaly

I

E-

ter.

deputies
Mr. Marshall of Bath, who was in towr
duty and perform it. What last
year employed in the railway work, i:
Air. f to wen means about prying into once' more here.
Tire Messrs. Oliver ol
other people's affairs, unless it is that Boulton, engineers, are here at work for
also.
the railroad
e objects to having runiselling interMrs. C. C. Park was able to attend the
fered with, ue are at a loss to conjeeLadies' Aid last Thursday at Mrs. Elmer
we

Terrible

!

♦

AWFUL PSORIASIS

tentiuu of our readers.

UJAMES

staj^}

j

...

|

9100 REWARD. 9100.

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there Is at least one dremted disease
that violence has been’able to core in all its
and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh cure Is the
only positive cure now known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the systern, thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution ami assisting nature
in doing fts work.
The proprietors have so
much faith in Its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to
sure
Send for list of te-timonials.
Address s. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

▼

♦

i

--—--V

^

t

J

Standard

♦

*

I

%

9>»999999999999*9K 9999* 9999*
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Patterns-1

Oc ami lot- earli.

April numbers present

,

a

“The Designer

:
;

I SPRING and SUMMER j

IOCeacli-50c

heke.
a

James H. Howes, I

year.

MAIL ORDERS^

7

Klrt-l

wide

:

*

1———^———^——.

Odd Fellows’ Block,
Belfast ITiaillC
Maine
Ut,iaaM

t.

attention

I

;
J

»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 44 »4444444444444444444444«

Free to Ladies

Your Horse is Stolen!

l Saturday, \
! APRIL 14. j
1
!
ALL ARE CORDIALLY
INVITED TO ATTEND

X

♦

THE SAME.

♦

X

FOR EASTER.
If

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.

j

Mrs. F. G

j

SPIKMET,

wants smart, handsome
out” these warm

come

WHILE THEY LAST WE

| iive

"

EASTER

REJUVENATOR,

to the ladies who call for the same.
******

Other lines carried in stock.

N. C.

SECURE A BOX IN THE SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT OF

Belfast.

for inside

BEFORE your Securities and Valuable Papers

Conflagration

A good man between the ages of 21 and 45 for
A good opensalesman and collector in Belfast.
P. O. BOX F,
Address
man.
ing
F to the right

MITCHELL &
TRUSSELL.

Camden, Maine

lw*_

LUNCH ROOM.

I have opened a Lunch Room at No. Ill High
to my
treet, where I will be pleased to serve,
est ability, ali my old and new customers.
B. BERRY.
3W13»

—BY—

_T.

i MEN

|

gill you work for us? providing
lore money than if you work for
Wouldn't you like to be become a stockholder in
lnur company if you could do so without any
onvenience to yourself? building for yourself a
fe income, if so send us your full name and ad>ss at once. Address,

you can earn
some one else.

j

(T14*

HOOD’S, Advertisement Dept. 151,
Augusta, Maine

are

lost

Burglary!

BOXES ONLY $3 PER YEAR.
You

always

can

visit your Box

as

olten

as

you wish.

\\

at your service.

CHECKING

ACCOUNTS

and all books free.
3% INTEREST
in Savings Department and on Certificates of Deposit.
City Bonds to Net
Call and see us whether you have business or not,
solicited in

any amount

«

want to know you.
WM. B. SWAIN, Pres.

WANTED, EVEffVWHERE.

Saturday, April

MRS. H. D. HOLVOKE, MILLINER,

AND WOMEN

or

Fires and Burglars are “unknown quantities” and li
The vault of I HE City
to visit vou at anv moment.
1
TtONAt. Bank of Belfast is Absolute Protection against
and in every particular is one of the Best Vaults in

outside work, all

SHADES and COLORS.
PAINT SUPPLIES of all kinds.

"Salesman Wanted

I Millinery Opening!
M
1
|
| Mrs. H. B. Cunningham
14th
1

and

City National Bank ol Bellas

The

MATTHEWS,

04 Main Street,

Owners of dogs are hereby notified that license
must be obtained at once, or warrants will t
issued against them in accordance with th
Statutes if same is not paid prior to ten days b
fore the first day of May, 1906.
MAURICE W. LORD, City Clerl

I

JAP-A-LAC

GREAT^HOUSEHOLO

he

Patrician Shoes for Women

PUBLIC NOTICE.

1

Away 15 Cent Cans
OF

Elite Shoes for Men.

\
\
t»»,»*,«»*•»»«**»*«»*»
Milliner.

they

days approaching

X
*

ever a man or woman

shoes it is when

*

*

I5cca«s Free

New Spring Shoes] Tree

"

X•

Lock the Stable Door

Wm. B. Swan,
Robert F. Dunton,
Asa A. Howes,

C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier

DIRECTORS:
Thomas W. Pitcher,
Elmer A. Sherman,
Chas. P. Hazeltlne,

Clarence E. Mclntirf
Thomas E. Shea,
Winfield S. Pendleton

j

Shipping Items. Capt. Haskell, of sch.
Van Allens Houghton, reports made the
run from Searsport to Norfolk in two days.
That would be a good run for a steamer....
Sch. Annie H. Mitchell, Capt. E. S. McDonald, arrived at Portland April5th from
South River, N. J., with a cargo of clay
consigned to tbeTortland Stoneware CoThe schooner Abbie Ingalls, the only craft
which wintered at Bangor, has been sold to
Capt. W. F. Bullock of Bucksport and will
be the first to load out of that port this season, having a lumber charter for New York.
_Sch. Mabel E. Goss landed fastening
iron here last week for the Pendleton Bros,
and George A. Gilchrest. Part of her car-

I HE NEWS OE BELFAST.
,,unty Commissioners are holding
session in their office in the
„r;

bouse.
.'s were closed Tuesday afteraocount of the severe storm and

.>

tiki'ig.
r. U. will meet with Mrs. Win.
A
May afternoon, April 13th.
aauce is desired.

w

in

..f lire Tuesday forenoon came
mg chimney in the Trussed
No damage.
am street.

some conditions the
IN gain
from the use

of Scott's Emulsion is
rapid. For this
reason we put up a
fifty-cent size, which is
enough for an ordinary
cough or cold or useful
as a trial for babies
and children. In other
conditions the gain is
slower—health cannot
be built up in a day.
In such cases Scott's
Emulsion must be taken
as nourishment; a food
rather than a medicine.
It’s a food for tired and
weak digestions.
very

landed at Rockland, and part shipped from here by rail.Work in the
Pendleton Bros, yard was resumed Monday.
The hard piue for the new schooner is on
the way in sch. Charlotte T. Sibley....The
ivarer Circle, K. I). <S S., will
Bismarck went up to Bangor Sunday
meeting Wednesday evening tug
with the first tow of the season, the
at Mrs Maxey's on Pearl street.
with coal for
Let schooners Fred A. Davenport,
t business is to come up.
the Eastern Mfg. Co., and the Hattie H.
ii'ber be

t

Marshall Circle, Ladies of the G,
id a special meeting tomorrow,
A full attendance is re_■ p. m.

I

go was

: h

present.

■

Barbour from Barren Island with fertilizer
for Henry McLaughlin & Co., docked at
High Head.Sch. W. E. & W. L. Tuck,
which turned turtle and was abandoned off

-d letters remaining in the Bel.ffice for the week ending April
V Hazel Bird, Miss J. C. Dexter,
McDonald, Miss Edith NickerKmia Mitchell, Arnold Annis.

Cape Sable, N. S., April 5th, brought a cargo
of coal to this port last May for the Swan &
Sibley Co. She was bound from Bridgewater, N. S., to New York with lumber and
probably had too heavy a deck-load. The
crew, which had taken to the boat, were
nearly dead when picked up by a Boston
trawler, and the steward had perished from
exposure_Capt. Fitz Patterson has sold
the sch. Harriet Rogers to Capt. John
Small of Sandypoint, taking in part payment sch. C. M. Gray of 28 tons net, built
at Sedgwick, Me., in 1872.Sch. Charlotte
T. Sibley arrived y esterday with hard pine
for Pendleton Bros., to be used in construc-

a-ntly discovered that the house
arish L. Strout in East Belfast,

...

closed since his death had
•..■red, thoroughly ransacked and
There is no clue to
Mes taken.
been

ars.

breakfast will be served in the
i»nal vestry. Tuesday, May 1st,
The menu will include
a. m.
iid, beans, doughnuts,coffee and
cakes. Breakfast, 25 cents. The
cordially invited.
v;

ected Dr. Stoutenbergh, and his
I tion of the schooner
>f Chicago will make a tour of
The doctor is a well known yard.
i the boys are musical wonders.
: our people may have the privi-

now

CENTS]

FIFTY

|

the best

I

B

fl -^PEERLESS PRISCILLA^-

B
9

50c. sod

$1.00.

H. Colby and his son Miller arthi> port last week in their smack
with live cod, their first trip here
Next week they may be
>eason.
with live cod and haddock, the
".it*-4 fish with many of our peo-

unteer navy until next week. It
ong chapter, and in order to give
1 we are oblige 1 t<> hold it for
week.
■g are
i April

are

being made for

Rill« |

1

s»ad incident connected with
Ralph 1>. Shute’s buildings
The family cat had a litter of
the barn, but was absent when
After the barn had
p >ke out.
nwn, leaving only a bed of live

M li Bi

•at made her appearance and ran
of her speed into the glowing
her young, and of
n quest of
-bed w ith them.

THE BELFAST BAND

Mis a

g dl

GIVEN

p

ildo County Fair. The purses
-red by the Waldo County Agriculety at the fair to be held on the
grounds in this city next Septemamount to $2,800, which is $1,20(
hi last year.
In addition, M. B,
roprietor of Pearl Brook Farm,
-lfast, offers a purse of $100 for the
-It sired by any of his noted horses
; also be bigger prizes for agricul
lucts and prizes for boys, the com
.^rs, particulars of which were giv
t time ago in The Journal.
Many
ments w ill be made on the grounds,
race Chenery, president of the sohave a large stable for his horses,
\

/

is the racing program

:

r iisi

■*.

nay, oeptemuei

I

wio aw aw.

The

Nawigawaw,

8 tons

known
net, built al

1882, has again changed own
it two years ago she came intc
'Ion of George A. Gilchrest. Il«
L. Robbins, who used her foi
Last spring she wras bough
ng.
n who came here in a vessel anc
d they were to take her to Floridt
n

in snapper fishing. They pait
price down and were to pay tin
the fall, Captain Robbins mean

-rc
e

4

'ail the craft. In the fall one o
arned up, completed the purchase
had the schooner hauled up in real
iber’s boat shop. Last week thre<
hi •: ved here and
had the schoonei
i Thursday, without cleaning hei
'»r painting.
They all got aboard ai
the cradle, got a fire going in tin
and it was said they were to start oi
s- trip. When the schooner was haul
* a
plug was taken out to let the watei
and when she was run down tin
one had thought to replace tin
A* the tide rose the craft began t<
\uj' 11 the men pumped all night to keej
down. Next morning they weri
>d and the owner offered the schoon
/ 'a|eat almost any price. C. W. Coombi
t^r, and will take her out on tin
kive her a coat of paint and thei
off., *i'.
IH* for sale.
The schooner is in goo<
!ll°o and has a good suit of sails.

r'

1

Super Carpets

on

any account.

FINE AMYRILLIS CHINA MATTING A BARGAIN, 25c. per yard.
HEAVY CHINA and FINE JAPANESE MATTING,'in stock constantly.
THE LARGEST LINE OF CARPET SIZE RUGS IN MAINE, INCLUDING WIL I ONS, BRUSSELS, AXM1NSTERS, TAPESTRY SflYRnas, kashmirs, kivas and art squares.

j

CARPET LININGS, FRINGES, BATH RUGS, REMNANT and SHORT
LENGTHS in ALE GRADES of CARPETS. CARPETS MADE and
LAID PROMPTLY. BORDERED WORK and CARPET FILLING
A SPECIALTY.
M

ARE NO OTHER CAR*
PET—BUY THE LOWell all WOOL EX*.
fashion sheets for may now ready.
-FRA SLPER==the standLET US SUPPLY YOUR WANTS THIS SEASON._
ard of all carpets. On
P. 0. Box 1040. Mail orders promptly filled. Tel. 39 3
sale at this store only.

10c., by mail 14c.
MAY MANTON PATTERNS I0r., by mail 12c.
MAY MANTON CATALOGUES

THE ACORN BRAND
MUNSON'S NFW YORK

SHIRT waists

-——-—

-andSHIRT WAIST SUITS.

i

BY

Spring Styles

I

Thursday, April 19, ’06

GLOVES.
SHIRTS.

CONCERT BY THE FULL BANO,

NEGKWEAR,

Saxaphone Quartette

OR ANYTHING YOU

request the

MAY NEED FOR

showing

| Mb Skaling

of

—AT—

six,AI1

FRIDAY EVENINGS.

Special Arrangements
private parties.

Ladies’ Single Tickets, 25c.

Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me.

*

refinishing why

Easter
Of

ill;

Especially
Blacking will covei

fil
< ><

SHIRT WAISTS

SHOE MAKER.
Take, for
kind of

girls.
week

instance,

the

shoes sold for

usua

boys

or two of hard

play

«

and I

moans another

pair.
Now our Children’s Shoes an
different. We INSIST and pay foi
this

difference,

and tt

the

BEST OF

LEATHEH8; th,

Hisses

fil

THE FASHION,

Moody & Co.,

Belfast, Haine.

Sign of the Red Awning,

|!J

|<>

fm«MMMMIMMMlIttlttt

j

75 Main St

,

Belfast,

THINK
ABOUT

My business and furnishings of hotel and cottage
at entrance of the Fore River Ship and Engine
Co.’s yard. 4,000 men are employed. Board secured oy company.. Must sell before May 15th.
Address,
Owner met with

NEW

IT.

!

D B A L B K9

709.42

as

regards

the

81,532,932.31,
of
8203,"

depositors

over and above al1 its ,iabilities-

deposit

PAINT,

WINDOW SHADES,

VARNISHES,

We

Deposits in this Bank

IN

ROOM PAPER,
PAINT BRUSHES,

WINDOW GLASS,

for pasStrong, able and roomy. Good
senger, freight or fishing; 20 feet long, 3 H. P.
works
solid
extra
on
bed;
fine;
Palmer engine
cost 9250; sell for $215. Enquire of
E. D. LADD, Beal Harbor, Me.
2w15

safety fund

as

es.

will go on interest the

The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its
trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.

PAINTERS AND PAPER HANGERS.

SALE.
boat

I

BELFAST PAINT & PAPER CO,

GASOLENE LAUNCH
FOR

showing

a

its assets

the

and on the first days of June and December of each calendar year there will bo
has not been less than 3 per
a dividend of interest made up, which in the past
the same. All dividend interest
cent per annum, payable the first Mondays after
will be immediately credited to the accounts of the depositors, and if uncalled
for at the time,will bear interest, the same as the principal sum.

accident.

HOUSE,
Quincy Point, Mass.

timated market .value of

gives

F!R5T DAYS OF EACH AMD EVERY MONTH

RHODE ISLAND
3w14*

The last statement of the State Bank Examiner

All moneys received on

Me.

__

STH0NSE8T fastenings; attontloi
to details that Insure perfect ff !
and comfort. The first eest Is t I
l
little more; but In the end we’l 1
save you a third on your shoe bill

thirty=eighth

fiscal year December 1, 1905.

So

;

Asst. Treasurer,

Treasurer,

This bank commenced its

ill

Riding Caps.

Sheet Music 15c. per copy today--

HERBERT|T. FIELD,

WILMER J. DORMAN,

President,

♦<>

Music Store,

meant

The Diusmore Store

All

||
ill

i PITCHER’S

am

They look all right but

INVITED
INVlltu.

FANCY NECKWEAR

14.
A large assortment
of all the Spring and
Summer styles in

ALL ARE CORDIALLY
—

Hi;

|;;|
<x|

Opening

SATURDAY, APRIL

oil

Cell and see specimens of our work
in this line. Do not
put it off longer.

•■multitude of sins” for th

72 M AIN STRICK I\ ISKLFAST.

Belfast, Maine.

Spring and Summer Millinery
an

******

thl,

and do developing, printing, etc., at lowest prices.
Films for any size or make of cameras. A dark
room free to all.

EVENING

ROBERT E. DUNTON

not have it done now ?

is

SATURDAY

FI LL LINE of

BELFAST, MAINE.

Piano

needs

^ EVERY

a

night.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES

SOCIAL DANCE

!

day and eveni°2

IF YOUR

up

We also carry

or

SAVINGS
BELFAST
BANK,
V._._J
17 and 19 Main Street,

ADMISSION, 50c Per Couple

a

Calls answered promptly either day
Telephone at house and office.
Ambulance for moving the sick.

WEDNESDAY and

pleasure of your company at the
their NEW SPRING GOODS

teen hundred and

Music by KEYES’ ORCHESTRA.
Floor Director, William A. Kimball

true of Shoes.

Caskets, Robes and Burial Goods

MONDAY,

Saturday, April fourteenth, nine-

a

GRAND BALL.

Are deceitful.

R. H. COOMBS & SON,

tor

CONCERT AT 8 O’CLOCK,
followed by

A Mi-

CARLE & JONES

HOSIERY,

assisted by the following soloists:
MARK CROCKETT, Cornet,
CHAS. A. HARMON, Clarinet,
J. LEE PATTERSON, Saxaphone,
H. A. DRINKWATEH, Trombone
and Patterson's

Opening

HAT.

Undertaking

Manager.

W. J. CLIFFORD,

Easter

WHY NOT BUY YOUR

BELFAST OPERA HOUSE,

Belfast Opera house,

r-

«o

well

PRINT-

Lamson &Hubbard

;ike, purse $400.
ass, purse S300.
tss, purse $200.
>econd Day, September 5.
ike, purse $400.
ass, purse $200.
tss, purse $150.
ake, purse $250.
Ibird Day, September 0.
•ike, purse $400.
er-all, purse $300.
ass, purse $200.

PLAIN

FIRST ANNUAL

and wait for the concert.

Openings. Next Saturday
ening day w ith our local milliners,
w ill then display the latest New
In our ad! Boston
fashions.
columns will be found the anits of Miss L. II. Ferguson, Miss
H all et, milliner; The Misses Ellis’.
street; Mrs. 11. B. Cunningham.
Building, Mrs. II. I). Holyoke,
Misses Moody A: Co., The Fashion
«
red awning; Mrs. B. F. Wells,
t. Spinney, milliner.

DOMESTIC

1906:

acon-

Musical Organizations,
-f the Glee club and the MandcThese clubs consist of
Guitar club.
>
uf whom are excellent musi: a rare treat is in store for the
i-hjfast and vicinity. Watch for
rhe Colby

\jaiY

REMNANTS, IMPORTED and

107 MAIN STREET.

tod to attend.
-••ments

j

all kinds of

the standard of all wool carpets made in America. Wound on two hollow
sticks. We make a specialty of the Lowell Carpet. Dc not take a substi-

Particular women can iirui at this corner store first-class goods at reasonable
prices. Goods that can be relied upon as represented.

THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED
SATURDAY, APRIL 14.

will be held at the court house
Monday, April 16th at 10:30 a.
expected the county commissionmen and road commissioners of
w: !1 be present and all interest-

on

Are

NEW DOMESTIC WRAPPERS for summer 1906.
16-BUTTON KID GLOVES, Black and White. NEW NECKWEAR
tor the coming season.

I
Ellis,

5Cij 6Cij
7c., 9c. The Misses

A meeting in the inRe \ds
good roads with an address by
1) Sargent, State Highway Com-

mod

f

prices

our

Lowell All Wool Extra

abundance.

******

9

ED and INLAID LINOLEUMS, OIL CLOTHS. LINOLEUMS I2tt, wide.

THE LARGEST STOCK of various makes of Shirt Waists and Shirt
Waist Suits in Belfast. New stock ot Muslin Curtains just reDRESS
ceived. New stock of Summer Hosiery now displayed.
GOODS in all the new fashionable grays. WHITE GOODS in

FANCY GLOVES, long and short,
ALTMAN NECKWEAR,
FANCY HOSIERY,
VEILINGS and
OTHER NOVELTIES
FOR EASTER GIFTS,

the findings of a fire inllth: Property of Ralph
l^t roved by fire April 3d;estimated buildings, $1,500; total loss;
value, $1,-ji.if.; damage, $850; in:i buildings, $1,000; no insurance
tits cause, defective chimney.

TRY

tute

Satruday, April 14

1 9

BIGELOW BRUSSELS, BEACON WILTON VELVET, WOODSTOCK and
BOSTON BRUSSELS, BERLIN AX MINSTER, PEERLESS Stinson
10-WIRE TAPESTRY, PLAIN and MOTTLED TAPESTRY 5, TAPES-

OF

regret we are compelled
publication of chapter 12 of Capt.
'hnson’s interesting reminiscences

America’s fashion authorMRS OSBORN.

The best carpet service in Belfast will be found at this establishment.

RAIN COATS, MISSES COATS
m great variety, LONG and
SHORT KinONAS, Silk and Cotton.

—Trimmed Hats—

H

-^FLOOR COVERINGS^

LcilvSi olylt

to

:<• our

Invites the public to examine and get

I
WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE AN OPENING

B

Highly recommended by

HR. R. P. CHASE

Jackets, Long Coats;

Carle £ Jones'

ing them.

B

ity,

1

Eton Suits, Pony Suits, Covert

in frame in their

B

PRICE &3.00.

The

here

at
Invites her friends and Jthe trade to visit this establishment. The stock
this store shows the very latest fabrics and designs now on sale in the western market.

druggists

I 9

BLOOM ^
cl'idtc

Merchan-

persons for our home trade.

by competent

MRS. R. P. CHASE

I

.-ui

surely interest buyers.

must

TiCCCTA

.._

New York
All

In all departments we

many specialties confined to this store should make you a customer

JUNE GRADUATES.

■

409 4I5 Pe«rl St.

Chemists

showing merchandise that

dise that was bought

*

Send for free saapla

Scott & Bowne,

are

UNDERMUSLINS

9

I I -^HEATHER

This establishment invites the trade to cal I and examine the novelties and seasonable goods that we now offer.

ere

up to date on goods and

119 HIGH STREET,

workmanship.

4tl5

BELFAST, MAINE.

are

exempt from taxation.

This bank will be open for business daily from !). a. m. to 3 p.
from 9 a. m. to 12 m.

Saturday. Saturday

JAMES H. HOWES, ROBERT F. DUNTON, ARTHUR
BROWN, FRED 6. WHITE, BEN 0. FIELD, Trustees.

Belfast, December 1,1905.

I.

m.,

except

iviTFSOUrH
r Wnm

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

JACKSON PIONEERS.

The following transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending April !>, lik'd:
A. M. Atnes, et ah, Stockton Springs, to
William W. Smith, no.; land it! Stockton
were

AN OLD SCHOOL DISTRICT AND ITS PEOPLE.
Countv Advocate. !

flip Waldo

The southeastern

Strong men were those pioneers who
blazed their way into the endless forests,

Jackson

of

part

township embraced in old school district No. (i lias always been more closely identitied, by reason of proximity
with
in business and* social relations,

Brooks village than with its own vilthis ternlage of Jackson Mills. Into
torv came, in the year 1S00, Joel Rich,
who felled the first tree and built the
first house there, lie was a Revoluin the
tionary soldier and neigboor
town of Buckfield of Joseph Roberts,
another 177b man, who first settled
Brooks a vear or so previous, and
whose story of great opportunities in
this new country intlueuced Joel to
sell his line farm on top of one of the
sightly Oxford county hills and seek
the land of promise in the kingdom of
General Waldo. He drove across the
countrv. two yoke of oxen drawing
his household effects and family, and
Harwell of
many times did old Squire
Harwell's Mill, Unity, relate his first
meeting with this sharp spoken and
shrill voiced old veteran, who camped
BARNAUL'S M. ROBERTS.
for the night near his home and made
noise and commotion enough to arouse Senator, Representative, Collector fo
the neighborhood in the early morning,
Customs and Postmaster,
when watering his stock and preparing
ambitious only to make a borne for
breakfast for his brood.
Content to endure
their families.
privations, they toiled early and late
with meager food and clothing, that they
might sow the seed for those who came
after them. Staunch were they as the
noble trees through which they carved
the burdens and
a highway, bearing
poverty of that period to leave their
children the heritage of their labors
and sacrifices.
:$c

5$C

JOHN lllL'II, JACKSON, MAINE.
A nephew of Joel liieh later married
on
a Far well, and l.is house in Knox
the Belfast road will be remembered
for his name, ‘J. Rich,’ painted in
large letters on the front door of his
residence. lie was the father of stal- j
wai t Raymond S. Rich,
j
"H in of the big Heart and Hands,”
for many years a prominent eiti.en of I
Thorndike, and the first station agent
Padlock
there, it being then called

j

Station,”

d;

sjc

Phineas Stiles had two sons ami four
daughters when he arrived in Jackson,
and one child, Augustus, was horn in
Jackson, Sept. 2S, 1813, who became a
practicing physician at Jackson, then
at Stockton, afterwards at Bridgport,
Connecticut; finally locating at Hammondton, Xew Jersey, on a large farm,
where he lived for many years, removing from there to Wilmington, Delaware, where lie died June 2nd, 1S08.
Iiis first wife was Julia, daughter of
Daniel Edwards of Xorth Brooks, who
later married Ira Blanchard of Stock
ton.
Other children of Phineas Stiles were
Elizabeth, horn in Manchester, Massachusetts, March Is, 1795, who married
Iteuhen Ferguson of Dixmont, and died
April 17th. 1849
-r-,

|;;.';ing

i" the township.
H was ten years after Joel arrived
that the first School in town was opened |p a log hut built by Benjamin
i ates. with Timothy Wall as teacher,
was succeeded by Rev. Silas Warm, who taught there in the winter

'bofh

the

and preach-d in
building for several years.
months,

same

given
ft: June lson. Joel Rich
in the person of Pliineas
and
cathis
who
family
"tiles,
brought
tie ilia coasting vessel, (('apt. Burgess;
from Manchester, Miss., and bought
lot No. !», of Eleazer Kimball, paying
him -".'luO.Oil for his claim, and giving
William Moody, agent for the proprietors, Thorndike, Sears A Prescott. Ids
notes for istno taking a bond for a deed.
was

a

neighbor

Rebecca S. Files, Thorndike, to Ross C.
Higgins, do.; land and buildings in Thorn-

HAMLIN M. ROBERTS ANI) WIFE.

ill the school district as follows: Whigs,
Isaac and David Abbott, (2); Democrats, Mark .Stiles, lveazer Davis, DrAugustus Stiles, Dr. A. 'V. Rich, Ansel
Rich, Benjamin, Daniel and Jordan
Hasty, Lt \ i Howard and John Brown,.
(10); Free Soilers. Joseph Rich and his
sons, Levi 2nd, Jackson and Ransom,
Levi 1st, John Rich anti his sons, James,
Frank, Colby, Azael and Moses, Thorndike Rich, Hamlin and Barnahus Roberts, who married daughters of Joseph
Rich, Silas Steam-, Charles Gilman,
Reuben (’ole and Jeremiah Bean, (18).

town, district and county.

IIis habits of thought were conservative. lie was slow in speech, of kindly
manners, bubbling over with a dry, but
most expressive wit and humor, and
while ever ready to maintain his views,
he had a happy and quiet way of lighting wordy battles without antagonizing
those who could not accept his ideas,
A strong character. Simple, eainest,
sincere, and a genuine good man, with a
combination of virtues rarely found in

j

in any community. AsymI an individual
heat warmI pathetic nature whose heart
he was always
; ly for his fellowmen,
sadness
j found present in times of trial,
and affliction of his neighbors, and
nearly always was official manager of
! the funerals of those who sleep in the
I little cemetery near his own home, in
which he, too, rests with his father.
I The old house erected by his father
always remained sacred to him. a tender reminderof the struggles of nis boyi hood, and still stands with the elaborate
farm buildings now occupied by his
worthy son who succeeded to ms name
1
and estate.
In lts72 the following was written by
"I have kept the old
Mark Stiles:
house of my father standing, in memory
of the hard times I saw in it during my
youthful days. The fall that I was
eighteen years old I traveled four hundred miles to the Miramichi country, in
j the province of Mew Brunswick, where
I labored for six years lumbering. 1
.underwent many severe hardships in
that time, and escaped many dangers
of losing my lite: hut that almighty
power that brought me into existence
hud a design on my creation, and 1 do
believe there is no other power that can
frustrate or thwart the designs of (lod.
I hereby acknowledge that 1 have been 1
remiss in duty to help carry out those
designs and have lost a great
ment by such neglect,”

*

*

*

*

|

*

*

KMMLLlNK KOliFUTs, WIFK or
i;ai:XA1H>.

Mark

S., born >ept,

I

1

is, 17U7, in Man-

chester, Massachusetts married IMsey
Goodhue of Dixmont April 14, I'm-,

lie marneo
who died Nov. 2'.h isutj.
again Oct. 31, 1 >3M* Lydia Kingsbury 1
,.
of Frank tort, who died Nov. 23, 18M>, tion.
Murk Stiles was an old
Hattie, 1 Politically
having borne two children:
who revereu me om
mociat
Ih
school
born January 2.\ 1 *40, wife of Simon
constitution to the day oi his death.
A. l’aysou of Jielfast; and Mark SaunHe was an anti-slavery and temperance
who
March
18-15.
25,
ders. Jr., born
and it greatly grieved his
married Lizzie .1. Hanson of Thorndike. Democrat,
who had become aggressive
Clarissa, born Aug. 4, 1800. who neighbors
to have such a model mail
married Andrew M. Buzzell of Monroe, Free Sobers
and neighbor unable to agree wbh them
a family ot several
she
raised
whom
by
their radical methods lor the abochildren, hut one of whom survives: upon
never did that difMrs. T. 1>. Jellison of Urmiks. Clarissa lition of slavery, yet
the slightest disturb tin:
in
died in Uruoks at the advanced age of ference
I harmony of their relations.
nearly 05 years.
In the Democratic factional warfare,
John s.* born January 8, 180*2. lived
which became so pronounced that seva farmer in iLadfoid. Maine, and died
were
without eral times two full nominations
o.
in Hangor, Nov.
is:::’,,
made in Waldo county, he alw ays stood
family.
of which in the State
•
24, I7. with the wing
mentia, bo
Hraoks. by Hannibal Hamlin was the recognized
inain-u Xurlmn Fue t'1
in t1 e
4 " le s.»:i. Jo; n S. Fag**. leader, and Ephraim K. Smart
\v!i«mi >•’••*
*.
i iid
.1 v\ IS James F. county, although always support :".pr
Hr;ouwhai iie regarded as the nominees
\(. » ly.
ing the colli miss .on ol leg u1 a1 ;o.
w
•*. :c
\V
S.
iiiin
:.i.
•
wooiln-i a 1 a
II- w as kilown
Ti i»' a e o i 11 r< >k s.
Jackson ihe paviy was -.11>F
lay 3. isoo, cann crat, and in
•»
staiiliaily in accord with him, inelufli
J: i*:
:
.t a Imi pan nts,
an !.
mi
I lav id
as
*•
ic 1 i m
:4 F •:
ot 1 hxmonf. and such w ell remeinl red men
in
1 d
'*
Aaron Snow, Jan s hi
! 1 >-1 d
v. ho
ini', rb d.the
m»u, <
nD,. A. M.
« ,■
u.,
ld jh'Vd oi Nor h mund W ahac iiOitiof 1.'
11 sell, et als., as was the party in
Thoi ndike: while in Brooks, A ml row
D. Dean, and the pa y peneia.ly,
tory of t! i-n stum; ciiaraci» <
taiued t lie “Wild ( at" i act a u, w
•:
with gu-at. courage ami eutorjnist
in tlie county was under the reeogniZ'd
iionorab;e part mi many y a > ago
I cade s!ii[> oi J. (.. D ck> is -oi and .!. V.
in creating Use to a ns that now constiMet Tiiltock.
tute Waldo County is always intere.-UIn jKjit Mark .stiles was a candidate
iug to succeeding generations of then for
representative to the legislature
blond; while to the local historian, who
but was defeated by a sum I majority
retains a vivid recollection of some of
Ezekiel 'J'. Hatch, a member of Ins
those old timers who possessed such re- by
In September, 1S4J, lie was
own party.
markable powers of brain and physique,
candidate from the classed
a
it is a pleasure and a pride to bring them again
tow ns of Jackson, Thorndike and Troy,
back to the attention of those who
in the
I there again being a division
know of them only by faint tradition.
Free

ham.
Hattie F. Higgins, Thorndike, to James
J. Clements, do.; land in Thorndike.
Charles W. Lancaster, Belfast, to Ida L.
Weston ; land in Knox.
Charles H. McQriariie, Ashland, to James
F. W hile, Stockton springs; land in Stock-

ton
S.

Springs.
B. Mer ritlrew,

In W illi-,,,.

et

W

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

ah, Stockton Springs,
On

1:111.1

ill

V. A. Hickey w .11 begin to make repairs
the wharf as soon as Mr. Blackington
saw the lumber at his mill near Little
River.
He expects to begin sawing this
week and has a large amount of work on
hand..
upon

|

e.tii

In tlie
in

i lie

that

!

I

■

i
hi!. F. A.
It was in those days that Stephen I ilton was a frequent teacher, then came
Iuivid A. Uoody. in after \ears a Coiiof Urooklyn. N.
g ess mail and M iyor
V.. Rev. X el so n Rich, Augustus Fogg,
Sunnier -1. (‘liadhouru, alterwards Secretary of State for Maine, Thomas C.
Stpart, et a!. Chloe Abbott, Cleora
11am,
Mary Louise Hamlin, Felicia
forgotten by the
Shaw: and other
writer had goodly numbers at the summer

terms.

When the war came oil what a great
number in proportion to its voters tell
From among those
into the ranks.
who fought so many battles behind the
now forts, and leading Tin* procession,
Thorndike Riel.,
was the venerable
whose patriotism overcome Ids scruples
for military law long enough to color
Ills white hair a beautiful l■; >\vti that
«e
vigih. lit v
successfu x deceived
mustering ofliccr regarding his a„o.

on

Xorthport News,

in

a

recent issue

iiepiihl.can Journal, it was stated
account of an increase of insurance

rates the Ladies’ Aid society lacked funds
t" insure the meeting house.
The item was
read by Mr. William Hill Young of Boston,
Mass., who wrote to Mr. L. 15. LI well askMr. Liing to know the amount lacking.
well wrote him, lie thought about si-, and
b\ return mail Mr. Klwell received a check
for that aim unt, which he turned over to
the treasurei of the Society.
The above
fact shows several tilings: First, that Mr.

In Use For Over 30 Years.
THE CENTAUR COMPANY,

T7

MURRAY STREET,

NEW YORK CITY.

!

THE WOMEN AT HOME.
Onr mothers, wives and daughters. Home is not
home at all without them. Yet they may die and
leave the house silent and sad any day. Depend
upon it, theladies are not alwaysto blame when they
are low spirited and ‘‘cross.” They are sick. Tell
them to use I)r. David Kennedy's Favorite Ifemedy
and tin color will come hack to their cheeks and
the laugh to their lips. Complaints

Are Linked

Together.

They are associated by nature. Cot one di-case and
you "will have others. *Pr. David Kennedy’s Favorite

;

the root of ail disease. What is
is a family medicine; one that
every
time.
family suffers,
monev, da vs of pain and sickness, worry ami
This
lives.
and
save
dear
and
precious
anxiety,
need is supplied.
at

j

ded’everywhere

i.

will ,elievcand

cure tlu-sc diseasesfrom which
!i would save
more or less.

t h

I
i

By Dr.Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy

Kondout, N. Y.

Price $1;

6 for $5. All

or

i
j

Call at

ji

fo r

j

Wytnpitlnck, Me.. Dee.

natural way.
or artihc.al

I:

skin

our
sa

store

tuple

25. DJ03.

TO RENT

i
''I'M 1 north 1;
j J t’llASK hous<*

\ 1
of ruF.
i>f ( In
:it tli> eon
tnimci
stn
;>■ omipi <1 i»> mr.
s,
K;iiebill. Has ;i!' tIn- m <!• n« .-m vein- n
'» 1 >S M A TDK K. BA 1
i.iv to
Or Til A!* F & DO A K
1
st. March 29,

Dear Sirs:—

society.

:■

<v

looking

druggists.

Seven Doctors Failed
“L. F.” Relieved Him*

judgment in reading
cleanest ami most honorably con
ducted papers in the State of Maine, and
secondi} that Mr. Young has a generous
heart and i.- entitled to, and will receive,at
thei;- next meeting, the hearty thanks of the
the

a

cosmetic

a

to

coating. It simply clears the pores,
gives the blood free circulation,
removes ail wrinkles, and insures a
clear, healthy, well groomed skin
Its frequent use from now wii
keep you young looking and good
looking. 50c and f, 1.00 per jar.

]
:j

An Unbroken Record of Success
for nearlv forty years, and has won hosts of friends,
No household is contented when on-' or more of its
members suffer constantly, or even frequently, from
pome tedious and wearing disease. Are you sufferin<r from any diseases traceable to the causes mentioned? 1 f so, Dr. Kennedy has staked his personal
and professional reputation on the statement that
Favorite Kemedy will do you good.

not

ld

young

this in

It does
is

medicine that is adapted to all ages and both sexes,
affording relief in all cases caused by impurity of the
blood, such as kidney, bladder and liver complaints,
constipation and weaknesses peculiar to women.
No sufferer should despair as long as this remedy is
untried. It has

zv o r

e

women

j

a

Young evinces good

one oi

ALWAYS

The Kind You Have Always Bought

Kemedv strikes

B. M. Bradbury oT Fairlield, with a crew
of men, is expected to arrive at tlie Heights
m x: >atuiday to begin building a cottage.
Ite ''ill have his lumber brought in a
vessel from Bellas'..

^

CASTORIA

GENUINE

Stnektin,

Springs.
Liudley II. Mosher, Unity, to Alton L.
Blanchard, do.; land in Unity.
Northport inhabitants (by selectmen),
Northport, to Harvard VV. El well, do.; land
in Northport.
Sarah E. Parkhurst, Unity, to E. H. Foster, do.; land in l nity.
John W. Perkins, Arlington, Mass, to
Helen M. Peirce, Boston, Mass.; land in

Mr. Geo. Benson and family and Mr. and
Mrs. ( ulliir McCarthy aie domiciled at
'l einpie Heights for he season.

party in Jackson, which then embraced j

such strong men as Joseph A. Breen,
Nathaniel S. Knight, John (‘roxford
and Lzekiel T. Hatch, the three latter
having served in the Slate legislature,
and each one become identified with the
Liberty party shortly after its forma-

M. K. Hunt, Waterviile, to Harvey A.
Shibles, Knox ; land in Knox.
Vena B. Ilodgdon, et. a!., Burnham, to
Samuel W. Wood, Pittsfield; land in Burn-

las t.

be-j

L__„__j

Springs.

Mr. Wellington Roberts, who is seriously
iil, is attended by Or. K. A. Wilson of Hol-

I

marry until nearly thirty-live years old,
| having m the meantime become fairly
; independent financially for those days,
i tie also early hi came interested, as a
questions and a
j good citizen, in public the
Democratic
: recognized leader ol'

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotie
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy ami natural sleep.

|

AVith money acquired by his six years
of hard toil so far hum home, he paid j
the notes given so many years previ-:
ions to William Moody, agent for the'
original proprietors, and in 182:5 is
came possessed ot the farm, winch
still held with additional acres, by ids ;
Mark Saunders, 2nd. lie did not
son,

dike.
William L. Heagan, Frankfort, to Herbert F. Alley, do.; land in Frankfort.
Ada E. and Alfred L. Hanson, et als.,
Minnesota, to W illiam II. Clifford, Stockton
Springs; land and buildings in Stockton

The memories are sweet and endless
that come crowding in as we write of
that old school district, where Mark
Stiles resided for eighty years, and saw
it increase from the families of his
fattier and Joel Kiel), to twenty-live,
only to be reduced to twelve families Northport.
before his death, and at this writing
Prescott Shibles, Knox, to Frank L. Philthere are but eight, and not nearly ! brick, Montville; land in Thorndike.
a
school.
enough scholars to maintain
Unity Lake, Land and Improvement AsFifty years ago there were fifty schol- sociation, Unity, to Sarah E. Parkhurst,
ars in attendance at the winter schools, do.; land in Unity.
N. A. Webb, Jackson, to Alton I.. Blanchwhere now there are but six, a majority
ard, Unity; land and buildings in Unity.
of the householders -being unmarried
Henry F. Winters, Waterville, to Surah E.
men.
Parkhurst, Unity: land in Unity.
The old school house had its capacity
William II. Wood, Searsmont, to Julia A.
fully tested in those winter days when Wentworth, do.; land and buildings in
the following families were represented Searsmont.
Melvin Webber, et al., Clinton, to Manley
in numbers: Fletcher, 5; Howard. 2;
Clinton; land and buildings in
Gilman, 4; Roberts. 4: Vork. 2; Hobbs, Moni-on,
Burnham.
■2; Davis, 2: Rich, 12: Stiles, 2; Stearns,
Fred (;. White, Belfast, to Edgar L. Rob5; Bean, 2: Abbott, 4; Thomas Hall, ertson, Swanville; land in Brooks.
Lizzie Cook, David Holmes, etc.: which
is eloquent testimony to the changed
NORTHPORT NEWS.
conditions that have reduced the | onulation of Waldo county one-third in
Harold Hickey is at home from the shoe
fifty year0.
factoiy on the sick list.

j

years.
Joel and Elizabeth raised a family of
fourteen children to full maturity—
nine sons and live daughters. Eight

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
/-ecccAt/tt
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

deeds).

enjoy-j

Joel Rich was born in <1 't'ham Maim-,
and d ed in Jackson in 1S3,>, at .lie
ged sn years.
bone' jf ins son Joseph
His wi:c- was Elizabeth t ales, whi died
her grandhome ol
bhi at the
m
daughter, Mrs. Hamlin Roberts, aged hi

of them passed the eighty year mile
stone, none of the boys used liquor in
any form, and but two of them tobacco.
March lBtit, 1S01, J.evi Rich, the second child born in Jackson, arrived;
been the first
Enoch Hamblin

Isabelle 0. Brown, Searsmont, to Joseph
M. Leonard, do.; land and buildings in
Searsmont.
Arthur Boyd, Searsport, to Charles N.
Taylor, Wellesley, Mass.; land in Searsport
and Prospect.
Gustavus Bellows, Freedom, to A. M.
Small, do.; land and buildings in Freedom.
William II. Clifford, Stockton Springs, to
Herbert J. Clifford, do.; land and buildings
»
in Stockton Springs.
George A. Carver, Brooklyn, N. Y., to
Darnel C. Nichols, Searsport; land and
buildirrgs in Searsport.
F. It. Daggett., Sto kton Springs, to Fred
F. Perkins, dir.; laird in Stockton Springs (2
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Springs.

I feel it my duty to write y«»• 1 and tell
Shake oft the grip of your old enem\, ! y. >11 that 1 think a great deal <•; "L. K
Nasal Catarrh, by using Fly’s Cream Balm.
Atwood's Bitters, as .1 wa> taken; sick
Then will all the swelling and sureties* be
mx years ago and was treated by seven
j 4 1 >M 1MSTK ATOK’S NOTH'!.. I'he m.
of
the tender, inflamed memdriven out
at the
\\ is al
different doctors.
ho has !■*
r. .lire that
.:"»•>
\ lift el
'1 he fits of sneezing wili cease and
branes.
at
Alai
tie
General
I’a-tern
lii'-pital.
appointed ;oii 11.1.-1 vat«>r of the estat* "t
the discharge, as offensive to other- a* !<•
t.-h! vie I ha 1 a can- j
Sam it: 1. ki.nc.si it; v, ..te *.r Ben
yourself, will be cured when the causes that Baiun r. and they
produce ii are removed. Cleanliness, com- cei in my stomach.
t
M’aid
in the ('nunc
:
I did n« a \v< irk .1 da
fort and health renewed b\ the u.-e o!
liotids as Hi*nyy-ree y [r<’
Se d by all dn .'.ji-m fui :.e
van d » a
Cream 15; !m.
demands ague st 11».*
ind ii"\v. after using
War: i:
cents, or ii.ailed by Ki\ liios
hard day'.- work.
York.
M.«. i, N■
Yours trt
VVli.klA M yCOTT.
FISH F. CIS.
Bel?a-1. Feb
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aacksOX, maink.
! i ii w 're no 1 mi!11 v on the land,
lie
and bn; little cleared and in grass,
moved into a log tio i-o on lot. number
1, k no 11 as tlm N ii-hojjis 11 ami in lot,
been
had
that
iiceupled by E.der
Samuel Barnes, a Free Will Baptist
preacher, who married I’attv, daughter
ot Eider John Whitney of Thorndike,
and who removed to Xew York with
Skillings and Cates.
Phineas Stiles remained in this log
house until he built a small frame
house on his lot, near the present residence of his grandson, Maik Saunders
Stiles, which he boarded and moved into the following July. The same season he also built a barn, partly covered
it and long shingled the roof, keeping a
part of his stock there that winter,
having been compelled to sell some of
it for lack of hay.
Ilis life was rigorous and a constant
struggle with adversities for many
years, and lie finally died at the home
of his son Mark. Dee. 10, 1843, on the
place where he established one of the
good Jackson farms.
Phineas Stiles was born in Bradford,
Mass., in 1764 and married Betsey
Saunders in 1701. His father was a
soldier of the Revolution and the owner
of iron smelting works at Boxford,
which he left in charge of the boy Phineas, while he was at the front, who
continued to supply the patriots with
iron during the war.
i..

-i.rn

mi'ii.

JUDITH RICH, WIFE OF DEA. JOSEPH.

|

Democratic party, James Dattee,
Soiler, leading, with Mark Stiles and
Joseph V. Green running neck ami
neck; there being no choice, it then re-

i quiring

MARK S. STILES.

At the
majority
second election the Whigs and Free
Sobers voted for Mr. Stiles and elected
i him, as a choice between Democrats,
! and lie consequently represented the
I class in the legislature of 1844.
I
In September, 1849, Mark Stiles was
! elected County Commissioner by the
1 Democrats, defeating Joseph Muzzy,
Whig, and John McClure, Free Soiler.
i He was re-elected in 1852, with Otis
candij Ilarriman of Prospect; the Whig
: dates being Samuel Fletcher and XathS.iilFree
of
the
! aniel li. Robbins; that
I ers, John M. Baiiey and Richard Ford,
His associates on the board at various
times during his six years’ term were:
Abner Dunton of Hope, Josiah Staples
of Swanville, Henry Meservey of Appleton and Otis Ilarriman. During his
term of office the present court house
at Belfast was built.
Upon twenty-seven different occasions was Mark Stiles a member of the
board of selectmen of Jackson, and His
a

to elect.

sound judgment was always appealed
One of the substantial and remarkable to whenever an unusual expenditure
number
old
district
0,
citizens of
school
was called tor.
a neighbor of the writer, who was perIn religion lie was a Universalist
mitted to live, a blessing to that com- among Free Will Baptists and Quakers.
I'rior to 1843 school district number 6
munity, long beyond the allotted period
of humanity, and who is so favorably was nearly solid with him politically—
remembered'
by the great body of Isaac and David Abbott, Hamlin and
Brooks and Jackson people of today, Barnabus Roberts being the only Whigs
was Mark S. Stiles, Senior, who passed out of thirty voters.
Then the sons
away Dec. 29, 1889, at the age of 92 and grandsons of Joel Rich, all Free
menhis
who
retained
and
great
Will BaDtists, became abolitionists,
years,
tal powers to the end. Having no ambi- except Dr. Alfred W. Rich and his
tions, and content to be a most success- brother Ansel, who were held in the
ful farmer, and enjoy a perfect domes- Democratic lipe until 1856, when they
tic home life, Mark Stiles was a man of declared for Fremont and Hannibal
such superior natural abilities in many Hamlin, and Mr. Stiles was left the
ways, and solid qualities, that he was solitary Democrat of the district. Silas
not allowed to live the stereotyped life Stearns stood with him until he married
his sterling his second
for
that he prefered,
wife, then sorrowfully
honesty, excellent judgment and sound turned his back upon his good neighbor
logic made him a sought adviser by his Stiles, and announced that his wife had
neighbors and townsmen and led to his converted him to abolition.
call to fill places of honor and trust in
The political lines were then drawn

motiihoS Lin Weoast.coul.
ties Horn Ini S*. basticoo!.
•
i this s pi dig.
*•

ii\>
v.

On 1 *i> ti ip to l.'ockiai.d A pi I 'd ( apt. W
(i. Luunan of file steamer Butman sighted
immense schools of a:g
pod",-;. iiem Mutiniciirt. Walter Tolman in his power boat
dipped thousands of them. They were the
first schools ot any consequence that < apt.
Butman has seen this season.
FREEMAN M. ROBERTS.
:

Frank Rich fell at Fredericksburg.
Wesley Rich died in the service. .James
M. Rich, John Y. Sterns. Albion K
Ilezekiah and Ephraim Fletcher, the
latter dying shortly after from disease
contracted in the army, as did William
Abbott, Jeremiah Dean and bis two
sons, William and Janies, Freeman and
Cassius C. Roberts, George Howard
and Thomas Hall, who for many years
made his home with Mark Stiles: Henry
Read, who lived with I)r. A. W. Rich;
Charles A. Gilman and David Holmes,
making a total of nineteen, six of
whom are known to be living.
As people draw near the shadows of
old age reminiscence becomes a fad
with them to an extent that bearers or
readers are not always patient and sympathetic, which admonishes rue that
this story is crowding your columns
and should be bronchi, like the famous
prayer that Lew. Darker so wittily
used in bis stumping days to illustrate
some point, “where a zealous member
of the local prayer meeting, gifted in
appeal, prayed for individual humanity,
locally and nationally, and was enthusiastically getting in bis work with all
the vegetable, animal and mineral kingdom, shutting out all others,” when the
good deacon in charge broke in and insisted that “be bring bis prayer to a
Cassius C. Roberts.
peak.”
Timely and Valuable Suggestions.
Many people, especially women who lead
closely confined domestic lives, suffer from
what in general terms is called “nervousness.” Among all forms of treatment none
has even approached in success the intelligent use ot I)r. David Kennedy’s Favorite
Remedy of Rondout, N. Y., which promotes
an easy aud natural action of the digestive
organs and imparts tone to the nervous system.

YTou feel the life giving .current the
A gentle soothing
minute you take it.
warmth, fills the uerves and blood with life.
It’s a real pleasure to take Hollister’s
Rocky Mountain Tea. 35 cents, Tea or
Tablets. R. H. Moody.

Weirmen of Hancock count} are busy
building, repairing and rebuilding their
weirs to be operated for the coming season.
Among the new ones being constructed are
weirs at Marlboro, Lamoine, Biuehill Bay
in the vicinity of Gouldsboro, and out
among the islands.
Many of the weirs
were damaged during the high winds and
storms of the past month and the owners
have found it necessary to rebuild them.
A weir at Mount Desert Ferry, owned
by John L. Stanley and Mr. Jellison, is
being thoroughly repaired and put in condition for the summer business.
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S&fe &nd reliable, they
I overcome weakness, lacrease vigor, banish pains.
No remedy equals DR.
MOTTS PENNYROYAL PILLS
Sold by Druggists and Dr. Motts
Chemical Co., Cleveland Ohio.

by 1>.

H.

Moody.

Winterpt
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1
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mot’i^s PENNYROYAL pills
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RALPH H. ROCKVVOOI

Civil Engineer & Land Surv
Surveys and estimates for raili•
wharves, water works and
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cold up in your sysDr. Williams’InP
untun :.t will cm«
tem by taking a remedy that hinds the
Half the ills that man is heir to come from
I
Bleeding and
l ake Kenn dys Eaxitive Honey
s.
bowe
Pile*. li absorb.*, tb*
indigestion. Burdock Blood Bitters strength- and Tar. It is different f rom all <-rh«i cough
ens and tones the stomach; makes indigesallays the itching at on
is
It
better.
It
the
b
wels—
opens
syrups.
as a pou.iii-e, gives n
tion impossible.
expels all co d limn the system, relievos
lief. I>r. Wiliian^' Indian 1'
On this question
coughs, cohls, croup, whooping cough, etc.
ment is prepared for Pi;e*
Kv<
Chilsr of the private parts.
We’re intent:
An ideal remedy for young and old
warranted. By drucpists. by m
Sold by R. I!. Moody.
“Where has Rockedren like it.
in nts and #1.00.
50
of
\fj<1
ccipt
price.
feller went?”
Mrs. Upperten —Has jour new house a’! MANUFACTURING CO i’rop-. Cleve.hr
—Louisville Courier-Journal.
Mrs. Newlythe modern improvements?
For sale by 11. II. Momly.
Accidents come with distressing frequency lich—Lud, \e>! We’s got an automobile
in
on the farm.
Cuts, bruises, stings, sprains. garbage in the rear and ecleetric lights
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil relieves the pain every room.—Judge.
instantly. Never safe without it.
Living indoors so much during the winter
months creates a sort of a stuffy, want-ot- |
I’ve put my favorite sui away,
in the blood and system
ozone condition
For 1 am penitent,
BARGAINS IN GASOLENE LAUNl
generally. Clean up and get ready for
But hope to get it hack some day—
few
a
Take
Early Risers. These
spring.
You see, it’s merely Lent.
1
25-feet long by 7 wide. «II 1' !'
famous little pills cleanse the liver, stomach
Brand new'just ready tor laun—Catholic Times.
and bowels and give the blood a chance to gine.
t 16-feet long, 5 wide, 3 li
l‘. 1’ah.
“Little Colds.” Thousands of lives sac- purify itself. They relieve headache, sal- Fngine.
1 18-leet long by 6 wide. Fngine J
Dr. Wood’s Norway low complexion, etc. Sold by R. II. Moody.
rificed every year.
chaser.
Pine Syrup cures little colds, cures big
Arizona Al—Ilow did the tight come out
wishing to buy a power boat
colds too, down to the very verge of con- between Rattlesnake Pete and Rrouco Rill? it Anyone
to their advantage to call upon n
<•(
sumption.
GEORGE M
Alkali Ike—It resulted in a draw. Arizona
02 Union street, BellaAl—Sure it did, but what I want to know is,
The thing that hits one with a thud
row
in
new
hand
and
second
“Bargains
which drawed first?—Philadelphia Record.
Is why a fellow must
Be made to feel his name is mud
If you ever .bought a box of Witch Hazel
Unless lie’s got the dust.
Salve that failed to give satisfaction the
—ludianapolis News.
chances are it did not have the name“K. C.
& £o.” printed on the wrapper and
DeWitt
Itching piles ? Nevermind if physicians
have failed to cure you. Try Doan’s Oint- pressed in the box. The original Re Witt’s
No failure there. 50 cents, at any Witch Hazel Salve never fails to give satisment.
faction for burns, sores, boils, tetter, crackdrug store.
ed hands, etc. For blind, bleeding, itching Write for particulars to
“That new parrot of ours must have be- and protruding Piles it affords almost imThe K. G. CHASE < c
longed to a family moving in the best socie- mediate relief. It stops the pain. Sold by
3ml3
Malden. M
ty at one time.” “What makes you think R. II. Moody.
so?” “I notice that he always begins to
Tubbs—Well,
Robbie,
Competition—Mr.
talk when somebody sings.”—Cleveland how does
your sister like the engagement
Leader.
ring I gave her? Robbie—Well, it’s a bit
and Tar too small. She. has a hard job to get it off
A girl for general house work.
AppB
Kennedy’s Laxative
when the other fellows call.—
MISS Fil l
Cures all Coughs, and expels Colds from in a hurry
Primrose Hill, Belfast, M
Pick-Me-Up.
tas system by gently moving tbs bowels.
Don’t tie

a

cough

or a

fl
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Honey
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Peering.

Women in Our

Statement of

Manly, Straight-forward
pisilion. He is Against Nullification
,,

all

yavor

of the Honest Enforcement

Laws.
11 and Gentlemen of the Deer-

Appalling Increases

the power, influence and resources at my
command.
I am not posing as a reformer or as a
political martyr, or as a sentimentalist; nor
can any man hold
the conscience of his
party in his keeping. But I can and do
for
one thing and it is this:
plead
That the
by
Republican party may bring to the discus- i
me as well.
sion and settlement of this great question
No sooner had the Enforcement Com- of
law enforcement that courage, spirit of
mission begun its woik in some ot the fairness and
honesty of purpose, without
localities where the law was openly de- wdiich an appeal to our people
will be in
fied than certain counties were m an vain, to the end that
Republicanism may
of the Repub- con'rol the
political destinies of Maine and
uproar, and the downfall
lican party was freely predicted. The lead her to a government of law, a better
Democratic party believed it saw its citizenship and an ever-increasing pros-

unanimity and harmony that has prevailed between the members of the
them and
commission, and between
that the responsibilmyself, and to say should
be borne, not
ity for their acts
them alone, but should rest upon

Hospitals

in the Number of

Performed Each
Avoid Them.

Year—How

Operations
Women May

President of your associa-

courteously extended to me
jiioii to attend this banquet I
in accept his hospitality and

for recruits to support the proposition
that those places which wanted nullification should have it. Faint hearted
Republicans forgot their platform and
the wisdom of atto

Kepublican oropportunity
impropriety, to
point of view the

it gives me an
use without

m

THE U.

I
I

Of M. FARM SPECIAL.

It will be in Waldo County
24th.

April 23d and

,.

le,ir.

lectures will be
reason, at least the scapegoat for all and in each at least two
of three
the woes of the Republican party. So given. The train will be made up
or
with
four cars, tilted
apparatus, equipfar as actual ami known results are
etc.,
charts,
specimens,
ment,
exhibits,
concerned the dissatisfaction culmi- showing
particularly the work of examinnated in the spring elections, and al- ing fertilizers and feeds, scientific dairying
most every man who for one cause or ; and in fact everything pertaining to agrianother cherished a resentment against culture as taught at the Uuiversity. The
the party, masked behind the Sturgis idea is to take the college in miniature to
train will carry a
Law and contributed to Republican de- tlie people at home. The
force of instructors and lecturers and a
teat.
as assistants, and at
of
students
number
The issue must not be confounded, tlie various
stopping points lectures will
The following letters cannot fail to
Going through th® hospital® in oui
and a stranger democracy
however, and while our opponents call ! be given. The train will be open to all
sue!
find
to
is
cities
one
to
women.
surprised
it the Sturgis Law yet as a matter of i comers aud the various exhibits explained.
i when as a logical result of large
bring hope despairing
lying
fact it is the principle of enforced pro- At the evening sessions illustrated lectures
municipalities that for years a large proportion of the patients
Miss Ruby
Mushrush, of East
woraei
hibition that is on trial and every think- I will be given by the aid of a powerful sterthe home of rock-ribbed Ke- On those snow-white beds
writes:
Ind„
and girls, who are either awaiting Chicago,
Everything will be free of charge
ni have capitulated to an aging fair minded man knows this to be eopticon.
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
and the larger the attendance at the variOr recovering from serious operations
the truth. Has the Republican party |
11id sanguine democracy, it is
been a great sufferer with irregular
I
have
the better the promoters will
ous
Sim
case?
points
Why should this be the
been sincere or insincere in its profes- | consider themselves repaid. Following are
ignore facts nor undertake
periods and female trouble, and about three
Has | the Waldo
ply because they have neglected them months ago the doctor, after using the X-Ray
sions of belief in that principle?
with them; but to face them
county dates: Monday, April
selves. Female troubles are certainlj on me, said 1 had an abcess and would have
-e them carefully, tell the
j it used that principle in its platform 23d, Frankfort, 12.30, 2.30 p. in.; Searsport,
mother
Mv
on the increase among the women o1
to
have
an oj>eration.
wanted
declaration
to
4 p. iii. and evening; Tuesday, April 24th,
c tcli
one knows it and hold
only as a meaningless
!
111.
this country—they creep upon then me to try Lydia E. Pinknam's Vegetable
a
catch votes, or did it mean what it said PrnfcMAPt: U_11
belief that the people will
I
of those Compound as a last resort, and it not only
one
but
unawares,
to
stand
Has
every
it?
it
and does
by
propose
me from an operation but made me enquestion involved m the
saved
CASTOnTA.
patients in the hospital beds had plenty
a few months of attempted real enforce: mi with due regard for tlie
well.”
The Kind You Hava Always Bought
of warning in that bearing-down feel tirely
ment so pricked the hollowness of its
,imi moral welfare of Maine,
abdomen
of
of
the
Alice
313
Mrs.
at
or
Berryhill,
Boyce
ing, pain left right
convictions that they vanish at the first
ef Kxecutive of an adminisnervous exhaustion, pain in the Sinai,
Street, Chattanooga, Tenn., writes :
of
sign of possible disaster, or does it in.aurally and properly sub- of th® back, dizziness,
flatulency, dis Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
tend to hold fast to that principle and
“Feel like an empty
ti.-ism or praise, as in accord“How are you?”
“Three years ago life looked dark to me.
of the organs or irregularwith
colors
down
“Boss fired me.”
“Huh?”
if defeat comes go
shotgun.”
placements
popular estimation that ad- ities
\
All of these symptoms are indi I had ulceration and Inflammation of the
I
didn’t
know
to
he
itself?
true
you were loaded.”
“P’raps
•n
lias been a failure or a
dying but still
in a serious condition.
did.”—Cleveland
cations of an unhealthy condition oi female organs and was
trouble—he
“That’s
the
health was completely broken down
Those
are questions that the Republican
My
heeded
>
if
not
Leader.
the female organs, and
must now face and answer, and ought
and the doctor told me that if I was not opiimn is a very general one
party
a
lo
be
has
the
paid by danger- erated upon I would die within six months.
if the Sturgis l.aw
Nothing will relieve indigestion that is
j to face and answer, and
Republican losses in Spring ous penalty
lias no other claim for the right of exist- not a thorough digestant. Kodol Dyspepsia
operation. When these symptoms I told him I would have no operation but
ill the public ami private utthe
in
fact
that
it
has
is
found
manifest themselves, do not drag along would try Lydia E. Pinkhanrs Vegetable
one
ence,
Cure digests what you eat, and allows the
: disaffected Republicans: all
shown what enforced
prohibition may I stomach to rest—recuperate—grow strong
until you are obliged to go to the hos- Compound. He tried to influence me against
merits
and
cling doubts as to Republican
the
medicine
its
I
sent
for
that
but
same day
defects, i again. A few doses of Kodol after meals
mean, illustrated
pital and submit to an operation— it
the fall are to be attributed
to use it faithfully. Within five
and at last we may expect a vote upon this will soon restore the stomach and digestive
but remember that Lydia E. Pink- and began
I felt relief but was not entirely cured
that will express the wishes of the ! organs to a full performance of their funcactment. by a Republican legdays
question
saved
has
ham's Vegetable Compound
until I used it for some time.
'i the so-called Sturgis Law.
people of Maine. T he State is aroused and tions naturally. Sold by R. II. Moody.
thousands of women from surgicai
Your medicine is certainly fine. I have
I believe will stay so. This condition of
w bile 1
believe the Sturand
several
friends
induced
affairs was bound to come sooner or later
Madge—What became of that advanced
neighbors to take
operations.
to be the chief cause of the
When women are troubled with ir- it and I know more than a dozen who had
and it is well th it it is here now. Nullifica- ! girl who advocated the retirement of perunrest, i know it is not the
and who to-day are as well
competency?
regular, suppressed or painful periods, female troubles
j tion <«f the law and all the corruption that | sons who had acquired anow
1 know there are many other
on the idle
I am from using your Vegefollows in its train lias made the situation i Marjorie—She is lecturing
weakness, displacement or ulceratior and strong as
the
of
the
tv causes, but this is not the
result,
table
whatever
rich.—Puck.
it
and
w
hat
Compound.”
is,
of the organs, that bearing-down feel
I
litii elections ma\ be 1 confidently hope, and
piace to mention them. The ing, inflammation, backache, bloating
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComDevil’s Island Torture
believe that Maine will come out of the con■s so lirmly fixed in the public
debility, indi pound at once removes such troubles.
general
(or
flatulency),
test w ith a strengthened regard for law and
is no worse than the terrible case of Piles
the Sturgis Law is solely re*
Refuse to buy any other medicine, for
nervous prostration, or art
and
a determination that it shall be respected
which atflicted me 10 years. Then I was
gestiou,
ior Republican defeat, both
I advised to apply Bueklen’s Arnica Salve,
beset with such symptoms as dizziness you need the best.
and obeyed.
as our opponents think' imMrs. Pinkham, daughter-in-law of
The .Sturgis Law is only a means to an and less than a box permanently cured me,
lassitude, excitability, irritability, ner
Heals
end and that end is to prevent nuiiiiication.
y prospective, tliat, in my
writes L. S. Napier oi Bugles, Ky.
melancholy, Lydia E. Pinkham, invites all sick wovousness, sleeplessness,
ii is unwise to undertake to
It will go into even county where the local ; a 11 Wound', Burns and Sores like magic.
want-to-be-left- men to write her for advice. Her advice
and
^
“all-gone’
are permitting nullification, and it
officials
B.
II.
at
e issue: and for myself 1 am
25c.
druggist.
have
restored
Moody's,
and
medicine
thousands
remeinbei
alone feelings, they should
will come out the instant that such officials
cr argument’s sake to consider
J to health. Address, Lynn. Mass
The most rational remedy for Coughs and
there is one tried and true remedy.
srive reasonable assurances that thev will
ie sole cause and welcome its
I Colds is Kennedy’s Laxative Honey and
again try t<> «io then duty
Lydia E. Pink.ham's Vegetable Con pound Succeeds Where Others Fall.
iin these lines.
It acts on the bowels as a mild calhe fundamental question of enforced Tar.
all cold from the system.
,ct that the Sturgis Law is approhibition versus local option and license thartic—expels
Cuts
all
oi
notable
tlie most
phlegm out of the throat, relieves
legis altogether too important to he treated in
piece
•uaeted thus tar during my ad- brief was the condition of affairs in the absolutely in favor of some law strong a nanow spirit or in a spirit colored by coughs, colds, croup, whooping cough, etc.
prejudice alone. There are many An ideal remedy for children—equally good
.: ion.
and the fact that 1 am sammer of 1904.
enough to prevent or minimize nullifi pitrty
for adults. Sold by It. 11. Moody.
w ho honestly believe that evils growing out
At the Bangor Convention, a plank
ud intend to be. a candidate for
to
one
who
and
i
stated
cation,
every
of the use and abuse of liquor can be regu- i
The Politician—See here; you called me
..itiou in the next Republican was adopted, most explicit and compre- talked with me about the Sturgis Bill
lated best by some form ot license ,*ind it is
nveiition, would seem to give hensive in its language, declaring with- that if no better measure could be fuund wrong and absurd to question tneir sin- : a political jobber in your paper this morn*
ing.
that
the
Rewhatever
out
evasion
any
rain and unquestionable right
it was entirely acceptable to me and I cerity. It is only a truism to say that in the
The Editor—1 know; but the compositor
believed in and stood
I final analysis the people will have what made a mistake.
believed would answer the purpose.
y discuss the law, to state the publican party
He should have set it
for the maintenance of the prohibitory did
tuat prompted me to approve
1 properly could do to they want. 1 had hoped, however, that the “robber” instead of “jobber.”
everything
been committed
their rigid, honest and imand
laws
having
party,
Republican
views
of
its
relaexpress my
insure the passage of the Sturgis Bill,
to the principle of prohibition for so many
:
history and future of legis- partial enforcement.
and in so doing believed then and beyears, would not be so cowardly as to
It was upon that platform that i was lieve now that tfie
id politics in Maine.
Republican party abandon that principle upon being connominated and I accepted its state- was
not obtruded uiy opinion upon
the
faith
with
and
for the first time with an enforcefronted
people,
keeping
of the State either by signed ments squarely and without reserve. that 1 was doing the same.
ment that meant the downfall of nullifica- Veterinary Specifics cure diseases
took
1
as
the
As
soon
campaign opened
It lias appear j
ml t interview.
11 is only fair to say that some of the tion, but would stand'firm as a rock for | of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, nogs and
In every county where 1
that my business was to see as the stump.
oldest and most sagacious leaders of party unity in giving enforcement a fairer
trial* than can be secured in a year’s time Poultry by acting directly on the sick paets
was urged by the Republican
on d that the laws w ere enforced, ] spoke 1
the Republican party while believing in
excited conditions. Nullifica- without loss of time.
talk about them out of season. ] leaders to state that if elected I would prohibition and enforcement question- under present
tion
ot law was never a declared principle
do everything m my power to enforce ed the wisdom of
,e lirst time I liave ever spoken
the
Sturgis of the Republican party, yet under that A. V > FEVERS. Congestions, Tnflanimapassing
Many of those Bill.
"l the Murgis Law, and it is j the prohibitory laws.
They predicted just such difficul- party's domination nullification has had a cures) tious, Lung Feter, Milk Fever.
the voters
lest time I have ever express- i leaders told me that unless
have long reign in Maine. Why not be fair and B. B. ?SPR \I\fS. I .aineuess. Injuries,
ties as have followed.
They
may
that the Reii of the. merits or defects ; could be made to believe
been right, but I could not agree with honest and give enforced prohibition a cures i Rheumatism.
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I1"'..
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laws, but question.
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believe
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On and after Oct. 9, 1905, trains
connecting
Burnham and Waterville with through train*
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

Boston, will

run as

follows:

AM

Brooks.
7
Knox .17
Thorndike.
8

55
65
00
00

Unity. 8
Burnham, arrive... 8
Clinton.. 8
Benton. 9
Bangor.11

Total liabilities and surplus.§5,212,598 20
Field & Ouimby, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
3w’.4*

Traders’

Insurance

Chicago,
Assets Dec.
Real

estate

A M

Waterville. 9 0S

3.05

6 30

6 35
S'"5

1 ’a
6 30
7 20

P M
00

AM

AM
9 00

Portland.-.10 35

7 CO

M

Company,

TO BELFAST.

31, 1905.
.§

25,399 84
316,566 67

Mortgage loans.

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank...
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents
All other assets.

Boston

is os ton,

1.964.568 63
623,290 24
252.195 is
lo.76004
75.474 08

830
! P M

9 52

Benton.
17 21
Clinton.. 17 30
Burnham, depart.
SfO
Unity. 9 0S
Thorndike.. 9 17
Knox. 19 26
Brooks. 9 40
Waldo.. 19 50
City Point. tiooo

assets.§3,257,276 17
31, 1905.

Net unpaid losses.§
90.165 47
Unearned premiums." 1,28(5.236 37
All other liabilities..
4.843o5
Cash capital.
500.000 00
Surplus overall liabilities. 1,376,031 28

106
4
1
p
14
4

19 57
flood
10 20
10 35
10 45
»1* 54
1110
111 20
M13(>
11 35

16
30
M

22
33
4 55
5 10
6 20
15 29
6 46
15 65
16 06
6 10

Belfast, arrive
10 05
Flag station.
Limited tickers for Boston are now .'.old at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale I v Lewis Sanborn,
GEO. F. EVANS.
Agent, Belfast.
Vipe President ami General Manager,
F. E. Boothbf. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.

surplus.§3.257,276 i7
Belfast, Maine.

James Pattee £ Son, Agents,
3wl4*

Continental

7

!
j WD.

A M

Liabilities Dec.

Total liabilities and

E* D.

Waterville. 7 15
7 15
Bangor

Gross assets.§3,2*58.254 (58
Deduct items not admitted.
19,978 51
Admitted

A M

Portland.12 16
<«>
Boston, ij W D-.
D. 1
4 05

Illinois.

..

PM

1 25
tl 30
H4o
1 62
12 04
2 10
2 18

3 20
1326
t3 35
47
3 47
59
13 *»
05
4 05
13
4 13
35
2 40
4 35
52_6 lb
02
6 25
30
4 45
6 10

P

The

PM

Belfast, depart
7 20
City Point.17 25
Waldo.1735

Casualty Company
of Hammond, Indiana.

General Office,

Chicago, Illinois.
31, 1905.

ASSETS DECEMBER

Real

estate..

Mortgage loans.

42,074 21
425.400 00
238 725 00
148.837 12
39.694 08
3.275 96
18.588 64
864.428 94

$

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable
Interest and rents
All other assets.
.....

Gross assets.. .$
Deduct items not admitted.

PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE
In Effect

1.781.023 95
72,422 67

Net unpaid losses .$
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities
Cash capital
Surplus over all liabilities

I)E1*A KTl’K F

165.166 00
817,459 92
175.015 78
300.000 00
250,959 58

...—

$ 1,7<\S,601 28

Totalliabilities and surplus...
3wl 4*

United States Branch of the North British
& Mercantile Ins. Co. of London and

Edinburg, G.
ASSETS DECEMBER

j

AHKIVALs;

B.

31.1905.
1

Gross assets.$6 563.482 33
Deduct items not admitted
45,'.,x;i 34

assets..*6.517,442
31,19<'5.|

99

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Net unpaid losses.
536.61.3
Unearned premiums.. 3.241.298 70
over all liabilities.
2.939.531 2.3
or,

j

Akkjvk —'8toekti>;i 10.15 a. in. Searsport 10.25
Leaving Mdo 7.:»u a. in., Greenville 5.:;r> a,
in., Guilford 6.44 a. in.. Dover A Foxeroft 7 02 a,
111.. So Lagrange > 15
m
Bangor 1 via B.
N.
L. R.) 8 U5a. in No. Bangor 8.55 a. m.
Akim vi-:—Stockton s go p. tn., Searspoi t s..U)p
in, I.i-avmg I’aribon 11.4.5 a in.. !’r---qii>- !>!<• 12.15
p. in Fori Fairlield 11.40 a. m.. !l-»ui <0, .mi p. n-..
Foil Kent 10.45 a. m.. Ashland 12.45 p. in., MillillOCket 4.2(1 p. III., Milo 5 4' p 111., G I'ee n vii
3.40 p.
m., Guilford i.'.o p. in luv-'inV Fox-uot 5.os p.
m., So. I.._r;ange 0.20 p. m
Bangor 1 v ia B. .N N.
It. K.) 5.5n p. m.. No. Bangor 7.00 p. in.
W. M. BLOWN.
(’. C. BLOWN.
G«*n’l Superinteinleut,
Geir’l PassT Agent
a. in.

Stocks ami bonds..*5,727.632 1<)
Cash in office and bank..
198,583 27
571.303 79
Agents’ balances—.
62.272 89
Interest and rent.
All other assets.
3,640 28

Admitted

Monday. Nov. 27. 1905.

liK.WK—Searsport >.50 a.m., Stockton G.05 am.
for and arriving at No. Bangor 7.22 a. m.. Bangor
(via B A' N.K.R.) 7 55 a.m So Ligrauee 8.05 a.m.,
Dover ami Foxeroft fl.gg a. m.. Greenville 10.55 a.
m.. Miio 8.48 a. 111.. Millinoeker 10.25 .1. m.t Ashland 2.15 p. in.. Fort Kent 4.15 p. in.. Homton 12.55
p. 111., Fort Fairfield 3.05 p. m., Presque Isle 2.46
P 111., Caribou 5.15 p. m.
Lkavi:—Searsport l.5u p. in.. Stockton 2.05 p.m.
tor and arriving at No. Bangor
22 p. m.. Bangor
N. L. K.i 4.05 p m.. s<» Lagrange 4.05 p
(via B.
Foxeioft 7 07 p. m.. Guilford 7
111., Dover
in., Greenville s 40 p. in.. Mdo 4..;7 p m.. Millmoek
et 6.03 p. ill., II0111 ton 8.15 p. in.. Fori |-., 1 fj. •: ! lo.l
p.!in., Presque Isle i'.57 p. m., « ;u ih<>u to .,7 p. m

Admitted assets.S 1,708,601 28
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1905.

xurplus
lotai

iiauiiiues

ana

surplus.jo.i'i

,*-*z

Albert II.

Amei, Agent,
Stockton Springs, Maine.

3wl4*

SPRING SCHEDULE.

The New York Plate Glass Insurance Co.,
New York.

-FOUR

TRIPS

A

WEEK-

31, 1905.
Stocks and bonds.
$652,000 00
Cash in office and bank.
55,777 93
ASSETS DECEMBER

All other

assets..

88.331 17

Gross assets.$796,109 10
439 35
Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted

assets.$795,669 75
31, 1096.

LIABILITIES DEC EM HE It

8.587
Nei unpaid losses.$
Unearned premiums. 239,60 )
42.341
All othet liabilities.
200.000
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities. 305,140

95
11
4
00
35 !

Total liabilities and surplus.$795,669 75
Macomber, Farr & Whitten,
General Agents, Augusta, Maine.
James Pattee iic Son, Agents, I tel fast, Maine.

|

leave Belfast for Boston

summ-

via Camden and

Rockland, at about 2.30 p. m. Mondays, Wednesdays. Thursdays and Saturday*..
For VVinterp »rt (Bangor if ice permits! via way
bindings, Tuesdays, vvcdiiesd lys, Fridays and
Saturdays at about 8 a.m., or upon ariival of
steamer from Boston.

RETURNING.
From Boston Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays at 5 p. m.
»
From »\ interport at 11 a. in.. Ruck sport at
1-40 p. m touching at way landings. Mondays,
Wednesdays, hursdays and Saturdays.
All cargo, (except live stock, via th<» steamers
of this company is insured against lire and marine risk.

3wl4*

The United Firemen’s Insurance Co.,

Philadelphia,

Commencing Thursday. March 22. loco,

ers

Pa.

31, 1905.
FRED W. POTK. Agent. Belfast
Real estate.. .§ 185,429 80
LA LV1N A l’ST I N.
loans.
328,452 00 j
Mortgage
President and Gen 1 Manager, Boston.
»
loans.
3.00000
ASSETS DECEMBER

Collateral
Stocks and bonds..
Cash in office and bauK.
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

..

1.181,952
00,318

00
27

1

71.819 39
5.317 04
1,072 00

Not One Cent

Gross assets..$1,903,301 lo
Deduct items not admitted.
13,023 59
Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

For

$1,890,337 51
31,19' 5.
33.055 79

Net unpaid losses.$
Unearned premiums... 1,309,884 09
All other liabilities.
12,379 48
Cesh capital
300,000 00
15
over
all
liabilities
236,018
Surplus

Mot

...

ing
co

MIANUS

31,

90
0
50
24
20
64
89
19

Gross assets.$3,671,892 62
Deduct items not admitted,..
73,708 96

assets.$3,498,183 66
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1905.
Net unpaid losses.$ 312.397 86
Unearned premiums. 1,153,669 63

Cost for

re-

G.

O.

ono

MOTOR 'WORKS,

PORTLAND, MAINK,

Real estate..$ 486,322
15,15<
Mortgage loaus
Collateral loans..
57,292
Stocks and bonds.,. 2,096,810
Cash in office and bank.
368,789
433 933
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents..
28,710
All other assets.
94,873

me.

cent.
CAPT. II. T.
BUTTER WORTH.

Md.

1905.

parties about CasBay. It has never

pairs, not

John K. Bland, President.
ASSETS DECEMBER

>r

failed

United States Fidelity & Guarantee Com-

Baltimore,

Mianus

run a

four years,summer and winter, carry-

Total liabilities and surplus.$1,890,337 51
James Puttee & Son, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
3wl4*

pany,

Repairs.

1 have

Portland Pier.

Thorndike, Gen. Mgr.

State

Maine.

Agent Schebier Carburetor for Autos anil Mo3m8

tor Uoats.

Book Binding
....AND....

■

[T'y'diition

W fr.

B

B

1

at

5.212,598 20

..

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1905,
Net unpaid losses. .§
169,286
Unearned premiums. 1,618.492
Capital, deposit. 1200,000
Surplus over all liabiliiies
3.224 819

j

cun

yM’

Edinburgh, Scotland.

■

I
;

JaI

m-7
■

Special treatment for tape worms. Free pamphlet.

1

f
j

U

^B
Bjj

FKOBI BELFAST.

*■'

1YUUU1
Dyspepsia Cure

|||

|^|

EnUblUhi'd 1851

Gross assets.§5,216,186 39
Deduct items not admitted.
3,588 19

■

—

I
I

»

H

139 226 62
Mortgage loans.. 555.339 15
Collateral loans.
2.000 00
Stocks and bonds. 3,976.856 87
Cash in office and bank.
265,048 41
Agents’ balances.
270.402 33
Interest and rents
7,723 01

1

i

en

31, 1905.
Real estate. $

CUIU'L

......

B

ASSETS DEC.

»-£}

■

Write for free book Child
their Diseases.

pany,

■

1

^B

B
B

Scottish Union & National Insurance Com-

HUMPHREYS’

j
j

[

B

m
19!

j

]

H

IhBBK.*

jB
B

■

|

at regular interv als to guard against them
Some of
J.
the symptoms of worms are languid looks, indigestion with variable appetite, malaria, irritable disposition and restless sleep.
If vour children show
any of these signs do not risk delay but give
them the remedy that has given relief
for over 50 years.
It is purely
.—.
vegetable and harmless i:i any
condition of child or adult.
'Vv &
Sold by all dealers, 35c.. 5< c.. $i.oo.
\
/ y

■
B
M
■

_

B

DR. TRUE’S
ELIXIR
ga

B
B

began
question
The itinerary of the University of Maine
political princi- Farm
tempting to put avowedThe
Special covers practically all of the
uf
feeling
into
ples
practice.
farming centers in northern Maiue to be
doubt and uncertainty spread all over reached by rail from Searsport to Fort
the State, and naturally enough the Kent—literally “from Aroostook to the
Sturgis Daw w; s field to be, if not the Sea.” Stops are to be made in 31 places,

my own
-iLuation as it exists in our
1 shall speak frankly and
t" make my meaning and poan

|3|

Ha

golden opportunity and loudly called perity.

It
this for two reasons.
cn.it pleasure to meet you
this
is
an
inasmuch
as
and,

,1

Only Knew! I

If Mothers

Nine times out of ten when children are out of sorts a few doses of
Dr. True's Elixir will make them well, strong and happy.
If worms
are present they will be expelled.
If there are no worms True’s
Elixir acts as a gentle t >nic laxative.
It cleans out the stomach
and bowels, and t .ms the scale in favor of health by aiding and
strengthening the digestion. Unsuspected Worms cause'so much illness in children that it is a custom in many families to
give

■
■
B

_

v

itical and

I

Admitted

All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.
..

94.458 52

1,700 000 00
237,657 65

Total liabilities and surplus.$3,498,183 66
James Pat tee & Sou, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
3wl4*

REPAIRING.
MAGAZINES BOUND.
| Books loose in the

covers

J,

"VIVJS10

replaced,

iroin

cents up.

JOHN S.

FERNALD,

26 Miller Street. Side Door, Belfast

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Dark
Mr. Eugene Porter is at home from
Harbor.
in
Mrs. J. B. Sweetser spent Sunday

Bucksport.
Miss Jessie Nickerson arrived Tuesday
from Portland.
is being
A chapter of the Eastern Star
organized here.
I). W. McFadzen and family moved to
Bangor Saturday.
\V. E. Grinnell returned Friday from a
business trip to Boston.
The Ladies’ Guild met Tuesday afternoon
with Mrs. H. G. Curtis.
Sat(’apt. \V. R. Gilkey and wife arrived
urday from New York.
with
Miss Guida C. Homer speut Sunday
her parents in Bucksport.
Miss Lucy Sargent returned from a business trip to Boston April 4th.
in
Hon. V. T. Haines of Waterville was
town Thursday on business.
SearsSch. Addison E. Bullard sailed from
port April 5th for a coal port.
their
I aundresses in town have raised
from 10 to 15 cents per hour.

price

C. S.
Miss Grace Whittum assisted Mrs.
Webber in her sale 'ast week.

Saturday
Miss Eunice Whittum returned
from a business trip to Boston.
James W. Paul,
Capt. N. F. Gilkey of sch.
arrived Monday from Boston.
Ji
SaturProf. George D. Pettee returned
(i..\ to his home in Cleveland, Ohio.
Miss Emma Hichborn returned Saturday
from a visit with relatives in Stockton.
for
Mrs. Lillias L. Nichols left Tuesday
in Bucksport.
a week's visit with friends
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gill of Chicago, 111.,
Davis
have taken rooms at Mrs. John
his
J L. Hamilton, who has been visiting
son William in Boston, returned Friday.
M.
Misses Ethel M. Nichols and Ethe’.
T»v. ru urrivH 1 from Gorham Academy.

Sch. Helen J. Seitz, Capt. Carter, sailed
^earsfium Newport News April <th for

port.

M.
Sehs. Horace J. Stone and Eleanor
with
are under charter for Searsport
coal
FriThirtv-five Italian laborers arrived
R. at Mack s
to work on the seaport R.

parcy

day

Point.
for
Robert W. Hichborn left Monday
as first
Boston to join seh. R. W. Hopkins
officer.
was the
Mr. John Ronforth of Benton
and Mrs. J. M.
guest last week of Mr.
Whittier.
Mrs Margaret B. Parse returned Wednesand
from a visit with friends in Boston

day

Y'dinity.
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the M. E.
church meets with Mr* Wallace Thursday
afternoon.
reMrs. Thomas Wagner and son Jack
turned Saturday from a visit with friends
in Burnham.
Miss Desire M. Nichols, who has been
spending a few days iu town, returned to
Boston Friday.
Mrs. John Frame, who has been visiting
friends in Boston and vicinity, returned
home last week.
Miss Myra Ordwa\ of Boston arrived
Mrs.
Saturda> and is the guest of Mr. and
J. L. Cunningham.
Mrs. urtls, mother of Dr. A. R. Curtis,
returned from a visit with friends in Daman scot ta last Nseek.
Misses Blanche and Rebecca Ross arrived
Saturday ami are with their parents, Capt.
and Mrs. A. M. Ross
Sell. Henry O Barrett sailed from NewNews for searsport April 4tli with coal
for the B. & A. II. R

Wreckers working on her this morning. Prospects good.
Bath, Maine, April 8. Navigation is once
more open between this city and Augusta,
the last of the ice having come down Saturday, and the Kennebec river is now clear I
from the ocean to Augusta.
London, April H. Rntavia telegraphs that,
ship Arthur Sewall, Gaffry, from Philadelphia for Manila (before reported), has been
surveyed and found perfectly seaworthy;
discharging part of cargo. Apparently uo

113 tons; Capt. Alexander M. Griffin, seh.
Charlotte of Prospect, 112tons; Capt. Leonard Grant, sch. Eastern Star of Salem, 100
tons; Capt. Sewell Lancaster, sch. Hanger
of bangor, 113 tons; Capt. John Gordon,
sch. Two Sons of belfast, 75 tons; Capt.
Andrew J. Koss, sch. Cassius of Prospect,
120 tons; Capt benjamin C. Putnam, seh.
Plough boy of boston, 103 tous; Capt.
Leonaid Felker, sch. North branch of boston, 127 tons; Capt. James Kneelatid, sch.
President of Prospect, 78 tons; ( 'apt. Josiah
Towle, sch. bangor of Prospect, 122 tons;
Capt. Isaac Pierce, sch. boston of boston,
78 tons; Capt. Josiah Shute, sch. Seven
Sisters of Prospect, 115 tons; Capt. Samuel
Curtis, sch. Majestic of Prospect, 92 tons;
Capt. Nathaniel A. Kidder, sch. Cashier of
Prospect, 99 tous; Capt. Jeremiah Merithew, sch. Ranger of Prospect, 113 tons;
Capt. Darius Shute, sch. Watchmauof Prossch.
pect, 105 tons; Capt. Ezra blanchard,
Seven Sisters of Prospect, 115 tons; Capt.
36
Philip Gilkey, sch. Uranus of Prospect,
This ends the official career of Richtons.
ard Smart, deputy collector of customs of
the port of Prospect and district of belfast.
At the banquet of Democratic voters of Prospect held at Fowler’s Tavern on the fourth
of March, 1829, in honor of the first inauguration of President Andrew JacKSon. one of
the most memorable events in the history
of Prospect took place. Mr. Smart, who
was one of the leading members at the banof
quet, was appointed deputy collector
customs of the port of Prospect and served
until April 1, 1841. The above mentioned

some.

BELFAST PRICE

same

Moody.

Admission 10 cents.
Miss Eunice G. Whittum lost a Mexican
her
silver fob chain Tuesday between
home and store. Finder will please leave
at the Post Office and be rewarded.

Thip

news.

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, April 4. Ar, schs. J. Frank
Seavev, Stonington, Me.: ('. J. Willard, do.;
bark Ethel, Charleston; sailed, sch. Estelle,
Brunswick; 5, ar, schs. Lyman M. Law,
Brunswick; Filieman, Stonington; G, ar,
»chs. Charlie & Willie, Stonington ; Charles
H. Trickev, Rock port, Me.; sld, sch. F. G.
French, Norfolk ; 7, sailed, schs. Biigadier,
Stonington; J. K. Teel, Bangor; ar, schs.!
Mary Ann McCann, New Bedford; Flora
Condon, do.; Serena S. Kendall, do.; Izetta,
do.; Addie Jordan, Norfolk; 10, ar, schs.
Alice Holbrook, North Booth bay; Francis
Goodnow, Stonington.
Boston, April 4. Armed, schs. Helen G.
Moseley, Savannah; Brina P. Pendleton,
Georgetown, S. C.; Young Brothers, Newport News; sld, schs. Wellfleet, Mobile; J.
Manchester Haynes, Brunswick ; 5, sld, sch.
Augustus H. Babcock, Norfolk and Ponce;
6, ar, schs. James W. Paul, Jr., Philadelphia; Almeda Willey, Guttenberg, N. J.;
Henry K. Tilton, Stonington for New York ;
7, sld, sch. Henrj B. Fiske, Fernandina; »,
ar, sch. K. W. Hopkins, Mobile; 10,cld, scb.
Almeda Willey, St. John, N. B.
Baltimore, April 5. Cld, ship S. P. Hitchcock, Cavite; 7, ar, sch. John E. Develin,
Port Tampa;
ar, sch. Edith G. Folwell,

Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, April 3. Ar, sch. Edith G.
Folwell, Port Tampa, o, eld, sch. F. C. Pendleton, Salem ; G, cld, sch Edith G. Folwell,
Baltimore; 9, ar, sch. Sallie I’On, JacksonPortland, April 4. Ar, sch. Annie P.
Chase, New York ; 5, sailed, sch. Mary L.
Crosby, St. Simons, Ga.
Bangor, April s. Ar, schs. Fred A. Davenport, Newport News, Hattie 11. BaiboUl,
Barren Island; below, schs. K. D. Bibber,
fiom Newport News; John J. Hanson, do.;
Florence & Lillian, Port Johnson: Lizzie D.
Small, do.; Nat Ayer, Portland ; !•, ar, eh.
R. D. Bibber, Newport News ; ar, schs. Lizzie D. Small, Port Johnson ; Nat Ayer, JerCity.

April

Ar, schs. K D

G.

Atwood.

I'.jrl-or

y

irivuM

KV'uImV

fl'nlll

Mr. Crouse is em- I
Mount Stewart, I'. K. 1
ploye 1 by the Seaport II. li. Co. at -Mack's
l'oiut.
Frank ii. Cleaves has bought the house of
diaries II. .Monrue, cid'iier of 1’ark and
Leach streets, and Mr. Monroe has bought
the house o[ George \V. Porter on Main
street.

The U. S. Senate Monday passed a conresolution authorizing the secretary of war to order an examination and
survey of Long Cove and Cape Jellison
harbor, Penobscot bay, Maine.
The Cantata entitled “The Resurrection”
by Charles Fonteyn Manney, will be given
at the Congregational church next Sunday
evening. A special feature of the services
both morning and evening will be singing
by a choir of boys. The public are cordially invited.
Special Easter services will be held at the
M. E. church next Sunday. Special sermon
in the morning and a concert in theeveuing.
The Sunday school will present an interesting program. Mr. Hryant will render a
cornet solo.

ward remains in

Following is a list of‘coasting licenses issued by Richard Smart, deputy collector of
customs of the port of Prospect, now Searsin 1839, '40 and ’41: Capt. Phineas P.
riffin, sch. Genoa of Prospect, 153 tons;
Capt. Robert Eells, sch. Ranger of Bangor,

gort,

same

T*

I
1

ALL ALTERATIONS MADE FREE OF

A full line of

f

April

Orringion,

Moody &

Misses

We describe

equally

Co.,I
I

suits, suitable tfor shadow

1

eyelet

or

ci CO
White Lawn Waist, button t.
vl•OU pack, attached collar, alt-ow
Hamburg yoke, edged with 3-4 inch la.-e m
sertiou, 5-lnch tucked cuff trimmed Cl

11

**

with la«

M

4m

Made by J. C. Ayer Co., liowell,
Also manufacturers of

4jk
9
/ ■ 11/91*0

A AUw'I O

Stamped Waist Patterns

10, 12 1-2, 15, 17, 25, 35
and 40 cents per yard.
Worth up to 69 cents per yard

!

Three and one-half yard patterns, stamp*on fine sliere quality Persian Lawn, to tdone in either shadow or eye-

C3Ch

Cl 7C Voluo for Cl 77 We are showing a special value in a 36 inch Black Taffeta Si.r
*1,10 Vdiue iur *1.0/ nmiie by the WIN DOM SILK MILLS—a quality that retails ::
most stores for $1.75 per yard—as long as this piece lasts you can have it tor <per yard'

$1.37

Our Corset Success

i

Is Attributed to the

SEARSFORT SAVINGS BANK

.

SAFETY AM)

1XSUXES AllSOLUTE

that

1 HE 1 ’ll A ( HUE OF ECOXOMY.

U LAVALLS

INTEREST

|

;

I

!

r

NO TAXES

on

TAX EX.

an

I

com-

--

I

I
j

J

Think there

guarantee

I

I
i

HAIR VIGOR.
AGUE CURE.
CHERRV PECTORAL.

All

JAMES P.

Silk Petticoat

was a

j

special price only

1ENRY STALPES*.

give

you the

\ tenement of 5 rooms, and possibly
(table, In the Longfellow house on Mill'
a

street.
tf 15

Apply

to

ALFRKD A. SMALL.

Neckwear

Embroidered

EE:

Fine

Imported ZZ .MM

eyelet and shadow embroidery, at

"it"

50c

parts to a man. It puts him at
peace with himself and all the world.
“Gold Rond” $2.00 Mats are offered in
so many different shapes and dimensions, that the particular hat for the
particular face is instantly available.
“Gold Rond” $2.00 Hats are "as good
as the Government.”
A signed war-

ranty

or

without cits.

16

iaf

a

||TI-n

aVlUTFIl

|

|

IVfiN I bll

Re,l»ble
our

»«en

business

50r

SCRIM WORK HAGS
to embroider, at

7C.,

C

LINEN PICTURE
to

L')*'

|r

° FV

C{V<

[

to look after
in Waldo
4wl3

embroider, at

hlMr.25c to $1.50

*,

700

ea*.

I

3 SPLENDID VALUES.
Muslin Drawers 33c

I1";:1!,

')
ruffle trimmed with four Hue tucks
and torchion edge.
.*'•

Corset Cover at 50c.

m.’.Vi,J,'.'1

neck front and back trimmed with val In
lion, beading and ribbon, neck and arm
trimmed with lace to match..
r

4Qr

j;

Muslin Robe at $ 1.00.

HAMBURGS 4’c

V shaped neck trimmed with ten dust*
4 inch In-msti:
tine tucks and ten
tucks, neck ;trimmed with HhiuI>uiv
<*ii(Ts with tucks and Hamburg, a
'i
■
big value at
six

VAKI>^ HAMBURG EDGINGS, three
to live inches wide, to dose

out.^i^

FRED A. JOHNSON,
The Advertiser of Frets, riasonic Temple, Belfast

_*!*

■

..

—

POSITIVE
ROTECTION

$3,003,669 53
43,296 38

FOR VALUABLES.

31, 1905.

to know that your Securities, Important
Documents, Jewels and Silverware are in our Modern Fire and burglar
Proof Vaults, where neither lire nor thieves can penetrate.

It is

Net

great satisfaction

DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT
FROM $3.00 AND UP PER YEAR.

SAFE

FOR MU

buildings and early crop
land; ten acres pasture, a never dry spring;
five acres wood, in town of Prospect, Me., near
quarries. House, barn and wagon shed. Terms
reasonable; $300.00 down. Address
J. E. SPRAGUE, Pranklort, Me.
2mlB*

a

The Protection is Positive—the Cost Moderate.

Total liabilities and surplus.. $2,960,364 15
James Fattee & Son, Agents, Belfast, Me.
3W15

T

1

1

..

<C| 00 DRESSING SACKS,

90
28

unpaid losses.8 139,326 94
Unearned premiums. 1,454,089 50
9,687 16
All other liabilities.
500,000 00
Cash capital.
66
all
liabilities.
857,261
Surplus over

DECEMBER

FRAME-*,
embroider, at

BABY CARRIAGE PILLOW
yzr
TOi K, to embroider, at Lcy'

00
45

Admitted assets. $2,960,364 15
LIABILITIES

j

on

the

county. A good permaH. H. GURNEY & CO., Nursery-

jent position.
men, Auburn, Maine.

83
07

pay

)
<'FFICE OF THE CUSTODIAN,
U. S. Custom House and Postoffice,
)
10,1906.
Belfast, Maine,
SEALED PROPOSALS will be received at this
iffice till 2 p. m. on the fourth (4) day of May,
and materials
906, and then opened, for all labor
paint
equired for new cement sidewalk, repairs,
in accordng, etc., at the above named building,
of which may
mce with the specification, copies
3w*5
>e obtained at this office.
CHARLES E. KNOWLTON, Custodian.

April

j

DECEMBER 31, 1905.

..

BAY \ IKW STREET.

||)

Have you seen tins great display of new g
belts? You should not miss it even 11 }
not intend to buy—you will see practice
c
every stylo shown this season -narrow
and wide ones, plain and embroider*
t
will
everything in ill** gilt belt line you

Bargains.

to

Cross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

Th«\ owner can have
by proving property and
ing charges. Apply at

with embroide•<

Muslin
Underwear

Needle Work

with every one.

ASSETS

25c to $1.50,,,oh

Many exclusive patterns.

what an assured air and
poise a becoming bat im-

Heal estate.$ 307,895
682,702
Mortgage loans.
4.3,340
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.•. 1,206,362
Cash in office and bank...... 180,646
215,998
Agents’ balances.
37.715
Interest and rents.

WATCH.

ltKl.T*

200 NEW GILT BELTS

25c

CURIOUS

is grown and packed in tiie State of
Maine. No starch, bleach or chemical sugar
used. Cans contain nothing but “Early
Crosby Sweet * orn,” pure water, guaranteed sugar and salt, and tocomply with any
and all PURE FOOD LAVS in the United
States.

WASH

NKW

backs, nickel and gold buckles,
special price, each.

broidered Silks, tailored styles ami many
others—all new and imported.

level

corn

3wl5*

j

—

packers’

same

12 Main Street.

TO RENT
>r

$4.98

Imported Embroidery Sets
:it.25c

on

Found

and urge every sufferer from
kidney complaint to give them at least a trial.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fos-

Bargain

not lie r lot of those black silk Petticoat s Irani* of fun* u ua htv, rich,
rustling taffeta silk with two flounces and cluster of pinheau
tucks, three shil ings in each flounce, regular $<>.00 value, our

difference in

I

|

to any demand.

FOR EASTER

Respectfully,

k

equal

■

MCfiOLS,

A

For sale only by
Sliced and Grated Pine Apple. Strawberries
WILLIAM A. CLARK,
Blueberries, Red Raspherries, Pears,
and
Egg
Peaches, Oamson, Golden Drop
Manufacturing Clothier,
Plums, Cherries, Apricots, Tomatoes, Clark's Corner,
BELFAST, MAINL !
Beans. Pumpkin,
Peas, Stringless
I
I
Squash, Strawberry Beets, Salmon,
TAIN SMALLEY. Salesman.
i
Shrimp. Clams, Horticultural and Lima
is
('AX
guarBeans, and EVERY
AGRICULTURAL INSURANCE COMPANY,
anteed by us the best of its kind.
Watertown, New York.

Just received in Knickerbocker and Blou-e
suits, an elegant line; also in Wash Suits; all
jrices.
* have Just received, on consignment
klntiro
lUllLC. to me irom one of the best firms lu
toslon, to be sold in t he next 30 days, 30 Men’s
If not
: Suits, in prices from 810.00 to 813.50
told to be it mined. Mo suits to be carried over.
S’o old styles. You can plainly see why I can
indersell my competitors. Call and see them
16
md save $3.00 at

HOSE SUPPORTERS attaeht.

assortment

■■

Xo doubt this is why the people like
it so well. We carry a full line of Suaerba canned goods, viz:

When the kidney are sick,
Nature tells jou all about it.
The urine is nature’s calendar.

tinure needs—t

“SICURITY" RUBBER

-kSPHCIALsc-

j

Treasurer.

SUPERBA.

Mass.

w

!

I
Below we

that

SRSETS

Chemisettes

I
I

one c<>rs.

one

Prices from $1.00 up

DID
YOU
EVER

^

be

!

-.7—_

President.

to

V

F

d'posits in this bank.

FRANK I. PENDLETON,

style.

S

1

your deposits of any am out t and
offer you FHEE of charge any
assistance you may leant.

1

i

Corsets, all £«'•

usually

PORTER MODELS fill all
eomfort and

begins first of each month,
pounded Hay and Xovtmber.

V E SCI 1C 17

|

find there Is

exeells, ami it Is apt

BUTTON

A XL)

we

sell.

we

proved by daily demonstration. We kn>
that WARNER’S RUST-PROOF HOsE St I

One Dollar

We have no secrets ! We publish
the formulas of all our medicines.

Doan’s.Kidney Pills

handle several make of

w e

ones, but

Dainty

TOO WELL

e

ORGANIZED 1874.

For the
Children

The children cannot possibly have good health
unless the bowels are in proper condition, ( orrect any constipation by giving small laxative
doses of Ayer's Pills. All vegetable,sugar coated.

■

i Bargain in 36 in. Black Taffeta Silk

1-

To succeed these days you
must have plenty of grit, courage, strength. How is it with
the children? Are they thin,
pale, delicate? Do not forget
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. You
know it makes the blood pure
and rich, and builds up the
general health in every way.

only two—many other values
good.

$1 37

embroidery, marked at prices Impossible to
duplicate in any other store m Belfast.

I

as

India Lawn Waist-Fit.
At $1,01
f\l
quality muslin, square yoke,dee
cuffs, trimmed with val insertion, attach.
collar, tucked back....

Fine stiere Indian f.inoii for waists and shirt
waist

m

VALUES THAT ARE
ABSOLUTELY UNMATCHABLE.

40 Pieces.

I
■

1

AS MANY A BELFAST READER KNOWS

)ther.

Nearly 300 new spring Shirt Waist* in
stock today.

Kind of Corset

Estes. In Belfast, April s. Joseph E. Estes,
ag* «i 75 years, pi month- and 9 days.
Fr.noi so.v In Middletown, Conn March 31,
Walter p, Ferguson. ornierly of Dixmont, Me.,
aged .50 years.
Hu.'
In Pluehili. March 27. 5 alien F., wife
of Wilber T. Hil .of nicksport.
In
Buck sport. April 7, 'Ms.
WaTFIKI D.
Minnie Hatfield, wife of Benj. Hatlield, aged 35
years
In Thorndike, April 7. Ber'ha.
Ja< kson
wife of Arthur Jack on
Masters. In Thomaston, April l. Silas W.
Ma-ters, aged 57 years, 4 month-, 6 days.
In Amherst, March 31, Edward
OROUTT
< Meutt. aged 54 years.
Pii.i.shi kv. In Rockland. April 6, (’apt John
II. Pillslmry. aged fiu years, 6 months. 25, days.
elle D
Sargent, in >orre»to, March 27.
wife "f • in rles W. sargent, aged 35 years, 7
month**, 25 days.
saruent.
In Sorrento, March 29, infant son
of diaries w. -argent, aged 4 days.
Wentworth. In
elfast, April 9th, Estelle
y.. wife of Noyes K. Wentworth, aged 47 years,
5 months, and 4 da\ s.
w
In Knox. April 4, infant son of
ntworth
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson P. Wentworth.

condition, settling

ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.Y., sole agents for
the United States.
name
Doan’s—and take no
Remember the

White Lawn Waists.

INDIA LINONS

J>

I

9

Hav.

Infrequent or too frequent action;
Any urinary trouble tells of kidney ills.
Dean’s Kidney Pills cure all kidney ills.
Belfast people testify to this.
Mrs. G. L. Field of 2 Union street, Belfast, Me.,
says: “I feel that it is my duty to say a few words
in favor of Doan’s Kidney Pills which I procured
at the City Drug Store. For some time I was not
feeling well. I had attacks of pain right over
the kidneys, sometimes veiy severe. The remeiies 1 tried brought me little relief, and later I
noticed the kidney secretions were disordered
and irregular. In a few days after taking Doan’s
Kidney; Pills I felt an improvement, and after
taking one full box the annoyances mentioned
iisappeared. I do not hesitate to recommend

^

CHARGE;

New White Shirt Waist Suits made of IN
DIAN HEAD COTTON waist made in plaited style, new sleeve with shirt miff seven
C2 27
gore skirt, with deep tuck around
bottom. VL.Ol

f

Ladies’ Riding Caps

received.

NKWGR«Y MIXTCRE skirt of sumn
weight repelant, 7-gore, weired 'earn, *0.
plates from knee down, button trimmed a:
well tailored a gr> ou value for.
$ (jy

Indian Head Shirt Waist Suits

—

current

The steamship Alaskan, Capt. Charles M.
Nichols, arrived at Deleware Breakwater
April 1st, 61 days passage from Hilo. Capt.
Nichols reports a heavy gale of the western
entrance of the Straits of Magellan and
dense fog for four days. He continued his
course and passed through the Straits of
Lemaire.

Soutli

In

The ice went out of the
Penobscot river today.
llurrv

Exceptional Values just

NEW BRILMANTINE SKtKT in circular
style, box plaited pannel front with wide
fold at bottom, blue black and gray—regular
$5 00 value for. $3.%

Clothiers,

HIGH STREET,

" m. A
Atwood aged 60 ears, l month.
March 31, Raymond
In Rockland,
erry.
John, son of John and Ceiinda E (Nash) Berry,
aged 4 wars, 3 months, 3 days.
Hii i.ingh. In Bluehiil. ''arch 27, Miss Flora
M
illings. aged 30 years, 2 month-.. 29 days.

MISCELLANY.

'snh

I

Captain

5.

Anvil i!

j

Fashion,

The

DIED.

Pernambuco, March 30. Ar, bark Mannie
Swan, New York.
Newcastle, N. S. W., April 4. Ar, ship
Tillie E. Starbuck, Wellington, N. Z., (for

mi itc.

MILLINERY_J

MAR HI Ell.

Sut on, Delaware Breakwater.
Nipe Bay, Cuba, March 26. At Tobacco
Point, sch. Carrie Strong, discharging cargo
from Mobile (sails about 29th for Gulfport);
April 2, ar, sch. Alice J. Crabtree, Wilming-

Km ll

rUry
Goods

UP-TO-DATE

Bowden. In Penobscot. March 20, to Mr. and
Mrs. George Bowden, a son.
CRABTREE. In GouIdsbol'O, Marcli 27, to Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Crabtree, a daughter.
Clement. In Thorndike, April 5, to Mr. and
Mrs James J. Clement, a daughter.
arch 27, to Mr. and Mrs.
Day. In Rockland,
Austin Day, a son.
Dow. In Belfast, March 30th, to Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Dow, a son.
Hawkks. In Stvaii's island. March 24, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar S. Hawkes, a son.
Heath. In Orland, March 27, to Mr. and Mrs.
Wallace Heath, a daughter.
Hathaway. In Trov, April 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Hath away, a daughter.
Maddocks. In Owl’s Head, March 30, to Mr.
and Mrs Fred haddocks, a daughter.

FOREIGN PORTS.

MARINE

at.$7.50

$2.37

BORN._

Antofogasta, March 27. Ar, ship GoverRobie, Valparaiso (for Honolulu).
New Caledonia, Jan. 12. Sld, ship E. B.

Bangor, April

Two

Belfast, Maine.

I

Women’s $5.00 Skirts for $3.98

Tailors and Outfitters,

l.oogi.io
Beef, corned, p lb, 8@10 Lime P bbl.,
4
Butter Salt, 14 lb,
IgaJijOat Meal p lb,
3
63 Onions p lb,
Corn p l>u.,
( racked Corn, p bu, 60 Oil Kerosene, gal.,14@15
5
60, Pollock » 'b.
Corn Meal, P bu..
11
( heese. P lb,
17518 Pork p lb.
1.13
Cotton Seed. P cwt.,1.65 Plaster p hbl.,
3
Codfish dr\. P tb. 859 Rye Meal P lb.
120
18 Shorts p cwt.,
Cranberries, p qt„
6
15
tb,
Seed.
p
Clover
Sugar
40
Flour, P hbl.. 5.25a6.00Salt, T. I., p bu.,
4
1.80 Sweet Potatoes,
H C». Seed p bu.,
3a4
11 Wheat Meal.
Lard, P lb.

nor

Honolulu).
San Juan, P. R., April 5. Ar, sch. Robert
fl. McCurdy, Gulfport, Miss.
St. Helena, April 6. Ar previously, bark
A. G. Ropes, Rivers, Iliogo for New York.
Anjer, March 3. I’assed, ship Acme, McKay, Singapore for Honolulu.

Robert C. Gilkey has bought the farm of
Albert F. Mathews, three miles north of
Searsport village. Mr. Mathews will move
into the R. Frank Young house in the village.
Mrs. W. N. Crouse, son Frederick and

The Main Street

Rain Coat made of water sited cloth
Oxford
check, double-breasted front
shirred back, new large sleeves, deep cut!
trimmed with braid and buttons—a bij;
va,ue

j

Harry W. Clark & Co.,

In
Stockton Springs,
Freeman-* korgE.
April 6. bv Rev. J. S. Corson. Mr. Smith Freeman and Mrs. Mary Viola George, both of Stockton Springs.

Bib-

Sch. William C. Carnegie was docked
Wednesday evening, April 4th, at the Mack’s
Point coal dock b} the tug Ralph Ross.
The work of discharging began Thursday.

water-

proof. It's an “anyday” coat.
Stylish all the time; waterproof when you need it. Made
in varions styles of which we
have a complete assortment.

Special Rain Coat Bargain.

A very

Delano.

ber, Newport New?; Fred A. Davenport,
do.; Lizzie D. small, Port Johnson; Nat
Ayer, Jersey City and Portland; Hattie H.

ton.

it

make

j

Roundy-Emmf.tt. In Clinton, April 2, by
Rev. J. W. Price, Herbert Roundy and Miss
Victoria Emmett, both of Benton.
Carlon-Dki.ano. In Viivdnaven April 5, by
Rev a. H. Han-com, Aithur Carlon and Myrtle

ville.

Fort Point,

to

J

$7.50 Covert Jacket $4.98
stylish fitted Jacket made of good
quality covert cloth collar effect, fly front,
button trimmed, lined throughout with a
good quality satin and finely tailored.
Actual value $7 50—our price as long as
our present stock lasts.
$4.98

retail Market.

retail Price.

railroad makes business for the hotel
and the list of arrivals at the Searsport
House is a long on—so long in fact that we
are compelled to omit it this week.
The

mamier

■

«*

The Christian Endeavor Society will give
phonograph concert at the social rooms of
the Congregational church Friday evening.

^

■*

—

Ordinary Prices Far Above Our Present
^?Figures^

|

The

CURRENT.

April Bargains

That should banish ail lingering
doubts as where to buy.

comfortable in mind and body.
Kuppenheimer Watershed is to all appearances
just a perfectly made, stylish
ly correct, light weight overcoat. but the material of
which it is made has been
scientifically treated in a

was

bu.,
75.@1.00:Hay p ton, U.00@11.00
8
7 Hides p lb,
dried, P lb.
11
Lamb P lb,
2.0052.25
Beans, »ea.
l.OOgl.25
Yel’eyes.2.25a2.50 Wool Skins,
8
20522 Mutton P lb.
Butter P lb.’
40
6@8!Oats p bu., 32 lb,
Beef, sides, P lb,
«1
5 Potatoes p bu.,
Beef fore quarters,
60 Round Hog,
7j
Barley p bu.,
7.uo
15 Straw p ton,
Cheese P lb.
15 Turkey p lb,
25@28
Chicken pib,
14 Tallow p ib.
2J03
Calf Skins,per lb.
Saio
14515: Veal P ft’.
Duck p lb.
30
17:
Wool, unwashed.
E"gs P doz..
13 Wood,hard,
4.u0@4.50
Fowl p ft-.
3.00
16
soft,
Wood,
lb.
Geese P

hour.

Some

j

for it fitted him perfectly —just as a gentleman’s coat should fit—around the collar and across the shoulders. It had
that graceful hang” which a wf 11-made
result he
as a
garment always has

Prices Paid Producer

Produce Market.

Barbour, Barren l?iand and Portland—all
for Bangor:T. M. Nicholson, Philadelphia
for Bucksport.
Ar, stinr. Pensacola.
Stockton, April
New Orleans, with sulphur, (and sailed 8th,
Mr. E. 11. Doing of Reading, Mass., one of for New York); 6, ar, sch. Silver splay,
the oflici; s of the Seal sport water works, Boston.
Searsport (.Macks roiiitj, .\prii 4. Ar,
was in town Friday on business.
sell. William C. Carnegie, Newport News,
The .'t-amship Californian, Capt. Joseph 4346 tons coal for B. A: A. R. It.
siilrd from New lork April
]>
Bucksport, April 7. Ar, sell. T. M. Nichfor San Diego and San Francisco.
olson, Philadelphia.
Ga., April 3. Cld, sch. ThelBrunswick,
in
atis
of
Brooks
Mrs. Fannie Twombly
ma. Boston ; sld, sch. 1 heoiine, Boston.
II. Coleord, who is
t ndance on Mrs Mar.
News,
April 3. Sld, sch. Henry
Newport
confined to the house by illness.
O. Banvtt, Searsport; ar, sch. Jacob M.
r..
<
me
m.
ot
onlerence
The Quarterly
HuskWi, Hampton Roads; 6, sld, sch. Horchurch announced for this week will not ace A. Stone, searsport; Henry L. Peckconvene until the following week.
ham, Bangor; Josie Oia.erri, charleston;
7, sld, schs. Lucy E. Friend, Lynn; Ralph
Columbus Hay ford of Presque Isle was
>1. Ha.\ ward, Salem.
in town Friday and Saturday, the guest of
Noil oik, April 3.
Ar, schs. Helen J.
ip. Ferguson and A. E. Trundy.
Seitz, Poitland; Van Allens Houghton,
Foreman John Flannery of the N. E. Tel. Sear.'P* rt ; 5, sld, sch. Henry Withiugton,
Bangor; 7, sld, sch. Helen J. Seitz, SearsA Tel. Co., with his crew, is stringing a
port.
cable from the village to Mack’s Point.
April ”>. Sld, sch. J. C.
Charleston, S.
The offering at the Congregational church Strawbridge, Boston; 7, ar, sch. Theoline,
next Suiula\ morning will be for the ConBoston.
gregational Home Missionary society.
Jacksonville, April 5. Cld sch. Win, E.
J. W.
Downes, New' Haven ; 7, cleared, sch.
Mrs. C. Park arrived Saturday from Camv
Portland.
Balano,
winter
the
pellu, Mass., where she spent
Port Arthur, Tex., April 1. Ar, sch. Molwith her daughter, Mrs. Anita P. Taylor.
lie S. Look, Havana.
M.
Erskine returned
Harriet
Port Reading, N. .1., April b. Ar, sch.
Miss
"Wednesday from New York, where she has Brigadier, New York ; cld, sch. Ella M.
been visiting her brother, Dr. James P.
Storer, Portsmouth ; 6, cld, sch. Brigadier,
Salem.
Erskine.
Georgetown, S. C., April 4.
Ar, sch.
Mrs. Dana Dutch, who has been attend- Emma S. Lord, Wilmington, N*C.
T.
Mrs.
James
Erskine,
on
her
mother,
ing
Dai ien, Ga., April 6. Cld, sch. Carrie E.
will return to her home in Dorchester Look, Rockland.
Thursday.
Fern tndina, April 8. Ar, brig llaviiah,
New York.
Capt. Mitchell Reid of sell. William C.
Salem, Mass., April 9. Ar, schs. Harold
< arnegie,
visiting his family at lioothB. Cousens, Philadelphia; Nellie Eat n,
at
is
1m
vessel
discharging
his
bay \v!i
New York for Stockton Springs, Me.
Mack’s Point.
a

through and bedraggled, he tramped contentedly along looking as unperturbed
and as well groomed as if it were a
bright June day.
The reason was he was wearing a
Kuppenheimer Watershed. The coat
was waterproof- the weather did not
trouble him. He knew he looked well

A pules p

What good does it do you to eat if your
stomach fails, to digest the food ? None. It
causes belching, sour
does you harm
stomach, iiatulenee, etc. When the stomach
Kodol
little
fails a
Dyspepsia Cure after
each meal will digest what you eat and
makes the stomach sweet. t8oid by R. II.

sey

windy, rainy day

a man was observed whose appearance made him conspicuous among oilier passersby. While
they hurried along with faces expressing
disgust and worriment, their clothes wet

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

was

JOHNSONS

the Street
oue

damage to hull.
All steveJacksonville. Florida, April 4
dores at this port have been notified by the
Longshoremen’s Union that on April 8 they
will demand an increase in their wages of
50 cents per day for eaoh man. The wages
now being paid are 81.50, $2 and 82 50, according to the kind of work. Should the
demands of the longshoremen be successful
the rate for loading at this port will be
raised 15 cents per M.
Norfolk, Va., April 9. The five-masted
schooner Fannie Palmer stranded on the
Virginia coast 14 miles South of Cape
Henry two months ago, abandoned and sold
by her owners for a few thousand dollars,
was successfully floated today bv the tugs
employed by the purchasers of Che vessel.
The Palmer was taken in tow by the tug
Sali iburv and passed in the Virginia Capes
at 2 o’clock. She will reach Norfolk this
afternoon.

largely attended, commencing
at 8 a. rn. on the fourth of March, and closing on the morning of the filth at about the
banquet

Passing Along

WALDO TRUST COMPANY,

Farm

MASONIC TEMPLE, BELFAST, MAINE.

#

-s

